University Staff

In Memoriam:
Adler, John G, BSc MSc (British Columbia), PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Physics (1967, 1991).
Beauchamp, Larry S, BA MA (Denver), EdD (N Colorado), Professor of Secondary Education (1976, 1988).
Bercov, Ronald David, BSc (Alberta), PhD (California Institute of Technology), Professor Emeritus of Mathematical Sciences (1963, 1995).
Bergen, John J, BSc BEd (Manitoba), PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Educational Administration (1965, 1987).
Campbell, Ian Alexander, BSc (London), MA PhD (Colorado), Professor Emeritus of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences (1966, 1997).
Doddall, Lloyd, BSc MSc BEd PhD (Saskatchewan), Professor of Agricultural, Food and Nutritional Science (2001, 2010).
Empey, Elizabeth Louise, BSc (Alberta), MNS PhD (Cornell), Professor Emeritus of Home Economics (1959, 1978).
Haddow, James Baumd, BSc (St Andrews), MSc (Alberta), PhD (Manchester), Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering (1955, 1988).
Macbeth, Robert AL, BA MD (Alberta), MSc, DIPL in Surgery (McGill), Professor Emeritus of Surgery (1953, 1986).
Metcalf, James O, BSc MD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Surgery (1951, 1982).
Norris, Stephen P, BSc BEd MEd (Memorial), PhD (Illinois), Professor of Educational Policy Studies (1998, 1998).
Paranjape, Bhachandra Vishwanath, MSc (Nagpur), PhD (Liverpool), Professor Emeritus of Physics (1961, 1992).
Stephens-Newham, Lloyd George, BA (Saskatchewan), PhD (McGill), Professor Emeritus of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences (1966, 1986).
Whyte, Lillian A, BA BEd (St Francis Xavier), MS (Fordham), PhD (Columbia), Professor Emeritus of Educational Psychology (1967, 1988).
Yates, E Norman, OCAA (Ontario College of Art), Professor Emeritus of Art and Design (1954, 1988).

Continuing Academic Staff

Note: The following is a list of continuing academic staff in 2013-2014. Appointments taking effect in 2014-2015 have not been included. In addition, the ranks shown are 2013-2014 ranks; any promotions which take effect in 2014-2015 have not been included. The two years shown in parentheses at the end of each entry are (first) the year of first appointment to the University; and (second) the year of attestation of the current rank. Continuing academic staff are those employees whose contracts of appointment are under one of the Board-AASUA Agreements, viz. Faculty, Administrative and Professional Officer, Librarian, or Faculty Service Officer.

Continuing Academic Staff
Aaron, Stephen L, BSc MD (Alberta), LMCC, FRCP(C), Professor of Medicine (1989, 2003).
Abbott, Marilyn, BEd MEd PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Educational Psychology (2002, 2013).
Abele, Jonathan T, BSc (Alberta), MD (Western Ontario), Assistant Professor of Radiology and Diagnostic Imaging (2006, 2008).
Abemethy, Larue, BA (St. Catharines), MA (Saint Mary’s), Regional Director, Major Gifts and Planned Giving for the Office of Advancement (2013, 2013).
Abourizk, Simon M, BS MS (Georgia Institute of Technology), PhD (Purdue), Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering (1990, 1996).
Abu-Laban, Yasmine M, BA (Alberta), MA PhD (Carleton), Professor of Political Science (1998, 2008).
Achabal-Morrison, Kumarie, BA (Alberta), Associate Director of International Student Services in the University of Alberta International (1995, 2000).
Acom, John H, BSc MSc (Alberta), Faculty Service Officer in Renewable Resources (1999, 2008).
Adam-Ross, Sylvia, BA (Alberta), Executive Manager of the Werth Institute in the Office of the Dean in the Faculty of Arts (2004, 2008).
Adamowicz, Wiktor L, BSc MSc (Alberta), PhD (Minnesota), Distinguished University Professor of Resource Economics and Environmental Sociology and Vice Dean for the Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sciences (1983, 2008).
Adams, Catherine, BSc (Alberta), MD (St. Francis Xavier), PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Secondary Education (2006, 2012).
Adams, Eric, BA (McGill), LLB (Dalhousie), SJ (Toronto), Associate Professor of Law (2007, 2012).
Adams, Kimberly D, BSEE MSc (Alberta), Assistant Professor of Rehabilitation Medicine (2005, 2005).
Adatia, Ian TK, MBCHB (Bristol), MRCP, FRCP, Professor of Pediatrics (2008, 2008).
Adeeb, Sameer, BSc (Ain Shams), PhD (Calgary), Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering (2007, 2013).
Adesida, Adetola, BSc MSc (Essen), PhD (Manchester) Assistant Professor of Surgery (2009, 2009).
Adkin, Laurie E, BA (Saskatchewan), MA PhD (Queen’s), Associate Professor of Political Science (1991, 1997).
Adolphson, Mikael S, BA (Lund), MA PhD (Stanford), Professor of East Asian Studies and Associate Dean of Teaching and Learning in the Faculty of Arts (2008, 2010).
Afanac, Artn, BSc (Istanbul Technical), Faculty Service Officer of Chemical & Materials Engineering (2000, 2000).
Agraf, Sanjeev, BSc (Allahabad), PhD (Alberta), Professor of Surgery (2001, 2013).
Agraf, Sandeep K, BArch (India), MCP (Manitoba), PhD (Illinois), Professor and Director of the Planning Program for Earth and Atmospheric Sciences (2013, 2013).
Aguerrevere, Felipe L, BS (Simon Bolivar), MD (Madrid), Associate Professor of Finance & Management Science (2000, 2008).
Ahmed, Rabia, MD (Saskatchewan), Associate Professor of Medicine (2009, 2009).
Ahmed, Sajid, MBBB (Dow Medical), Associate Professor of Medicine (2002, 2008).
Aiken, Judi M, BSc MSc (Wisconsin), PhD (Calgary), Professor of Agricultural, Food and Nutritional Science (2008, 2008).
Aitchison, Catherine, MD (Oxford), PhD (London), Professor of Psychiatry (2011, 2011).
Aitken, Robert G, BA (Trent), MA PhD (Carleton), Associate Professor of Political Science (2006, 2012).
Alabiso, Jennifer B, BA (Trinity College), MSEd (Pennsylvania), Assistant Chair (Administration) of Modern Languages and Cultural Studies (2013, 2013).
Aldagakrishnan, Kannayiram, MBBB (Madura), MPH (Alberta), CRCP, Associate Professor of Medicine (2000, 2007).
Aloka, Brandon, BA (Queen’s), MA (Toronto), PhD (Queen’s), Assistant Professor of English for the Faculty of Augusta (2014, 2014).
Alessi, Daniel, BSc (Wisconsin-Parkside), MSc (Wisconsin-Milwaukee), PhD (Notre Dame), Assistant Professor of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences (2012, 2012).
Alexander, Peter, BLA (Toronto), BFA (York), Associate Director, Accommodation Planning and Architecture (2012, 2012).
Alexander, R Todd, BSc (Kingston), MD (Western Ontario), Associate Professor of Pediatrics (2007, 2013).
Al-Hussein, Mohamed, BSc MSc (U of Architecture & Civil Engineering), MA (Concordia), Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering (2001, 2011).
Ali, Declan W, BSc PhD (Toronto), Professor of Biological Sciences (2000, 2011).
Ali, Amin, MD (McGill), Associate Professor of Pediatrics and Assistant Dean (Professionalism) for the Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry (2001, 2009).
Allan, Dominic, BSc (Ottawa), MD (Dalhousie), Assistant Professor of Pediatrics (2009, 2009).
Allan, Gary M, BSc (Victoria), MD (CCCP (British Columbia), Professor of Family Medicine (2002, 2014).
Allison, W Ted, BSc PhD (Victoria), Associate Professor of Biological Sciences (2008, 2014).
Altamirano-Jimenez, Isabel, BA MA (Mexico), PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Political Science (2001, 2012).
Amirali, Jose N, BS (Pont Univ Catolica do RS), MS (InstituteTechnology de Aeronautica), PhD (Texas), Professor of Computing Science (2000, 2004).
Ametaj, Burim N, DVM (College of Vet Med), CRCP, LMCC, Associate Professor of Medicine (2008, 2012).
An, Henry, BSc (Toronto), MSc (Ouelp), PhD, Assistant Professor of Resource Economics and Environmental Sociology (2009, 2009).
Anders, Sven, MSc PhD (Giessen), Associate Professor of Resource Economics and Environmental Sociology (2007, 2012).
Andersen, Christian T, BA MA (Queen’s), PhD (Alberta), Professor and Associate Dean of Research in Native Studies (2000, 2014).
Andersen, Dana C, BSc (California State), MSc (Illinois), MSc, PhD (Maryland), Assistant Professor of Economics in the Faculty of Arts (2014, 2014).
Andersen, John, MD (Calgary), LMCC FRCP(C), Associate Professor of Pediatrics (2002, 2004).
Anderson, Bonita, BMUS BEd DIPFA (Calgary), Director of Development in Augustana Faculty (2005, 2005).
Anderson, Colin C, BSc PhD (Western Ontario), Professor of Surgery (2002, 2014).
Anderson, Greg, BA (Bingham Young), BA MA (Alberta), PhD (Johns Hopkins), Associate Professor of Political Science (2004, 2012).
Andreason-Richardson, Jerrie, BMGMT (Lethbridge), Administrative Professional Officer of the Vice-President (Finance and Administration) (2013, 2014).
Andrew, Susan E, BSc (Toronto), MSc (Simon Fraser), PhD (British Columbia), Associate Professor of Medical Genetics (1998, 2004).
Andrews, Debra, BSc (Wiches), MD (Harvard), FRCP, Associate Professor of Pediatrics (1987, 2003).
Anselmi, William AR, BA MA (Carleton), PhD (Montreal), Professor of Modern Languages and Cultural Studies (1998, 2009).
Anuik, Jonathan, BA (Saskatchewan), MA (Memorial), DPhil (Saskatchewan), Associate Professor of Educational Policy Studies (2011, 2011).
Aoki, Douglas S, BSc (Alberta), MA PhD (British Columbia), Associate Professor of Sociology (1997, 2001).
Apel, Derek B, MSc (UMM), PhD (Queen’s), Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering (2008, 2008).
Appleford, Robert D, BA MA (Guelph), PhD (Toronto), Associate Professor of English and Film Studies (1998, 2005).
Aranda-Saldana, Marley, BSc (UNCP), MSc PhD (UNCAMP), Associate Professor of Agricultural, Food and Nutritional Science (2003, 2014).
Arazy, Ofer, BSc MBA (Israel ITI), PhD (British Columbia), Associate Professor of Accounting and Management Information Systems (2004, 2012).
Arbuckle, Kathryn, BA LLLBS MLA MPA (Dalhousie), Professional Librarian (1999, 1999).
Arakami, Masoud, BSc (Isfahan), MSc (Tarbiat Moallem University), PhD (Saskatchewan), Professor of Computer Engineering (2005, 2013).
Argo, Jennifer J, BSc PhD (Manitoba), Professor of Marketing, Business Economics and Law (2003, 2011).
Arkison, Sarah, BA (Alberta), Recruitment and Liaison Officer of Undergraduate Programs in the School of Business (2004, 2008).
Armstrong, Barbara, BSc (Alberta), Assistant Professor of Political Science (2001, 2006).
Armstrong, Glen W, BSc MSc PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor and Associate Chair of Graduate Programs for the Department of Renewable Resources (1999, 2005).
Armstrong, Paul W, BSc MA (Queen’s), FRCP FACC, Distinquished University Professor of Medicine (1993, 2006).
Arndt, Crainwen, DBU CMA (Northern Alberta Institute of Technology), Service Delivery Manager of Finance in Administrative Information Systems (2010, 2010).
Arpe, Antti, MSc PhD (Helsinki), Associate Professor of Linguistics (2012, 2013).
Arsenault, Randal, BSc (Memorial), MSc (Manitoba), PhD (Waterloo), Service Faculty Officer in the Department of Biological Sciences (2013, 2013).
Arifeet, Morton, BA MA (Alberta), MSc (Mankato), Associate Professor of Science in Augustana Faculty (2004, 2004).
Ashbolt, Nicholas, BArtScs, PhD (Tasmania) Professor of Public Health Sciences (2013, 2013).
Ashworth, Nigel, MCBCH (Leicester), MSc (Saskatchewan), FRCP(C), Professor and Director of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation (2001, 2008).
Askari-Nasab, Hooman, BSc (Kerman), MSc (Amir Kabir), PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering (2002, 2013).
Atallah, Joseph, LMCC, LRCP MD (McGill), MSc (Harvard), Assistant Professor of Pediatrics (2009, 2009).
Au, Lillian, BSc MD (Alberta), Assistant Professor of Family Medicine (2014, 2014).
Audet, Doris, BSc (Chishamin), MSc (Carleton), PhD (York), Associate Professor of Sciences in Augustana Faculty (2004, 2004).
Avdis, Efstatios, MEng (Reading), MSc (Chalmers), MSc (Columbia), Assistant Professor of Finance and Statistical Analysis (2012, 2012).
Ayanci, Cagri, BSc MASc PhD (Ottawa), Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering (2012, 2012).
Aziz, Khalid, BA MD (Cambridge), MBBS (London), FRCP(C), Professor of Pediatrics (2007, 2013).
Badabaghi, Tayfun, BSc MSc (Istanbul Technical), MSc PhD (Southern California), Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering (2002, 2005).
Babiuk, Lorne, BSc MSc DSc (Saskatchewan), PhD (British Columbia), Professor of Agricultural, Food and Nutritional Science, Medical Microbiology and Immunology, and School of Public Health; and Vice-President (Research) (2006, 2007).
Buriak, Jillian M, BA (Harvard), PhD (Louis Parteur), Professor of Chemistry (2003, 2003).
Bumett, Troy, BCom (Saskatchewan), MBA (Alberta), Human Resource Manager in the Faculty of Agriculture (2012, 2012).
Burrell, Robert E, BSc MSc (Guelph), PhD (Waterloo), Canada Research Chair in Nanostructured Biomaterials, Professor of Chemical and Materials Engineering, and Chair of Biomedical Engineering in the Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry (2002, 2002).
Bursztyn, Deborah N, BSc (McGill), PhD (Toronto), Associate Professor of Medical Microbiology and Immunology (1999, 2006).
Burton, Jeffrey R, MD (Toronto), Professor of Medicine (1981, 2001).
Bush, Andrew BQ, BSc MSc PhD (Toronto), Professor of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences (1997, 2004).
Butcher, Kenneth S, BSc PhD MD (Western Ontario), FRCP(C) FRACP, Associate Professor of Medicine (2006, 2012).
Buteau, Jean, BSc MSc PhD (Montreal), Associate Professor of Agricultural Food and Nutritional Science (2012, 2012).
Butler, Craig, BSc MSc (Alberta), MD (Dalhousie), FRCP(C), Assistant Professor of Medicine (2009, 2009).
Butler, Suzanne, BEd Med (Alberta), Transition Year Program Coordinator in the Aboriginal Student Services Centre (2004, 2009).
Buttschenschoen, Klaus, MD (Johannes Gutenberg), Associate Professor of Surgery (2008, 2014).
Cable, Cheryl E, DDS (Alberta), Associate Professor of Dentistry (2001, 2007).
Cadenillas, Abel, BSc MSc (Catolica del Peru), MA (Rochester), PhD (Bellum), Professor of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (1996, 2007).
Cadon, Kenneth C, BEng MEng (McGill), PhD (Illinois), Professor of Chemical and Materials Engineering (2007, 2007).
Calhoun, Thomas E, Trinity College, PhD (Pennsylvania), Professor of Biological Sciences (1999, 2009).
Caine, Kenneth, BS PhD (Alberta), Assistant Professor of Sociology (2008, 2011).
Caine, Vera JF, BScN, MN, DEd (Alberta), Associate Professor of Nursing (2009, 2013).
Cairns, Christopher, BS (New York), PhD (Wisconsin), Associate Professor of Chemistry (2006, 2012).
Caldwell, Michael W, BPhysEd BSc (Alberta), PhD (McGill), Professor of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences/Biological Sciences; and Chair of Biological Sciences (2000, 2014).
Calverley, Gana, MD (Medicine and Pharmacy), Assistant Professor of Medical Genetics (2012, 2012).
Cameron, Linda D, MSc (Lancaster), Director of the University Press (2001, 2001).
Camicioli, J Richard M, BSc (Queen's), MSc MDCM (McGill), FRCP(C), Professor of Medicine (2000, 2008).
Cammarat, Laurent, BSc (Montreal), MSc (McGill), Associate Professor of Political Science (2002, 2008).
Castro-Rea, Julián, BSc (Mexico), MSc PhD (Montreal), Associate Professor of Political Science (1999, 2004).
Cau, Andrew J, MB ChB (Manchester), MSc (Western Ontario), LRCR, MRCS, Professor in Family Medicine (1992, 2004).
Ceci, Christina, BN MN PhD (Calgary), RN, Associate Professor of Nursing (2006, 2012).
Cernak, Ibojla, MSc, PhD (Pristina), Professor of Rehabilitation Medicine (2012, 2012).
Chacko, Thomas, BA (Rotgers), MS (Pennsylvania State), PhD (North Carolina), Professor and Associate Chair (Graduate Studies) of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences (1990, 2001).
Chalutaryuk, Richard J, BSc MSc PhD (Alberta), Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering (1997, 2006).
Chan, Alicia KJ, BSc (Waterloo), MD (Toronto), FRCP(C), Associate Professor of Medical Genetics (2000, 2006).
Chan, Catherine B, BSc PhD (British Columbia), Professor of Physiology and Division Director (Human Nutrition) in the Faculty of Agricultural, Life & Environmental Sciences (2006, 2006).
Chan, David HK, BEng MEng (McMaster), PhD (Alberta), Professor and Associate Chair (Graduate Studies) of Civil and Environmental Engineering (1985, 1997).
Chan, Gordon KT, BSc (Alberta), PhD (Calgary), Associate Professor of Oncology (2002, 2008).
Chan, Kam Ming, MD (Glasgow), FRCP(C), Professor of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation (2001, 2012).
Chan, Karen, BSc, MSc, MD (Dalhousie), CCFP, Assistant Professor of Family Medicine (2014, 2014).
Chandler, Kathryn, BSc (Alberta), Faculty Service Officer in Human Ecology (2001, 2009).
Chandra, Sujata, BMetSc MD (Memorial Mfd), FRCS (Mount Royal), Associate Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology (2002, 2010).
Chang, Cheng-Hsin, BEng (Royal Military College of Canada), MBA (Alberta), Program Director of Executive Education for the Alberta School of Business (2014, 2014).
Chang, John P, BSc MSc (Manitoba), PhD (Alberta), Professor of Biological Sciences (1987, 1995).
Chang, Scott X, BSc (Zhengia Agric), MSc (Academia Sinica), PhD (British Columbia), Professor of Renewable Resources (2001, 2011).
Chapman, Craig, BSc (British Columbia), MSc PhD (Western Ontario), Assistant Professor of Physical Education and Recreation (2013, 2013).
Charvet, Monique, BA (Queens), MSc (Purdue), PhD (UBC), Assistant Professor in Speech Pathology and Audiology (2012, 2013).
Charlton, Daniel R, BSc MSc PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences (1999, 2001).
Cherry, Shannen, BSc (Manitoba), Administrative Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology (2006, 2010).
Chesser, Christopher J, BSc PhD (Sheffield), Professor of Physiology and Co-Chair, Renaissance Committee for Human Resources (1978, 1988).
Chesney, Jennifer, BMus (Indiana), MMus (Yale), Associate Vice-President (University Digital Strategy) in the Office of the Vice-President (University Relations) (2010, 2012).
Chen, Jie, BSE, MS (Fudan), MSEE, PhD (Maryland), Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering (2005, 2012).
Chen, Lingyun, BSc, PhD (Wuhan), Associate Professor of Agricultural, Food and Nutritional Science (2007, 2013).
Chen, Tongwen, BSc (Tsinghua), MASc, PhD (Toronto), Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering (1997, 1999).
Chen, Weixing, BSc, MSc (Dalian), PhD (Manitoba), Professor of Chemical and Materials Engineering (1999, 2011).
Chen, Xi, BSc (Missouri-Rolla), PhD (Harvard), Associate Professor of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (2002, 2006).
Cheng, Chi, BSc, MS (Chengdu), PhD (Montreal), Professor of Physiology (2000, 2011).
Cheng, Jing–Jung, BS (National Cheng Kung), MS (Texas at Austin), Professor and Chair of Civil and Environmental Engineering (1984, 1995).
Cheng, Sheng, PhD (Academia Sinica), Professor of Physics (2004, 2004).
Cheng, Zengtao, MEng, PhD (Waterloo), Professor of Mechanical Engineering (2014, 2014).
Chernihiv, Raul, BA, PhD (UBC), Assistant Professor in the School of Business (2013, 2013).
Chermak, Vladimir, MSc (Byelorussian), PhD (Belarus), Professor of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (2002, 2003).
Cherry, Nicola, BSc (Wales), MPhil, PhD, Director of the Centre for Critical Care Research (1989, 2000).
Cheung, Lawrence, MD, (Alberta), FRCP(C), Associate Professor of Medicine (1999, 2000).
Cheung, Maria, BA and AMLS (Alberta), Manager of Prospect Research in the Office of Advancement Services (2003, 2011).
Chiu, Isabelle, MD, PhD (Alberta), Assistant Professor of Dentistry (2013, 2013).
Chiu, Chi, BSc, MSc (British Columbia), PhD (Manchester), Associate Professor of Chemistry (1997, 1997).
Chow, Ava, BSc, MSc (Calgary), Assistant Professor of Dentistry (2010, 2010).
Chow, Kim, BSc, PhD (British Columbia), Professor of Physics (2001, 2007).
Choy, Alberto, BMSc, MD (Alberta), FRCP(C), Assistant Professor of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery (2004, 2013).
Chraibi, Yousef, BSc (Queensland), MSc (Johannesburg), PhD (British Columbia), Assistant Professor of Dental Surgery (2007, 2007).
Chu, John, BSc, MA (California), PhD (Toronto), Professor of Chemical and Materials Engineering (2013, 2013).
Church, W. John B, BA (Guelph), MA (Waterloo), PhD (Western Ontario), Associate Professor of Political Science (1995, 2005).
Churchill, Thomas A, BSc (Carleton), Associate Professor and Director of Graduate Studies in Surgery (1995, 2010).
Chytracek, Mark, BA (Wisconsin), Director of Student and Residence Services in Kwantlen College (2004, 2004).
Cisneros, Odle, BA (Wellesley) PhD (NYU), Associate Professor of Modern Languages and Cultural Studies (2003, 2009).
Clark, Alexander, BSc PhD (Glasgow), Professor of Pharmacology (1978, 1988).
Clark, Alexander B, PhD (Melbourne), Associate Professor of Pharmacology (2003, 2011).
Cooper, Ryan D, BSc (Calgary), MD (Alberta), MPH (Johns Hopkins), FRCP(C), Faculty Service Officer in Medicine, Division of Infectious Diseases (2002, 2008).
Concoran, Kathleen, BMus MMus (Alberta), Associate Professor of Fine Arts in Augastana Faculty (2004, 2004).
Condat, Emmanuelle, MPHarm (Jean Maetz), PhD (Antipolis), Assistant Professor of Physiology (2007, 2007).
Corkum, Philip R, BA MA (Dalhousie), MA (London), PhD (California Los Angeles), Associate Professor of Philosophy (2005, 2011).
Couch, Janet, BSc (Western Ontario), MSc (Alberta), Faculty Service Officer in Physics (1993, 2002).
Coulson, Richard, MBBS (University of London), MRCP, FRCP, Professor of Radiology and Diagnostic Imaging (2009, 2009).
Coupland, Nicholas J, MB ChB (Edinburgh), MRCPsych, Professor of Psychiatry (1996, 2007).
Couney, Kerry S, BA MA (Western Ontario), PhD (Illinois), Professor of Physical Education and Recreation (1997, 2000).
Courtney, Mark, MD (Ottawa), FRCP(C), Associate Professor of Medicine (2000, 2010).
Couture, Claude, BA MA PhD (Montreal), Professor of Campus Saint-Jean (1988, 2000).
Cowan, Robin, BA (Alberta), Director of Student Services in the Faculty of Arts (2001, 2001).
Cox, Cheryl, BSc (Saskatchewan), Director of Clinical Placements in Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences (1983, 1983).
Craig, William R, BSc (Brandon), MD CM (McGill),LNACC FRCP, Associate Professor of Pediatrics (2000, 2000).
Crane, Kiernan, MBA (Brock), Human Resources Consultant in Employee Relations in Human Resource Consulting Services (2010, 2010).
Cranley, Lisa, BScN (Ottawa), MN PhD (Toronto), Assistant Professor of Nursing (2012, 2012).
Creaser, Robert A, BSc (Australian Nat'l), PhD (La Trobe), Professor and Interim Chair of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences (1992, 2000).
Creech, Melissa, BSc, MBA (Edmonton), Administrative Professional Officer in the Alberta School of Business (2013, 2013).
Creutzig, Thomas, MSc (Heidelberg), PhD (Hamburg), Professor of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (2013, 2013).
Crübben, Ivor, BA (Dublin Trinity), MSc (College Dublin), PhD (Columbia), Assistant Professor of Finance and Statistical Analysis (2012, 2012).
Crites-Batte, Michele, BS (Washington State), BS MSc (Washington), PhD (Gothenburg), Professor of Physical Therapy (1995, 1995).
Crocker, Kenneth, BA (Alberta), MSc (Edmonton), Administrative Professional Officer in the Alberta School of Business (2013, 2013).
Da Cruz, Leonel, BA (Edmonton), MSc (Queen’s), PhD (Melbourne), Assistant Professor of Chemistry (1993, 1993).
Dai, Feng, PhD (Xuzhou), MSc DPhil (Beijing), Professor of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (2002, 2014).
Dai, Xiang, PhD (Sichuan), Associate Professor of Business Administration (1999, 2000).
Daley-O’Cain, Jennifer L, BA (Michigan State), MA PhD (Michigan), Professor of Modern Languages and Cultural Studies (1997, 2014).
Dalal, Neil A, BA (Vermont), MA (California Institute of Integral Studies), Assistant Professor of Philosophy (2009, 2009).
Daman, Ronald W, MD (Alberta), FRCP(C), Associate Professor of Medicine (2000, 2006).
Damraj, Sambasivarao, BSc PhD (Osmania), MSc (Hyderabad), Associate Professor of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology (1987, 2006).
Dambrozow, Kirsten A., BSc (Queens), PhD (UBC), Research Development Officer in the Faculty of Engineering (2014, 2014).
Damji, Karim, BSc MD (British Columbia), BSc (Alberta), MBA (Queens), FRCSC, Professor of Ophthalmology (2008, 2008).
Daneshmand, Moghan, BSc (Univ Science and Technology, Tehran), MSc (Montreal), PhD (Waterloo), Assistant Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering (2008, 2008).
Daniels, Lia, BA (British Columbia), MA (Victoria), PhD (Montreal), Associate Professor and Interim Associate Chair and Graduate Coordinator for Educational Psychology (2008, 2013).
Daniels, Vijay, BSc (British Columbia), BMedSc MD (Montana), Assistant Professor of Medicine (2009, 2009).
Dara, Abrahim E., BA (Toronto), Director of the Annual Fund for the Office of Advancement (2013, 2013).
Darsaut, Tim, BSc (Ottawa), PhD (Kingston), Assistant Professor of Surgery (2011, 2011).
Dashora, Pushpajani, DPhil (Ohio State), Assistant Professor of Human Ecology (2011, 2011).
Davenport, Margie, BSc (Trent), BS (British Columbia), Assistant Professor of Physical Education and Recreation (2012, 2012).
David, Sandra T, BS (Massachusetts), MS (Washington State), PhD (Vermont), Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology (1996, 2006).
Davidson, Debra J, BA (California Berkeley), MS PhD (Wisconsin-Madison), Professor in Resource Economics and Environmental Sociology and Renewable Resources (1999, 2013).
Davidson, Judy L, BPE MA PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Physical Education and Recreation (1999, 2013).
Davidson, Sandra, BN (Lethbridge), MScN, PhD (Gonzaga) Assistant Professor of Nursing (2013, 2013).
Davies, Dawn, BScN (Western Ontario), MD (McMaster), Associate Professor of Pediatrics (1999, 2008).
Davies, Evan G R, PhD (Western Ontario), MES BaSc (Waterloo), Assistant Professor of Civil & Environmental Engineering (2009, 2009).
Davies, JoAnne, BSc Med PhD (Alberta), Interprofessional Education Manager of Health Sciences Education and Research Common (2001, 2011).
Davies, Martin, BSc (Regina), PhD (Saskatchewan), Faculty Service Officer in Pharmacology (2000, 2007).
Davis, Carey Sean, PhD BSc (Alberta), Faculty Service Officer in Biological Sciences (2010, 2010).
Davis, Faith G., BSc (Alberta), MPA MSc MPH (Havard), PhD (Yale), Professor and Chair of Public Health Sciences (2012, 2012).
Davis, John P BSc (Washington), MA PhD (Northwestern), Assistant Professor of Physics (2010, 2010).
Davis, Walter, BA MA (Kanas), Associate Professor of Art & Design (2007, 2014).
Davison, Mary Ellen, BSc (Alberta), Administrative/Professional Officer Assistant Chair, Administration Department of Paediatrics Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry (2004, 2014).
DeBono, Francis, BSc MSc PhD Laval, Assistant Professor of Medicine and Faculty Saint-Jean (2010, 2014).
Debow, Michael RW, BA MA PhD (Western Ontario), Professor of Psychology (1987, 1996).
Das, Sunwit, BSc MSc (Calcutta), PhD (Alberta), Faculty Service Officer in Physiology (2000, 2010).
Deacon, Leith, BA (Windsor), MSc (Guelph), PhD (Western Ont.), Assistant Professor of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences (2011, 2013).
De Fabrizio, Lucy, BC McMaster, B.Ed. (Western Ontario), MA (British Columbia), PhD (Alberta), Office Manager of International Initiatives in the Office of the Dean in the Faculty of Education (1999, 2011).
de Gara, Christopher J, MBBS BS MS (London), FRCS(C), Professor of Surgery (1997, 2003).
de Kerk, Arno, PhD MSc (Pretoria), BSc (South Africa), Professor of Chemicals and Materials Engineering (2009, 2013).
de Leon, Ann E, BA (Wellesley), MD (Johns Hopkins), Associate Professor of Modern Languages and Cultural Studies (2007, 2013).
de Montigny, Marc, BSc MA (Laval), PhD (Montreal), Professor and Section Head (Science Sector) of Faculty Saint-Jean (1995, 2007).
de Vries, Genda, BSc (Waterloo), PhD (British Columbia), Professor and Associate Chair (Undergraduate Studies) of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (1998, 2013).
Debenham, Brock J, BSc, MD (Alberta), Assistant Professor of Oncology in the Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry (2014, 2014).
DeBernardi, Jean, BA (Montreal), MD PhD (Chicago), Professor of Anthropology (1991, 2002).
DeCorby, Ryszard, BSc, PhD (Saskatchewan), PhD (Alberta), Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering (2000, 2009).
Diederich, Douglas, BSEED DDS (Iowa), MSc PhD (Alberta), Professor of Dentistry (2005, 2005).
Dehghanpour, Hassan, BSc Sharif, MSc (Alberta), PhD (Texas Austin), Assistant Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering (2011, 2011).
Dion, Andrew, BSc (Victoria), MD (Manitoba), FRCP(C), Assistant Professor of Pediatrics (2009, 2009).


Dixon, Walter T, BSc (Alberta), MPH PhD (Cambridge), Professor and Associate Dean of Research and Graduate Programs in the Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sciences and Associate Vice-President (Research) (1993, 1999).

Dobbs, Bonnie M, BA PhD (Alberta), Professor of Family Medicine (2006, 2010).

Domahidi, Daina, BSc (Alberta), BSc (Glascow), Faculty Service Officer in the Health Sciences Laboratory Animal Services of the Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry (2010, 2011).

Donald, Dwayne, BA BEd (Alberta), MEd (Lethbridge), PhD (Alberta) Associate Professor of Secondary Education (2003, 2013).
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Kim, Daniel H-J, BSc (New York), MD (Calgary), FRCP(C), Associate Professor of Medicine (2003, 2009).

Kim, Esther, BSc (Alberta), MS PhD (Arizona), Assistant Professor of Speech Pathology and Audiology (2009, 2009).

Kim, Mi-Jung, Bed (Seoul) Med PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Elementary Education (2014, 2014).

Kimber, Shane KM, MD (Queen’s), FACP(C), Associate Professor of Medicine (1992, 2000). 

Kindzienski, Warren, BSc (Manitoba), MSc PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Public Health Sciences (1998, 2007).


King-Jones, Kirst, BS DIP PhD (Berlin), Associate Professor of Biological Sciences (2006, 2012).

King, Sharla, BPE MSC PhD (Alberta) Associate Professor of Educational Psychology (2002, 2014).


King, Wood, BSc (Dalhousie), RN (Conestoga), MSc PhD (McMaster), Associate Professor of Educational Psychology (2004, 2012).

King, Wood, BSc (Dalhousie), RN (Conestoga), MSc PhD (McMaster), Associate Professor of Educational Psychology (2004, 2012).

King, Wood, BSc (Dalhousie), RN (Conestoga), MSc PhD (McMaster), Associate Professor of Educational Psychology (2004, 2012).

Klawe, Kim, BSc MD (Alberta), FRCP(C), Associate Professor of Medicine (2001, 2009).

Klassen, John S, BSc (Queen’s), PhD (Alberta), Professor of Chemistry (1998, 2008).

Klassen, Timothy, BA (Toronto) BA MLS (Dalhousie), Head of the Science and Technology Library (2012, 2012).

Klein, Douglas, BSc (Western Ontario), MD (Ottawa), Associate Professor of Family Medicine (2000, 2009).
**University Faculty**

Mann, Ian R, BSc (Birmingham), PhD (St. Andrews), Professor of Physics (2003, 2006).

Manos, Patricia, BSc BSPE MSc (Saskatchewan), PhD (Oregen State), Associate Professor of Physical Therapy (2003, 2009).

Manson, Jessamyn, BSc (British Columbia), PhD (Toronto), Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences (2012, 2012).

Mar, Arthur, BSc (British Columbia), PhD (Northwestern), Professor of Chemistry (1994, 2004).

Maraj, Brian KV, BPE (McMaster), MA (Western Ontario), PhD (Waterloo), Professor of Physical Education and Recreation (1999, 2008).

March, Dolores, BA (Memorial), BEd Med (Alberta), Associate Director of Hospitality Services in Ancillary Services (2011, 2011).

Marchand, Joseph T, BA (Rutgers), MA (New York), PhD (Syracuse), Associate Professor of Economics (2007, 2014).

Marchand, Richard, BSc (Montreal), MSc (Toronto), MA PhD (Princeton), Professor and Associate Chair (Graduate Studies of Physics) (2000, 2013).

Marchant, David, BSc (Simon Fraser), PhD (London), Assistant Professor of Medical Microbiology and Immunology (2012, 2012).

Marcoul, Philippe, BA MA PhD (Toulouse), Associate Professor of Resource Economics and Environmental Sociology (2008, 2008).

Marenette, Paula F, BA (Queen’s), MA PhD (McGill), Professor of Social Sciences in Auguasta Faculty (2004, 2011).


Markula, Pirkko, MSc (Jyvaskyla), PhD (Illinois), Professor of Physical Education and Recreation (2007, 2007).

Maroto, Michelle, BA (Boston), MA PhD (Washington), Assistant Professor of Sociology (2012, 2012).

Marple, David R, BA (London), MSc (Alberta), BSc (Sheffield), Distinguished University Professor and Chair of History and Classics (1991, 2006).

Marquez, Horacio J, BSc (Institute Technology Buenos Aires), MSc PhD (New Brunswick), Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering (1996, 2003).

Marsh, Sharon, BSc (Edmonton), PhD (Aberedeen), Assistant Professor of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences (2010, 2010).

Marsiglio, Frank, BSc (Toronto), MSc PhD (McMaster), Professor and Associate Chair (Research of Physics) (1997, 2013).

Martin, Andrew R, BSc, MSc, PhD (Alberta), Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering (2013, 2013).

Martin, C Derek, BSc (Memorial), MEng (Alberta), PhD (Manitoba), Professor of Civil & Environmental Engineering (2000, 2000).

Martin, Jonathan W, BSc, MEng (Queen’s), MSc PhD (McGill), Professor of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology (2004, 2014).

Martin, Keavy, BA (Queen’s), MA PhD (Toronto), Associate Professor of English and Film Studies (2009, 2009).

Martin, Wayne R, BMedSc MD (Alberta), FRCP (C), Professor of Medicine (1990, 1990).

Martindale, Roberta A, BSc MEd (Alberta), Associate Professor of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology (2001, 2013).

Masumwala, Christina, BA, MPhilcomb (PhD) (Washington), Assistant Professor of Accounting, Operations and Information Systems (2013, 2013).

Masumwala, Shamim, BA (Hawaii), MBA (Chicago), PhD (Washington), Assistant Professor of Accounting, Operations and Information Systems (2013, 2013).

Mason, Andrew R., BSc, MSc, PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering (2013, 2013).

Mason, Daniel S, BPE MA (British Columbia), PhD (Alberta), Professor of Physical Education and Recreation (1996, 2008).

Massicotte, Mary P, BSc MSc (Waterloo), MD MHSc (McMaster), FRCP Professor of Pediatrics (2003, 2003).

Masuda, Takahiko, BA (Hokkaido), MSc PhD (Alberta), PhD (Rand Afrikaans), Associate Professor of History and Classics (1997, 2014).

McAfee, William C, BSc MSc PhD (McGill), Professor of Chemical and Materials Engineering (1996, 2004).

McCartney, Daryl M, BSc MSc PhD (Manitoba), Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering (2002, 2006).

McCaw, Kim, Professor of Drama (1997, 2004).

McClellan, Sandra L, BA (Alberta), Student Advisor in the Student Programs Office, Faculty of Arts (2002, 2002).

McClelland, Julie, BCom (Alberta), MPA (Dalhousie), Assistant Dean (Administration) of the Office of the Dean in the Faculty of Science (2006, 2006).

McConnell, David, BSc PhD (Sydney), Professor of Occupational Therapy (2007, 2010).

McCreery, Jane, BSc PhD (Nottingham), Canada Research Chairs Coordinator and Advisor in the Research Services Office (2007, 2007).

McCreery, Richard L, BS (California), PhD (Kansas), Professor of Chemistry (2006, 2006).


McDermid, Heather L, BSc MSc (Western Ontario), PhD (Queen’s), Professor and Associate Chair of Graduate Studies in Biological Sciences (1988, 2013).

McDermott, Christie A, BS (Oklahoma), PhD (Ohio State), Faculty Service Officer of Chemistry and Assistant Chair of Student Services in Chemistry (1999, 2009).

McDermott, Lisa, BPE (McMaster), MA (Queen’s), PhD (Leeds Metropolitan), Associate Professor of Physical Education and Recreation (1998, 2009).

McDermott, Mark T, BS (Pittsburgh), PhD (Ohio State), Associate Professor and Associate Chair (Graduate Studies in the Department of Chemistry, 1995, 2001).

McDonald, Andre, BEng MEng (City College NY), PhD (Toronto), Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering (2007, 2013).

McDonald, Robert, BSc (Memorial), PhD (Alberta), Faculty Service Officer in Chemistry (1992, 2004).

McDougall, I Ann, BA MA (Toronto), PhD (Birmingham), Professor of History and Classics (1986, 1996).

McEwan, Alexander JB, MBBS MSc (Middlesex Hosp Med Sch), Professor and Chair of Oncology (1992, 1992).

McFadyen, Sandra, BSc (Alberta), Administrative Officer in Chemical & Materials Engineering (2000, 2000).

McFarlane, Lu-Anne, BSc, MSc (Alberta), Associate Chair of Speech Pathology and Audiology (2014, 2014).

McFeeters, Pamela J., MEd (Manitoba), Assistant Professor of Elementary Education (2014, 2014).

McGarvey, Lynn, M, BEd PhD (Alberta), MEd (Calgary), Associate Professor of Elementary Education and Associate Dean of Undergraduate Teacher Education in the Faculty of Education (1996, 2001).

McGaw, W Timothy, DDS MSc FRCD(C) (Toronto), Professor of Dentistry (1982, 1993).

McGee, Iara K, BES (Waterloo), PhD (Australian National), Associate Professor of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences (2002, 2002).

McHugh, Tara-Leigh, Associate Professor of the Faculty of Physical Education and Recreation (2009, 2014).

McInnes, Alison, BA (Manitoba) MCLINSC (W. Ontario), DPS (Washington), Assistant Professor of Educational Psychology (2010, 2010).

McInnes, Mitchell P, BA LLB (Alberta), LLM PhD (Cambridge), Professor of Law (2005, 2005).

McIsaac, Ben, BA (Saint Mary’s) Director of Faculty Development for the Office of Advancement (2013, 2013).

McKay, Ryan T, BSc (Bethlehem), PhD (Alberta), Faculty Service Officer of Chemistry (2001, 2012).

McKenzie, Deborah I, BS (Simon Fraser), PhD (Calgary), Associate Professor of Biological Sciences (2008, 2008).

McKee, Daryl S, BA (UBC Okanagan), LLB (Alberta), Legal Counsel in the Office of General Counsel (2013, 2013).

McKinnon, Joanne, BA (Alberta), LLB (Ottawa), Assistant Chair (Administration) in Anthropology (2000, 2000).

McKinnon, Keith, Associate Executive Director of Information Services and Technology (2009, 2009).

McKinnon, Roald, BSc (Alberta), MEd (McGill), Associate Professor of Economics and Chair of History and Classics (1996, 2006).

McLean, Daryl David, BA (Rollins), MBA (Arizona), MA (Boston), Associate Professor of Finance and Statistical Analysis (2006, 2011).


McMahon, Alan W, MD (Alberta), LMC, FRCP(C), Associate Professor of Medicine (1999, 2005).

McLennan, Lynne M, BScHE MSc PhD (Alberta), Professor of Agricultural, Food and Nutritional Science (1996, 2006).

McMullen, Todd PW, BSc PhD (Alberta), MSc (Calgary), Professor of Surgery (2004, 2004).

McMurtry, M Sean, BASC (British Columbia), BSc MD (Dalhousie), PhD (Alberta), FRCP(C), Associate Professor of Medicine (2003, 2013).

McNaught, Brian D, BSc MD (Saskatchewan), Faculty Service Officer in the Department of Medicine (2006, 2012).


McNeely, Margaret L, PhD, MSc, BSc (Alberta), Assistant Professor of Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation Medicine (2009, 2009).
McNeill, Liam, BMgmt (Lethbridge), Director of Marketing and Communications of University Relations (2011, 2013).
McClelland, David A, BSc (McGill), PhD (Cambridge), Faculty Service Officer of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (1997, 2009).
McPhee, Jennifer L, RT BSc (Alberta), MLS Coordinator and Department Administrative Professional Officer in Laboratory Medicine and Pathology (1988, 1991).
McQuarrie, Lynn M, BA BEd MEd PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Educational Psychology (2003, 2009).
McQueen, Rachel, BSc MSc PhD (Otago), Assistant Professor of Human Ecology (2007, 2007).
McVinish, Lianne, BA (Western Ontario), MA PhD (Ottawa), Professor of Art and Design (2007, 2007).
Meagher, Michelle, MA (Reading), PhD (George Mason), Associate Professor of Women's Studies Program (1998, 2014).
Mehrotra, Vikas, BS (Indian Institute of Technology), MBA (Rollins College), PhD (Oregon), Professor and Chair of Finance and Statistical Analysis (1992, 2011).
Melincon, Paul R, BSc, MSc PhD (McGill), PhD (Wisconsin), Professor of Cell Biology and Associate Dean in the Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research (1997, 2001).
Meldrum, Alkiviates, BS (Concordia), MS (McGill), PhD (New Mexico), Professor of Physics (1999, 2008).
Meldrum, Bryce, BA (Calgary), Regional Director for the Office of Advancement (2013, 2013).
Melnikov, Alexander, BSc (Moscow State), PhD (Steklov Math Institute), Professor of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (2001, 2001).
Mendez, Patricia F, BEng (Buenos Aires), MSc PhD (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), Professor of Chemical and Materials Engineering (2009, 2013).
Mengel, Michael H, MD (Memorial University), Professor and Chair of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology (2008, 2014).
Menon, Naresha, BSc (Singapore), MHSa PhD (Alberta), Professor of Public Health Sciences (1997, 1997).
Menon, Matthew, MD BA (Western Ontario), MSHS (British Columbia), Assistant Professor of Surgery (2009, 2009).
Merali, Fahad, BA MSc (Calgary), PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Educational Psychology (2001, 2005).
Mercedes, Chan, MBBS (Hong Kong), Assistant Professor Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry Department of Pediatrics (2014, 2014).
Merel, Laurie E, MD (Western Ontario), FRCP(C), Professor of Medicine (1998, 2012).
Merklinger, Philip M, BA (Wilfrid Laurier), MA (Waterloo), PhD (Ottawa), Professor of Humanities in Augustana Faculty (2004, 2004).
Merrill, Rye, BA (Saint Lawrence), MS (Idaho), PhD (Washington), Professor of Biological Sciences (1999, 2007).
Mersal, Iman, MA (Gairo), Associate Professor of Modern Languages and Cultural Studies (2000, 2012).
Mertiny, Pierre, DIP (Hannover), PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering (1999, 2012).
Metcalfe, Peter D, BSc MD (Alberta), FRSC(C), Associate Professor of Surgery (2006, 2012).
Methot, Melanie, BA (McGill), MA (Moncton), PhD (Calgary), Associate Professor of Social Sciences in Augustana Faculty (2004, 2006).
Meyer, Steven R, BSc MD (British Columbia), PhD (Alberta), FRSC(C), Associate Professor of Surgery (2008, 2014).
Michalak, Marek, MSc (Warsaw), PhD (Nencki Institute), Distinguished University Professor of Biochemistry in the Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry (1987, 1994).
Michelakis, Evangelos D, MD (Patra), Assistant Professor of Medicine (1998, 2008).
Midleton, Jacqueline, BA BEd MEd (Alberta), Faculty Service Officer for the Radiation Therapy Degree Program in the Department of Oncology (2014, 2014).
Middleton, Jamie, BSc (Southampton), PhD (Cambridge), Faculty Service Officer IV (Teaching Professor) in Biochemistry (2000, 2003).
Milios, Nadine C, BSc PhD (McMaster), Professor of Dentistry (1983, 1995).
Minty, Peter J, MSc PhD (Sofia), Professor of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (1998, 2004).
Minovska, Petar, PhD (Belgrade), Associate Professor of Social Sciences in Augustana Faculty (2004, 2004).
Misfeldt, Kim L, BA MA (Saskatchewan), PhD (Queen's), Professor and Chair of Fine Arts and Humanities in Augustana Faculty (2004, 2011).
Mish, Tara J, BCom (Alberta), Assistant Chair of Political Science and Sociology (2000, 2012).
Misiaszek, John E, BSc PhD (Guelph), Professor of Occupational Therapy (1999, 2007).
Mitchell, Bryan F, MD (Western Ontario), FRSC(C), Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology (1986, 1986).
Mitchell, Jamie, BSc (Montreal), MSc PhD (Calgary), Faculty Service Officer in Physiology (2012, 2012).
Mitchell, Leslie, MSc (McMaster), Professor of Pediatrics (2003, 2014).
Mitlin, David, BS (Rensselaer), MS (Penn State), PhD (California Berkeley), Professor of Chemical and Materials Engineering (2004, 2012).
Miyasaki, Jiani, BSc MSc MD MEd (Toronto), Associate Professor of Medicine (2013, 2013).
Mizeran, Ivan, MSc (Cambridge), Professor of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (2000, 2005).
Mocquais, Pierre-Yves, MA (France), PhD (Western Ontario), Professor of Department of Marketing, Business Economics and Law (1996, 1999).
Mohanty, Bithili, BCom (Calgary), Manager of Real Estate and Development in Planning and Enterprise Services (2013, 2013).
Mohr, Jonathan JJ, BMus (Pacific Lutheran), MMas PhD (Alberta), Professor and Chair of Sciences in Augustana Faculty (2004, 2004).
Molzahn, Anita, BSCH MSc PhD (Alberta), Professor and Dean of the Faculty of Nursing (2007, 2008).
Montano-Laova, Aldo, MD (Guadalajara), Assistant Professor of Medicine (2009, 2009).
Montemagni, Carlos, BSc (Cornell), MSc (Pennsylvania State), PhD (Rome Publ), Professor of Chemicals and Materials Engineering and Scientific Director of Nano-Enabled Biomaterials for Sustainable Living Accelerator (2012, 2012).
Montpetit, Benjamen, BSc (Simon Fraser), PhD (British Columbia), Assistant Professor of Cell Biology (2012, 2012).
Mookerjea, Sourayan, BA MA (Toronto), PhD (York), Associate Professor of Sociology (1997, 2004).
Mou, Weimin, BS (Zhejian), PhD (Chinese Academy of Sciences), Associate Professor of Psychology (2007, 2011).
Mouat, Jeremy J, BA (Massey), MA (Canterbury), PhD (British Columbia), Professor and Chair of Social Sciences in Augustana Faculty (2003, 2005).
Moulton, Elizabeth, BA (Queen’s), Professor of Drama (1990, 2003).
Mousa, Donia, BA MA (Alberta), PhD (British Columbia), Associate Professor of Faculté Saint-Jean (2007, 2007).
Moure, Kenneth, BA (Calgary), MA (NY), PhD (Toronto), Professor of History and Classics (2009, 2009).
Mousavi, Pedram, MSc PhD (Manitoba), Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering (2013, 2013).
Moussa, Waelid A, BSc MSc (American), PhD (Carleton), Professor of Mechanical Engineering (2000, 2008).
Moussa, Lucie, DART (Indiana), Associate Professor of English and Film Studies and the Director of the Centre for Writers (2009, 2013).
Moyle, Robert, BCom (Alberta), Senior Director of Strategic Engagement and Outreach in the Office of Advancement (2012, 2012).
Mrazik, Martin, BEd MEd (Alberta), PhD (Georgia), Associate Professor of Educational Psychology (2006, 2012).
Muehlenbachs, Karlis, AB (Washington), PhD (Chicago), Professor of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences (1974, 1986).
Mueller, Martin, PhD (ETH), Professor and Associate Chair (Research) of Computing Science (2000, 2009).
Maier, James, BA (Manitoba), MPhil (Waikato), MA PhD (York), Professor of History and Classics and Assistant Professor of the Faculty of Law (2006, 2014).
Malatras, Paulin K, BPhil (Kingshala), BT (Mazedon), DIP PhD (Louvain), Associate Professor and Section Head (Arts Sector) of Faculté Saint-Jean (2005, 2010).
Mummery, W. Kerry, BSc (Brandon), MSC (Saskatchewan), PhD (Alberta), Dean and Professor in the Faculty of Physical Education and Recreation (2010, 2010).
Mumtaz, Zubia, MMBS (Aga Khan), MPhil (Harvard), PhD (LSHTM), Associate Professor of Public Health Sciences (2007, 2014).
Mundel, Karsten, BA (Alberta), MA PhD (Toronto), Associate Professor of Social Sciences, and the Director of the Office of Learning and Beyond (2004, 2014).
Munoz, Stefano, PhD MA (Pittsburgh), Assistant Professor of Drama (2009, 2009).
Murphy, Michael, MD BSc (Dalhouse), Professor and Chair of Anesthesiology and Pain Medicine (2010, 2010).
Murray, Alison, BSc (Victoria), MSc (Alberta), PhD (McGill), Associate Professor of Biological Sciences (2006, 2012).
Murray, Allan G, MD (Manitoba), FRCPC(C), Associate Professor of Medicine (1995, 2002).
Murray, Jason, BA (Regina), MEd PhD (Alberta), Registered Psychologist in Student Counselling Services in the University Health Centre (2008, 2009).
Mushahwar, Vivian K, BSc (Brigham Young), PhD (Utah), Professor of Physical Medicine and Rehab (2001, 2014).
Musilek, Petr, MSc PhD (Boo Military Tech Acad), Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering (1999, 2012).
Myers, Paul G, BMath (Waterloo), MSc (McGill), PhD (Victoria), Professor of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences (2001, 2012).
Nadadi, Terry, BA (Windsor), MA (Carleton), PhD (Toronto), Professor of Linguistics (1996, 2006).
Naht, Anh Anne, BSc MSc PhD (Alberta), Professor of Renewable Resources and Associate Dean (Research and Graduate Studies) for the Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sciences (1993, 2000).
Nagel, Rebecca E, BA (Toronto), AM PhD (Harvard), Associate Professor of History and Classics (1996, 2009).
Nagendra, Jayan, BMedSc MD PhD (Alberta), FRCS, Assistant Professor of Surgery (2011, 2011).
Nagpal, Munmeet, BCOM (Alberta), Administrative/Professional Officer Regional Director for the Office of Advancement (2014, 2014).
Nahachewsky, Andry, BA (Saskatchewan), BFA (York), MA (Alberta), Professor of Modern Languages and Cultural Studies (1990, 2005).
Naidu, Dhiren J, MD (Saskatchewan), Associate Professor of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation (2004, 2011).
Nakamura, Alice O, BS (Wisconsin), PhD (Johns Hopkins), Professor of Finance and Statistical Analysis (1973, 1982).
Narain, Ravan, BSc PhD (Mauritius), Associate Professor of Chemical and Materials Engineering (2009, 2009).
Nargang, Frank E, BSc PhD (Saskatchewan), Professor of Biological Sciences (1981, 1993).
Nascimento, Mario A, BS MS (State Campinas), PhD (SMethodist), Professor and Chair of Computing Science (1999, 2011).
Nassar, Usama, DDS (Damascus), MS (State University of New York), Associate Professor of Dentistry (1996, 2005).
Naylor, Julie, BA (Alberta), Assistant Dean of Programs and Operations in the Office of the Dean of the Faculty of Science (2001, 2010).
Nazemifard, Neda, BSc MSc (Alberta), Assistant Professor of Chemical and Materials Engineering (2011, 2011).
Nemetuch, Vanessa, BCOM (Calgary), Manager, Corporate Alumni Relations (2014, 2014).
Nedashkovska, Alla, BA (ivan Franko), MA PhD (Tepid), Associate Professor of Modern Languages and Cultural Studies (1999, 2005).
Neff, Paul J, BA (Augustana), Mlis (Alberta), Librarian in Augustana Faculty (2004, 2004).
Nelson, Erin L, BScPFT LLB (Alberta), LLM JD (Canada), Professor of Law (2000, 2014).
Neumann, Norman F, BSc PhD (Alberta), Professor of Public Health Sciences (1991, 2012).
Newton, Amanda, BScD MSc PhD (McMaster), Associate Professor of Pediatrics (2005, 2014).
Newton, Heather A, BA (Alberta), Executive Director of Marketing and Communication for the Alberta School of Business (2014, 2014).
Nguyen, Peter, BSc MSc PhD (Toronto), Professor of Physiology (1998, 2009).
Nicholls, Sandra M, MFA (Alberta), Associate Professor of Drama (1999, 2008).
Nichols, Darren N, BMEdSc MD (Alberta), CCPF CCFP-EM, Associate Professor of Family Medicine (2000, 2010).
Nicholson, Amber, BA MA (Alberta), Career Development Officer in Undergraduate Student Services in the Faculty of Arts (2000, 2010).
Nickel, Brian, MBA (Saskatchewan), Administrative/Professional Officer Regional Director, Major Gifts and Planned Giving Office of Advancement (2014, 2014).
Nicoladis, Elena, BA (California Berkeley), MA (McGill), Professor and Associate Chair (Research) for the Department of Psychology (2001, 2012).
Nielsen, Scott E, BSc MSc (Wisconsin), PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Renewable Resources (2000, 2014).
Nikolaides, Ioannis, BS (Patras), MSc (Georgia Institute of Technology), Professor of Computing Science (1997, 2013).
Nikityuk, Petr A, MSc PhD (Moscow Aviation Institute), Associate Professor of Chemical and Materials Engineering (2013, 2013).
Niu, Di, BEng (Sun Yat-sen), Msc (Toronto), Assistant Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering (2012, 2012).
Nobes, David S, BEng PhD (Adelaide), Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering (2005, 2012).
Noble, Mark, BSc (Toronto), BA (Ontario), MSc (Toronto), Administrative/Professional Officer Security, Health and Safety Advisor (2014, 2014).
Nocent, Norma, BEd MEd (Alberta), PhD (Ontario Institute for Studies in Education), Associate Professor of Secondary Education (1997, 2001).
North, Kimberly A, BA PhD (Ottawa), Professor of Psychology (2000, 2008).
Noga, Michelle L, BMEdSc MD (Alberta), IAMC FRCPC, Associate Professor of Radiology and Diagnostic Imaging (2001, 2011).
Nixs, Kimberly A, BA PhD (Ottawa), Assistant Professor of Psychology (2000, 2008).
Nouri, Alireza, BSc (Amirkabir), MSc (Sharif), PhD (Dalhousie), Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering (2004, 2013).
Nugent Sexsmith, Jo-anne, BA (Cape Breton), Director of Communications in the Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry (2012, 2012).
Nychka, John A, BSc (Alberta), ME (McMaster), PhD (California Santa Barbara), Associate Professor and Associate Chair (Undergraduate Studies) of Chemical and Materials Engineering (2007, 2007).
Okuno, Rouko, BSc MSc (Tokyo), PhD (Texas), Assistant Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering (2010, 2010).

Olefeldt, David S., MSc (Lund), PhD (McGill), Assistant Professor and CAP Chair in Watershed Management and Wetland Restoration in the Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sciences (2014, 2014).

Olffert, Jason S, BSc MSc (Alberta), PhD (Cambridge), Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering (2001, 2014).

Oliphant, Tami, BA MLS (Alberta), PhD (Western Ontario), Assistant Professor of School of Library & Information Studies (2012, 2012).

Oliva, Maria, BSC MD (Santa Tomas), Faculty Service Officer II (Assistant Teaching Professor) of Pediatrics (2009, 2013).

Olson, David M, BA (Augustana College), MS (Minnesota), PhD (St. Louis), Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology (1991, 1991).

Olson, Jaret L, BSc MD (Alberta), FRCS, Associate Professor of Surgery (2001, 2013).

Olson, Joanne K, BSN (Augustana College), MS (Minnesota), PhD (Wayne State), Professor of Nursing (1991, 2000).

Olson, Karin L, BSc MD (Alberta), MHSc (Toronto), Professor of Nursing (2001, 2008).

Oswood, Martin, MSc BDS (Witwatersrand), Assistant Professor of Surgery (2009, 2009).

O'Neill, Blair J, MD (Dalhousie), FRCP(C), FACC, Professor of Medicine (2008, 2008).

Oneschuk, Doreen M, MD (Alberta), CCPP, Associate Professor of Oncology (2000, 2004).

Ono, Toshiyuki, BSc (Nigeria), MA (Manitoba), PhD (Alberta) Assistant Professor of Social Sciences in Augustana Faculty (2004, 2005).

Osburn, Debra Pozega, BA MA PhD (Michigan State), Vice-President (External Relations) (2007, 2009).

Osofsky-Vargas, Alaska, MSc PhD (National Autonomous University of Mexico), Professor of Pediatrics (2009, 2009).

Ostdal, Hanne L, BSc PhD (California Los Angeles), Professor of Medical Microbiology and Immunology and Associate Dean (Research, Graduate Studies) in the Office of Research Administration (1991, 2001).

Oswald, Anna E, BMEdSc MD (Alberta), FRCP(C), Associate Professor of Medicine (2005, 2014).

Oudit, Gavin, BSc MSc MD PhD (Toronto), FRCP(C), Associate Professor of Medicine (2008, 2013).

Ouzgnane, Lahoucine, BA (Rabat), MA (Keele), MA (Bangor), PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor of English and Film Studies (1991, 1999).

Owen, Richard JT, MBCHB (Wales), MRCP FRCR LMCC, Associate Professor of Radiology and Diagnostic Imaging (2000, 2010).

Owtrim, George W, BSc MSc (York), PhD (Toronto), Professor of Biological Sciences (1994, 2014).

Ozga, Jocelyn, BA (Kalamazoo), MS PhD (Michigan State), Professor in Agricultural, Food and Nutritional Sciences (1992, 2005).

Ozimek, Lech, MSc PhD DSc (Silesian Tech), Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering (1992, 2013).

Ozawa, Masa, BSc MSc MD PhD, Associate Professor of Pediatric Cardiology (2001, 2011).


O'Brien, Michael, BSc (Washington), MAT (Williamette), DSC (Oregon), Education Program Coordinator for Student Services Sexual Assault Centre (2011, 2013).

O'Mara, Declan, BA (Dublin), BSc (Dublin), Associate Professor of Biology (2001, 2012).

Parker, Belinda, BSc PhD (Victoria), MN (British Columbia), Associate Professor of Nursing (2008, 2014).

Park, Timothy W, BSc (Trinity), MSc PhD (Alberta), Professor of Social Sciences in Augustana Faculty (1999, 2004).

Parks, John R, BA (Trinity), MSc PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Resource Economics and Environmental Sociology (2002, 2007).

Parr, Brenda, BA (Guelph), MEngSt (Waterloo), PhD (Manitoba), Associate Professor of Native Studies and Resource Economics and Environmental Sociology (2004, 2012).

Parrilla, Rauno, MA (Jyväskyla), PhD (Alberta), Professor of Educational Psychology (2000, 2006).

Parrot, Joseph, BSc (Alberta), PhD (Dalhousie), Faculty Service Officer III (Teaching Associate Professor) in the Department of Biochemistry (1998, 2013).

Parsons, James B, BA MA (Kentucky), PhD (Texas), Professor of Secondary Education (1976, 1987).

Pasdar, Manijeh, BSc MSc (Pahlavi), PhD (Illinois), Associate Professor of Cell Biology (1990, 1996).


Pawlowski, Teresa, BA (California Santa Barbara), PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Speech Pathology and Audiology (2000, 2007).

Patterson, Ian, MDCM (McGill), FRCP(C), Associate Professor of Medicine (2004, 2010).

Patidar, Jaypruakash, BSc MSc (Durham), PhD (York), Assistant Professor of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (2013, 2013).

Pazoski, Cynthia A, AB (Albion College), MS PhD (Wisconsin), Professor and Associate Chair (Undergraduate Studies) of Biological Sciences (1991, 2013).

Patton, Michael, PhD (Washington), Associate Professor of Nursing (2001, 2001).

Paterson, Steven K, BSc DDS (Alberta), DMD (Alberta), Associate Professor and Associate Chair of Dentistry (1998, 2008).

Paterson, Susan K, BID (Manitoba), Planning Officer in Planning and Infrastructure (1999, 2003).

Patrick, Wayne, MSc PhD DSc (Northern Alberta Institute of Technology), Executive Director Human Resource Services (2010, 2014).

Patt, Paul, MA (York), Director of the Office of the Vice-President (Facilities and Operations) (1989, 2005).

Paul, Lin, BSc (Montreal), MSc PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor and Associate Dean (Graduate Studies) in the Faculty of Nursing (1994, 2000).

Paul, Robert P, BSc MSc MD (British Columbia), LAMC, FRCP(C), Associate Professor of Medicine (2003, 2003).

Pavlidis, George C, BA (Witwatersrand), MA (Simon Fraser), PhD (British Columbia), Professor of Sociology and Law (2000, 2009).


Payeur, Diane, BCom (Alberta), MBA (Athabasca), Assistant Chair (Administration) of Biological Sciences (2013, 2014).


Pears, Michele, CMA, Associate Director of Reporting and Accounting in Financial Services (1998, 1998).

Pears, Jillian, BA (Alberta), Administrative and Professional Officer in Human Resources Services (2014, 2014).

Pearson, Samantha, BSc (Wales), PhD (Buckingham), Education Program Coordinator for Student Services Sexual Assault Centre (2011, 2013).

Peavy, Betty, BSc (Alberta), MSc (Calgary), Research Facilit of Science in the Research Services Office (2003, 2007).

Peck, Carla, BSc (Dalhousie), BEd MEd (New Brunswick) PhD (British Columbia), Associate Professor of Elementary Education (2007, 2012).


Pedrycz, Witold, MSc PhD DSc (Silesian Tech), Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering (1998, 1998).

Peleg, Eyal, BA (Washington), Associate Professor of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (2013, 2013).

Pehowich, Daniel J, BSc MSc PhD (Alberta), Professor of Dentistry (1989, 2009).
Pei, Jacqueline R, BA MEd DPS (Alberta), Associate Professor of Educational Psychology (1999, 2013).

Pellerin, Martine, PhD (Calgary), MA (San Diego), BSc (Quebec), Assistant Professor of Faculty Saint Jean (2010, 2010).


Pelletier, Rick T, BA (Alberta), MA (Brock), Faculty Service Officer in Renewable Resources (2000, 2000).

Pelletier, Sarah, BSc (Quebec), PhD (Alberta), Faculty Service Officer of Faculté Saint-Jean (2006, 2008).

Penberth, Stuart G, BSc (Queen’s), MSc PhD (McGill), Distinguished University Professor of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences (1984, 2008).

Penin, Alexander A, MSc (Moscow), PhD (Russian Academy of Science), Professor of Physics (2007, 2011).

Penney, Steven, BA LLB (Alberta), LLM (Harvard), Professor and Associate Dean (Research) in the Faculty of Law (2006, 2011).

Penrod, Lynn K, BA PhD (Ohio State), MAT (Yale), LLB LLM (Alberta), Professor of Modern Languages and Cultural Studies (1979, 1989).

Pente, Patty V, BA BEd (Western Ontario), MA PhD (British Columbia), Associate Professor of Elementary Education (2007, 2012).

Perry, David, MA (Oxford), LLM (Virginia), Professor of Law (1969, 1979).

Perez-Estrada, Leonidas A, BSc MSc (Sonora), PhD (Almeria), Assistant Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering (2012, 2012).

Perreault, Mark, BA (Alberta), MBA (Athabasca), Assistant Chair, Administration/Administrative Team Lead, School of Community Based Medicine of Family Medicine (2003, 2011).

Perinto, John, BA (Alberta), Manager of Regional Chapters for the Office of Advancement (2013, 2013).

Perron, Marie, BCom (McGill).


Perreault, Mark, BA (Alberta), MBA (Athabasca), Assistant Chair, Administration/Administrative Team Lead, School of Community Based Medicine of Family Medicine (2003, 2011).

Perfield, Robert W, BSc (Alberta), Assistant Professor of the Heating Plant (2012, 2012).

Poliquin, Rene A, MS (Sherbrooke), PhD (Washington), Professor of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (2009, 2012).

Poghosian, Andrew, BSc (Western Ontario), MA PhD (British Columbia), Assistant Professor of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation in the Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry (2014, 2014).

Pogosian, Dmitry, BSc PhD (Tartu), Professor of Physics (2001, 2009).

Poghosjan, Jelena, BA MA PhD (Tartu), Professor and Associate Chair (Undergraduate) of Modern Languages and Cultural Studies (2002, 2002).

Poliak, Stephen, BSc (Wilfrid Laurier), MSc PhD (British Columbia), Assistant Professor of Mathematics and Statistical Sciences (2012, 2012).

Poliak, Mina, BSc (York), MA (Ottawa), PhD (McGill), Assistant Professor of Biochemistry (2011, 2011).

Pollack, Karen, BA MA MLS (Oregon), PhD (Purdue), Professor and Chair of Communication Science and Disorders in the Faculty of Rehabilitation Medicine (2003, 2003).


Pollock, Karen E, BA MA MSLP (Oregon), PhD (Purdue), Professor and Chair of Communication Science and Disorders in the Faculty of Rehabilitation Medicine (2003, 2003).

Poliehneh, Renee, BSc MSc PhD (Alberta), Professional Development and Outreach Officer in the Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research (2001, 2010).


Popowich, Sam, BA (Manitoba), MLS (Dalhousie), Professional Librarian (2011, 2011).

Possa de Chaves, Elena, BSc (Pharm) PhD (Tucuman), Professor of Pharmacology (1999, 2013).

Postovit, Lynne, BScPh (Queens), Associate Professor of Oncology in the Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry (2013, 2013).

Pothier, Louisa, BSc (Alberta), Executive Director of the Glen Sather Sports Medicine Clinic of the Faculty of Physical Education and Recreation (2010, 2010).

Poth, Cheryl BSc (Queens), MA (Alabama), Associate Professor of Educational Psychology (2008, 2013).

Potter, David, PhD MSc (Newcastle), BSc (Leeds) Professor of Physics (2009, 2009).

Putkandzhe, Vykntang, MSc (Moscow), PhD (Copenhagen), Centennial Professor of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (2012, 2012).

Pourrahimian, Tasnahr, BSc (Tabrizi), MSc (Teheran), PhD (Alberta) Assistant Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering (2013, 2013).

Pow, Virginia, BA (Northern British Columbia), MALS (Dalhousie), Professional Librarian (2005, 2005).

Powell, Christopher, BSc (Toronto), MD (Ottawa), FRCP(C), Professor of Medicine (2005, 2005).

Pownall, Frances A, BA (McGill), MA (British Columbia), PhD (Toronto), Professor and Associate Chair (Undergraduate Programs) of History and Classics (1993, 2008).

Pracejus, John L, BSc (Miami), MSc (Illinois), PhD (Florida), Associate Professor of Marketing, Business Economics and Law (1998, 2004).

Prado, Carla, BSc (Goias), PhD (Alberta), Assistant Professor and Campus Alberta Innovation Program (CAIP) Chair in Nutrition, Food and Health for the Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sciences (2014, 2014).

Pranamkin, Sandipan, BE (Bengal), MSE PhD (Virginia), Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering (2007, 2013).

Prasad, Vinay, BTech (Indian Institute of Technology), MS (Kansas State), PhD (Rensselaer), Associate Professor and Chair (Graduate Studies) of Chemical and Materials Engineering (2008, 2012).

Pratt, Anne, BA (Mount Allison), MA (Memorial), Communications Manager of Health Sciences Council (2011, 2011).

Preskalsitis, Jutta K, Bsc MD (McMaster), LMCC, Professor of Medicine (1988, 2007).

Pres, Harry VS, BA MA (Saskatchewan), PhD (McMaster), Professor of Humanities and Associate Dean (Academic Programs) in Augustana Faculty (2004, 2004).

Price, R Jon, DIP (Niagra), Associate Professor of Drama (1998, 2010).

Price, Sean, BCom (Alberta), MBA (Notre Dame), Associate Vice-President of Alumni Affairs (2009, 2009).

Prochazka, Arthur, BA Bsc MSc (Melbourne), PhD (Ulm), Professor of Physiology (1986, 1986).

Prochner, Larry, BA (Ryerson), MA (Concordia), Ed(D) (Ontario Institute for Studies in Education), Professor of Elementary Education and Chair of Elementary Education (2003, 2009).

Proctor, Heather C, BSc (Alberta), MC (Toronto), Professor of Biological Sciences (2002, 2002).

Proctor, Spencer D, DIP DPhD (West Australia), Professor of Agricultural, Food and Nutritional Science (2003, 2014).

Profetto-McGrath, Joanne, BA BScN (Windsor), MEd PhD (Alberta), Professor and Vice Dean of Nursing (1999, 2013).

Proulx, Michel, BSc (Ottawa), Manager of Communications in the Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sciences (2007, 2008).

Provoste, Matthew, BSc MD (Montreal), Assistant Professor of Pediatrics (2010, 2010).

Pugh, Jeffrey A, BSc (Simon Fraser), MD (British Columbia), MSc (Alberta), Associate Professor of Surgery (2003, 2014).

Pusz-Czamecki, Andrzej, MSc (Jagellonian), PhD (Alberta), Professor of Physics (2000, 2003).

Pukatzki, Stefan U, BA (Bremen), PhD (Columbia), Associate Professor of Medical Microbiology and Immunology (2006, 2013).

Purc-Stephenson, Rebecca, BA (Guelph), MA (Windsor), Associate Professor of Social Sciences at Augustana Faculty (2008, 2014).

Purdy, Lisa, BSc (Alberta), Associate Professor of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology (1994, 2014).

Putman, Charles T, BHK (Windsor), MD PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Physical Education and Recreation (1999, 2005).

Puttagunta, Lakshmi, MA (Alberta), FRCP(C), Associate Professor of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology (1998, 2004).

Pylypuk, Natalia, BA (Northwestern), MA PhD (Harvard), Professor of Modern Languages and Cultural Studies (1992, 2010).

Qasim, Muhammad Umar, BSc MBA (Hamdard), MS PhD (New Jersey Institute of Technology), Digital Preservation Officer of Libraries (2012, 2012).

Qi, Feng, BA (Nanjing) MA PhD (North Carolina), Assistant Professor of Resource Economics and Environmental Sociology (2012, 2012).

Qi, Zhu-Jin, PhD (Wisconsin), MS BS (Tsinghua), Assistant Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering (2009, 2009).

Quamen, Harvey N, BA (Minnesota), MA (Iowa), PhD (Pennsylvania State), Associate Professor of English and Film Studies (2001, 2007).
Quereiras, Bernadette, BSc (Dijon), MSc (Toronto), PhD (Nantes), Associate Professor of Medicine (2012, 2012).

Quinter, David, BA (Bard), MA (Colorado), PhD (Stanford), Assistant Professor of East Asian Studies and the Religious Studies Program (2008, 2008).


Raboud, Donald W, BSc MSc PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering (1999, 2003).

Rachubinski, Richard A, BSc MSc PhD (McGill), Distinguished University Professor and Chair of Cell Biology (1993, 2008).

Raffel, Dawood, BS (Sharif), MS (Waterloo), PhD (Toronto), Associate Professor of Computing Science (2000, 2007).

Raff, D Zebulan, BA (Oberlin), PhD (Harvard), Assistant Professor of East Asian Studies (2008, 2008).

Raggi, Paolo, MD (Bologna), Professor of Medicine (2012, 2012).

Rahman, Habibur, BSc MSc (Bangladesh), PhD (Royal Vet), Professor of Agriculture, Food and Nutritional Science (2003, 2013).

Rainie, Kim D, BSc (Mt St Vincent), PhD (Dalhouse), Professor of the Centre for Health Promotion Studies in the School of Public Health (1997, 2004).

Ray, Nilanjan, BEng (Judavpur), MTech (Indian SI), PhD (Virginia), Associate Professor of Computing Science (2010, 2010).

Ray, Lynne, BSc (British Columbia), MN (Dalhouse), PhD (Seattle), Associate Professor of Nursing (1989, 1994).
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Ray优质 assistants decide to not hallucinate.
Shields, Rob M, BA MA (Carleton), DPhil (Sussex), Professor and Henry Marshall Tory Chair of Sociology and Art & Design (1999, 2004).
Shiri, Ali A, BA MA (Tehran), PhD (Strathclyde), Professor in the School of Library and Information Studies in the Faculty of Education (2004, 2014).
Shirvani, Maziar, BSc PhD (London), Professor of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences and Dean of the Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research (1987, 1998).
Shmulevitz, Maya, BSc (Alberta), PhD (Dalhouse), Assistant Professor of Medical Microbiology and Immunology (2011, 2011).
Shostak, Allen W, BSc MSc (Alberta), PhD (Manitoba), Curator and Director of the Parasitology Collection in Biological Sciences (1989, 2005).
Shoytk, William, BSCAGR (Guelph), PhD (Western Ontario), Professor of Renewable Resources (2011, 2011).
Shraib, Ashfaq, MBBS (Khyber Medical College), FRCP(C), Professor of Medicine (1998, 1998).
Shultz, Lynette A, MA (Surrey), BSc PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Educational Policy Studies (2002, 2011).
Shuya, Amanda, MBA (Alberta), Director of the International Institute of Qualitative Methodology of the Faculty of Nursing (2009, 2010).
Sia, Winnie WK, MD (Alberta), FRCP(C), Associate Professor of Medicine (1999, 2012).
Siddiqui, Zaeem A, MBBS (Army Medical-Pakistan), PhD (Boston), Associate Professor of Medicine (2002, 2008).
Siddiqui, Zarina, BSc MSc (Faisalabad), PhD (California), Associate Professor of Renewable Resources (2005, 2014).
Siemens, Elena, MA (Moscow State), PhD (Ottawa), Associate Professor of Modern Languages and Cultural Studies (1989, 1994).
Silins, Ulis, BSc PhD (Alberta), Professor of Renewable Resources (1997, 2010).
Silva, Emilton, BSc (Barcelona) MSc PhD (Illinois Urbana), Professor of Marketing, Business Economics and Law and Academic Director for CABRE (2012, 2012).
Silverman, Jason, BSc (Toronto), MSc (Calgary), MD (Ottawa), Assistant Professor of Pediatrics (2014, 2014).
Silverstone, Peter H, MBBS (St Bartholomews), MRCPych, Professor of Psychiatry (1992, 1999).
Sim, Valerie, BSc MD (Calgary), Assistant Professor in the Department of Medicine (2009, 2009).
Simms, Andrew J, BSc (Western Ontario), PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Cell Biology (2002, 2008).
Sim, Valerie, BSc (Toronto), MRC Ophthalmol (Hampshire), Assistant Professor of Ophthalmology (2009, 2010).
Simpson, Caroline, BA (Leeds), Admissions and Recruitment Officer of MBA Programs in the School of Business (2010, 2011).
Simpson, D Mark, BA MA (Alberta), PhD (Duke), Associate Professor and Associate Chair (Undergraduate Studies) in the Department of English and Film Studies (1998, 2004).
Simpson, Scott H, BPharm (Saskatchewan), BPharm (Toronto), MSc (Alberta), Professor and Associate Dean (Research and Graduate Studies) of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences (1997, 2014).
Sinclair, D Barry, BSc MD (Calgary), FRCP, Professor of Pediatrics (1994, 2008).
Sing, Pamela V, BA MA (British Columbia), PhD (Montreal), Professor of Faculte Saint-Jean (1994, 2007).
Singhal, Anthony B, BA MA PhD (York), Associate Professor of Psychology (2006, 2012).
Sinnema, Peter, BSc (McGill), MSc PhD (Toronto), MSc PhD (Carleton), Assistant Professor and Chair (Graduate Programs) in the Faculty of Health and Social Development (2009, 2009).
Sirois, Simon, BSc MD PhD (Carleton), Assistant Professor of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences (2008, 2014).
Skaggs, Marian, PhD (Wright State University), Assistant Professor of Computer Science (2005, 2011).
Skaggs, Amber, PhD (Calgary), Assistant Professor of Library and Information Studies (2005, 2011).
Skaggs, Ronald, BSc PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Sociology and Law and Academic Director for CABRE (2012, 2012).
Slaughter, Susan, BS (Queens), MSAN (McGill), DPHIL (Calgary), Associate Professor of Nursing (2010, 2014).
Slonek, Stephen, BSc MD (Alberta), Queen’s (London), Professor of English and Film Studies (1988, 1998).
Smallwood, Scott T, BA (Seattle), MM (Peabody), MM (Miami), MFA PhD (Princeton), Associate Professor of Music and Director of Humanities Computing Program in the Faculty of Arts (2009, 2014).
Smiley, James R, BSc MGilli, PhD (McMaster), Professor of Medical Microbiology and Immunology (1997, 1997).

University of Alberta
Taylor, Alison, Med (Queen's), EdD (Ontario Institute for Studies in Education), Professor of Educational Policy Studies (1999, 2007).

Taylor, Alex, BSc, MSc MD (Alberta), Assistant Professor of Medicine (2012, 2012).

Taylor, David, BA MA MLS (Victoria), BED (Malaysia), Librarian in Humanities and Social Sciences (2010, 2010).

Summers, Robert J, BA (Alberta), MA (Carleton), PhD (Guelph), Faculty Service Officer, Instructor and Planning Program Coordinator in the Department of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences (2005, 2014).

Sunwoo, Hoon, BSc MSc (Kon-Kuk), PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences (2013, 2013).

Superman, Kisha Marie, MA (Toronto), Assistant Professor of Anthropology (2010, 2010).

Suresh, Manavaran R, BSc MSc (Bangalore), PhD (Indian Institute of Science), Professor of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences (1993, 1993).

Sutherland, Bruce R, BMath (Waterloo), MSc PhD (Toronto), Professor of Physics and Earth and Atmospheric Sciences and Director of the Institute for Geophysical Research (1997, 2004).

Sutley, Kevin, BFA MFA (Alberta), Associate Professor of Fine Arts in Augustana Faculty (1999, 2008).

Sutton, Richard S, BA (Stanford), MSc PhD (Massachusetts at Amherst), Professor of Computing Science (2003, 2003).

Swanson, Leonard E, BMus (Michigan), MSc (Alberta), Assistant Dean (Academic Administration), Office of the Dean of Engineering (1989, 2000).

Swanson, Ruby, BA (Saskatchewan), General Manager of the Devonian Botanic Gardens in Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sciences (2000, 2010).

Swaters, Gordon E, BMath (Waterloo), MSc PhD (British Columbia), Professor of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (1986, 1993).

Sweeney, Dennis J, BA MA (Virginia), PhD (Michigan), Associate Professor of History and Classics (1997, 2003).

Sweeney, Kara, BA (State University New York), MBA (Xavier), Director of Alumni Engagement for the Office of Advancement (2013, 2013).

Swindlehurst, Catherine L, BA MA (Alberta), PhD (Cambridge), Director, Office of the President (2003, 2013).

Suchowski, Oksana, BSc (Alberta), MSc (British Columbia), PhD (Calgary), Professor of Medicine (2009, 2010).

Sydora, Richard D, BSc (Alberta), MSc (Alaska), PhD (Texas), Professor of Physics and Director of the Theoretical Physics Institute (1998, 2001).

Sykes, Brian D, BSc (Alberta), PhD (Stanford), Distinguished University Professor of Biochemistry (1975, 1997).

Sylvester, Fay Bcom (Alberta), Assistant Dean of Finance and Administration in the Faculty of Education (2000, 2009).

Sylvestre, Jeremy, BSc (Queens), MSc (Toronto), Assistant Professor of Science at Augustana Faculty (2008, 2008).

Szydek, Richard D, BSc (Alberta), MSc (Alaska), PhD (Texas), Professor of Physics and Director of the Theoretical Physics Institute (1998, 2001).

Szafra, Olga, BSc MHIH (Alberta), Faculty Service Officer in Family Medicine (1987, 1987).

Szafra, Dianne A, BSc MSc (Regina), PhD (Waterloo), Professor of Computing Science (1983, 1999).

Szekely, Linda J, BEd (Alberta), Cooperative Education Coordinator in the Centre for Cooperative Education, Faculty of Engineering (1990)

Szemer, Imre, BA (Queens), MA (Western Ontario), PhD (Duke), Professor of English and Film Studies (2009, 2009).

Szepesi, Csaba, MSc PhD (Jousser), Professor of Computing Science (2006, 2014).

Szostak, Richard W, BA (McGill), PhD (Northwestern), Professor and Associate Chair, Undergraduate, in the Department of Economics (1986, 1997).

Szymanski, Christine M, BSc (Winnipeg), PhD (Alberta), Professor of Biological Sciences (2005, 2013).

Szymanski, Jozef, MSc PhD (Technical Wroclaw), Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering (1993, 1993).


Talwar, Reena, BSc (Toronto), PhD (Baylor), DDS (Case Western), Associate Professor of Dentistry (2008, 2005).

Tangan, Jacqueline, MA (Ontario), BSc (Newfoundland), Associate Vice-President (Marketing & Communications) University Relations (2014, 2014).

Tam, Amy YH, MD (Calgary), CCFP Assistant Professor of Family Medicine (2004, 2008).

Tandon, Puneeta, MD (Saskatchewan), FRCP(C), Associate Professor of Medicine (2003, 2012).

Tang, Robert, BSc MSc MD (Alberta), Assistant Professor of Medicine (2012, 2012).

Tarkkila, Afshar, Mahdi, BSc (Masihabad), MSc (Kln Toosi), PhD (Western Ontario), Associate Professor and Director of Electrical Engineering (2008, 2014).

Taylor, Alison, Med (Queen's), EdD (Ontario Institute for Studies in Education), Professor of Educational Policy Studies (1999, 2007).
Troitsky, Vladimir G, MMath (Novesibirsk), PhD (Illinois), Associate Professor of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (2002, 2008).
Trovato, Frank, BA MA PhD (Western Ontario), Professor of Sociology (1983, 1992).
True, Michal, BA (Gonzaga), MA PhD (Duke), Assistant Professor of Modern Languages and Cultural Studies (2010, 2010).
Truscott, Derek, BA (Alberta), MA PhD (Windsor), Professor of Educational Psychology (1997, 2013).
Tse, Amy M, BSc (Toronto), PhD (Calgary), Professor of Pharmacology (1994, 2007).
Tse, Frederik W, BSc MSc PhD (Toronto), Professor of Pharmacology (1994, 2007).
Tsai, Ban Chih, BSc (Pharm) MSc MD (Dalhousie), Professor of Anesthesiology & Pain Medicine (2000, 2009).
Tsai, Ying Yin, BSc (Calgary), MSc (Toronto), PhD (Alberta), Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering (1999, 2007).
Tsuyuki, Ross T, BSc (British Columbia), PharmD (State University of New York), MSc (McMaster), Professor of Medicine and Pharmacy (1996, 2003).
Tucker, Benjamin, BA MA PhD (Arizona), Associate Professor of Linguistics (2007, 2013).
Turnell, Mary-Jane, BSc MSc PMRI (Alberta), Assistant Chair (Administration) in Earth and Atmospheric Sciences (1979, 1999).
Turner, Alison J, BA (Alberta), BAA (Ryerson), Communications Manager of Marketing and Communications of University Relations (2013, 2013).
Turner, Justine M, MBBS (Western Australia), FRACP, Associate Professor of Pediatrics (2004, 2010).
Turner, Troy WS, BSc MD FRCP (Saskatchewan), Associate Professor of Pediatrics (2003, 2013).
Tuzesy, Jack A, MSc (Poznan), PhD (Calgary), Professor of Oncology (1988, 2005).
Tymchak, Wayne J, BMedSc MD (Alberta), FRCP(C), LMCC, Professor of Medicine (1986, 2002).
Tymel, D Lome J, BSc MD (Alberta), PhD (Queen’s), Professor of Medicine (1972, 1982).
Ullah, Aman, BSc (Punjab), MSc (Agriculture Faisalabad), PhD (Gonna), Assistant Professor in Agricultural, Food and Nutritional Science (2012, 2012).
Ulrich, Anna C, BSc (Alberta), PhD (Toronto), Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering (2006, 2014).
Uludag, Hasan, BSc (Brown), PhD (Toronto), Professor of Chemical and Materials Engineering (2001, 2007).
Underhill, D Alan, BSc PhD (Western Ontario), Associate Professor of Oncology (1999, 2006).
Unsworth, Larry D, BSc (Alberta), PhD (McMaster), Associate Professor of Chemical and Materials Engineering (2007, 2013).
Unsworth, Martyn J, BA PhD (Cambridge), Professor of Physics (2000, 2004).
Untschultz, James R, BA BSc MSc PhD (Alberta), Professor of Resource Economics and Environmental Sociology (1999, 2012).
Upton, Eric, BPE (Ottawa), BEd (Alberta), Director of Advancement in the Faculty of Physical Education and Recreation (2012, 2012).
Ural Marchand, Beyza P, BA (METU), MA PhD (Syracuse), Assistant Professor of Economics (2007, 2013).
Upton, Troy WS, BSc MD FRCP (Saskatchewan), Associate Professor of Pediatrics (2003, 2013).
Vance, Dennis E, BSc (Dickinson), PhD (Pittsburgh), Distinguished University Professor of Biochemistry (1996, 2008).
Vance, Jean, BSc (London), PhD (Pittsburgh), Professor of Medicine (1990, 1996).
Vanderjagt, Leah, BSc (Calgary), MLIS (Alberta), Professional Librarian (2002, 2007).
Varnhagen, Stanley J, BA (Kenyon), MA PhD (California Santa Barbara), Faculty Service Officer in the Faculty of Extension (2002, 2009).
Varasav, Jerry A, BA MA (Helsinki), PhD (Vandebilt), Professor of English and Film Studies (1999, 1999).
Vasanthan, Thavaratnam, BSc (Penticton), MSc (Reading), PhD (Memorial), Professor of Agricultural, Food and Nutritional Science (1996, 2007).
Vaudry, Wendy, MD (McGill), FRCP(C), Professor of Pediatrics (1994, 2004).
Vederas, John C, BS (Stanford), PhD (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), Distinguished University Professor of Chemistry (1977, 2000).
Vehring, Reinhard, PhD (Ruhr), Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering (2009, 2009).
Veenot, Jonathan GC, BSc (Western Ontario), PhD (York), Professor of Chemistry (2002, 2012).
Velasquez Martinez, Carlos A, BSc (Guadalajara), MSc (Mexico), PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences (2005, 2014).
Velshyuen Zaan Zant, Sander, MD PhD (Amsterdam), MPH (Harvard), MSc (McMaster), FRCP(C), Professor of Medicine, Division of Gastroenterology (2006, 2006).
Vendichio, Massimo, BA MA (British Columbia), MPhil (York), Professor of Modern Languages and Cultural Studies and the Comparative Literature Program and Director of the Comparative Literature Program (1980, 2013).
Vermette, D’Arcy, BA (Saskatoon), LLB (Toronto), LLM (Queens), LLD (Ottawa), Assistant Professor in the Faculty of Law (2013, 2013).
Vethanayagam, Dilini P, BSc MD (Alberta), FRCP(C), Associate Professor of Medicine (2003, 2009).
Vette, Albert, MA Sc PhD (Toronto), Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering (2013, 2013).
Veugelen, Paul J, MSc (Wageningen), PhD (Amsterdam), Professor of Public Health Sciences (2004, 2007).
Villanueva, Valentin, BSc, MSc (Alberta), Assistant Professor in Laboratory Medicine and Pathology (2014, 2014).
Vine, Donna, BSc (Carlin), PhD (West Australia), Assistant Professor of Agricultural, Food and Nutritional Science (2004, 2006).
Vinebrooke, Rolfe D, BA (Winnipeg), BSc MSc (Toronto), PhD (Regina), Associate Professor and Associate Chair (Graduate) of Biological Sciences (2003, 2003).
Vilagoftis, Harisios, MD (Aristotle), Associate Professor of Medicine (2000, 2006).
Voaklander, Don, BPE PhD (Alberta), MSc (Queen’s), Associate Professor of Public Health Sciences (1997, 2005).
Vocien, Anna, Assistant Registrar of Examinations and Timetabling in the Office of the Registrar (2010, 2010).
Vohra, Sunita, BA (Queen’s), BMedSc MD (Dalhousie), MSc (McMaster), FRCP(C), Professor of Pediatrics (2003, 2009).
Volden, Joanne, BSc PhD (Alberta), MClinSc (Western Ontario), Professor of Speech Pathology and Audiology (1999, 2008).
von Heyking, Amy, BA PhD (Calgary), MA (Toronto), Associate Professor of Elementary Education (2002, 2008).
Vonder Muhil, Isabelle, BSc MD (British Columbia), FRCP(C), Associate Professor of Medicine (2004, 2004).
Vonovoy, Sergiy A, MSc PhD (Kharkov), Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering (2006, 2012).
Wacko, Gail, BSc (Alberta), Director of Academic Planning of the Faculty of Nursing (2010, 2011).
Walberg, Cameron, BSc MBA (Calgary), Faculty Service Officer in the Faculty of Fine Arts (2001, 2007).
Wall, Sarah, BSc MHSA PhD (Alberta), Assistant Professor of Nursing (2012, 2012).
Wallace, Kevin, Clinical Supervisor for the Faculty of Education (2014, 2014).
Wallin, Jason, BEd MA (Calgary), PhD (Alberta) Assistant Professor of Secondary Education (2009, 2009).
Walji, Anil H, MD (Nairobi), PhD (London), Professor of Anatomy (1987, 2000).
Waldron, John WF, BA (Cambridge), BSc MSc (Toronto), PhD (Regina), Assistant Professor of Anthropology and Associate Chair (Undergraduate Programs), Department of Anthropology (2004, 2003).
Van, Vien, BASc (Simon Fraser), PhD (Waterloo), Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering and Director of Engineering Physics (2005, 2005).
Van Assche, Kristof, BA, MA (Leuven), PhD (Wageningen), Associate Professor in the Faculty of Extension (2013, 2013).
Van Der Baan, Mirko AR, BSc (Utrecht), PhD (Joseph Fourier), Professor of Physics (2008, 2013).
Van Deusen, Natalie, BA (Concordia-Moorehead), MA (Wisconsin), Assistant Professor of Modern Languages and Cultural Studies (2012, 2012).
van Hezewyk, Gerard, Production Manager in Drama (2010, 2010).
Van Manen, Michael, MD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Pediatrics (2013, 2013).
Van Roessel, Henry J BSc PhD (Waterloo), Associate Professor of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (1987, 1992).
Welch, Thomas, BSc MD PhD (Alberta), Senior Administrative Officer in the Office of the Provost and Vice-President (Academic) (1987, 2009).

Whitfield, Kyle, BSc (Waterloo), MSc (Queen's), Associate Professor of Applied Sciences and Business Programs in the Faculty of Extension (2006, 2012).

Whiting, Von, Dip (AB College), DipMATK (Northern Alberta Institute of Technology), BCom MBA (Alberta), Senior Administrative Office in the Office of the Provost and Vice-President (Academic) (1987, 2009).

Whittall, Randy M, BSc (Guelph), PhD (Alberta), Faculty Service Officer in Chemistry (1999, 1999).


Wichuk, Karen, BA MA LLB (Alberta), Associate Vice-President University Relations of Government and Corporate Relations in the Office of the Vice-President (University Relations) (2002, 2008).

Widder, Sandy, BSc (Calgary), MD (Western Ontario), Assistant Professor of Surgery (2008, 2014).

Wiebe, Sandra, BSc MD PhD (Alberta), Assistant Professor of Psychology (2009, 2009).

Wiens, Douglas P, BSc MSc PhD (Calgary), Associate Professor of Agricultural, Food and Nutritional Science (2012, 2012).

Welsh, Robert C, BA MD (Saskatchewan), FRCP(C), Associate Professor of Medicine (2000, 2006).

Wen, Kevin, BSc (British Columbia) MD (Queens), Assistant Professor of Medicine (2014, 2014).

Weree, Harvey Todd, CGA, Director of the Project Management Office in Facilities and Operations (2012, 2012).

Westerdale, Randall J, BSc MSc PhD (Manitoba), Professor of Agricultural, Food and Nutritional Science (2000, 2004).

Westhus, Jan, BA (Alberta), MPhil PhD (ICS), Associate Professor of Humanities and Associate Dean (Teaching) in Augustana Faculty (2000, 2012).

West, Devan, BA (Alberta), Co-Operative Coordinator for the Alberta School of Business (2013, 2013).

West, Douglas S, BA (Michigan), PhD (British Columbia), Professor of Economics (1981, 1992).

West, Frederick G, BSc (Arizona), PhD (Wisconsin-Madison), Professor of Chemistry (2002, 2002).

Westerman, Richard, BA MPhil PhD (Cambidge), Associate Professor of Sociology (2011, 2011).

Wexer, Rachel, BSc (Queens), PhD (Toronto), Associate Professor of Psychology (1997, 2007).

Wharton, Thomas, BA MA (Alberta), PhD (Calgary), Assistant Professor of English and Film Studies (1998, 2004).


Whelton, William J, BA (Ottawa), BA MA PhD (York), Associate Professor of Educational Psychology (2001, 2005).

White, Jonathan S, BMedSC MB MD (Belfast), FRCS, Assistant Professor of Surgery (2006, 2006).

White, Stuart, BSc (Alberta), PhD (Arizona), Assistant Chair of Administration of Educational Policy Studies in the Faculty of Education (2013, 2013).

Whitfield, Kyle, BSc, MSc (Waterloo), MSc (Guelph), Associate Professor of Applied Sciences and Business Programs in the Faculty of Extension (2006, 2012).

Whiting, Von, Dip (AB College), DipMATK (Northern Alberta Institute of Technology), BCom MBA (Alberta), Senior Administrative Officer in the Office of the Provost and Vice-President (Academic) (1987, 2009).

Wier, Heather, BCom (St Mary's), PhD (Cornell), CA, Associate Professor of Accounting and Management Information Systems (1992, 2001).

Wiesenthal, Christine S, BA MA (Manitoba), PhD (Alberta), Professor and Associate Chair (Academic) of English and Film Studies (1994, 2005).

Willougbuy, Pamela R, BA (Trent), BSc MD PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Veterinary Medicine, Director of Animal Sciences in the Faculty of Agricultural, Life and Environmental Sciences (2001, 2001).


Williams, David C, BSc MD MSc (Alberta), FRSC(C), Associate Professor and Assistant Chair of Surgery (2001, 2007).

Williams, Deborah, BA (Alberta), MA (Toronto), Director of the Strategic Analysis Office (2010, 2010).

Williamson, Deanna L, BScN PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor and Chair of Human Ecology (1996, 2002).

Williamson, Iain J, BA (Sheffield City Polytechnic), Associate Director, Relationship Management for Academic Information and Communication Technologies (2013, 2013).


Willems, Marie, BSc (Alberta), PhD (Carleton), Associate Professor of English and Film Studies (1987, 1989).

Willing, Benjamin, BSc (British Columbia), PhD (Saskatchewan), Assistant Professor of Agricultural, Food and Nutritional Science (2013, 2013).

Wills, John, BA (Alberta), MPhil PhD (Alberta), PhD (Calif LA), Professor and Chair of Anthropology (1987, 2007).

Wills, Mary, BSc (Calgary), MPhil PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Agricultural, Food and Nutritional Science (2002, 2008).

Wills, Alan, BSc (British Columbia), PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor and Associate Chair (Graduate) of Biomedical Engineering (1997, 2004).

Wilson, Donna M, BScN PhD (Alberta), MSN (Texas), Associate Professor of Nursing (1990, 2003).
Wilson, G. Ward, BE (Manitoba), MSC PhD (Saskatchewan), Professor of Civil & Environmental Engineering (2010, 2010).

Wilson, John D, BSc (Canterbury) MSc (Alberta) PhD (Guelph), Professor of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences (1985, 1994).

Wilson, Margaret, BEd Med (Alberta), Managing Director of University Teaching Services (2000, 2006).

Wilson, Robert A, BA (Western Australia), MA PhD (Cornell), Professor of Philosophy (2000, 2000).

Wilson, Sheena, BA PhD (Alberta), Assistant Professor of Faculté Saint-Jean (2012, 2012).

Witton, Shauna, BA (Manitoba) MA (Carleton), PhD (Alberta), Assistant Professor of Social Sciences in Augana Faculty (1998, 2004).

Witte, Lynne V, BEd (Victoria), Med Ed (Alberta), Associate Professor of Elementary Education (1999, 2009).

Womble, Robert J, BEd Med PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor and Vice Dean and Associate Dean (Academic) in the Faculty of Education (1990, 2009).

Wine, Eytan, BMedSc MD (Israel), PhD (Toronto), Assistant Professor of Pediatrics (2009, 2009).

Winn, Ian R, BSc PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Psychiatry (1998, 2014).

Winton, Timothy L, BSc MSc MD (Queens), FRSC, Associate Professor of Surgery (2000, 2000).

Wishart, David S, BSc (Alberta), MPhil PhD (Yale), Professor of Computing Science (1995, 2003).

Winger, Vicky V, BSc (Alberta), MSc PhD (Guelph), Associate Professor of Agricultural, Food & Nutritional Science (2000, 2008).

Wolffhardt, Johan F, BSc MSc DPPh (Wittwatersrand), Professor of Surgery (1987, 1991).

Wolgemuth, Sarah, BHK (Brock), Med (Alberta), Associate Director of Residence Life in Ancillary Services (2012, 2012).

Wolkoff, Robert, BSc (Waterloo), PhD (Toronto), Professor of Physics (2003, 2003).

Wong, Clarence RW, BSc (Calgary), MD MSc (Alberta), FRCP(C) LMCC, Associate Professor of Medicine (2000, 2009).

Wong, Eric V, BSc MD (Alberta), MSc (McMaster), FRCP(C), Associate Professor of Medicine (1999, 2003).

Wong, Kane Ka Shu, BSc (British Columbia), PhD (Cornell), Professor of Biological Sciences (2007, 2007).

Wong, Kenny, BSc MSc PhD (Victoria), Associate Professor of Computing Science (1999, 2005).


Wong, Winnie WS, MD (Manitoba), FRCP(C), Professor of Medicine and Assistant Dean of Postgraduate Education in the Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry (1998, 2012).

Wong, Yiu Shu, BSc (Southampton), MSc D Phil (Oxford), Professor of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences and Director of Applied Mathematical Institute (1994, 1991).

Wood, Roderick J, LLB (Saskatchewan), LLM (Toronto), Professor of Law (1987, 1997).

Woodhouse, Linda, BA (Western Ontario), BS (Toronto), MA (Western Ontario), DPhil (Toronto), Associate Professor of Physical Therapy (2011, 2011).

Woodland, Sarha, BSc (Wales), PhD (Durham), Manager of the Arctic Resources Geoscience Facility (2012, 2012).

Woods, Trevor, BMGMT Med (Lethbridge), Executive Director of Academic Information and Communication Technology in the Office of the Vice-President of Information Technology (2010, 2010).

Woodsif, Michael, BSc (Toronto), PhD (California Berkeley) Associate Professor of Physics (2013, 2013).

Woolgar, Eric, BSc (Memorial), MSc PhD (Toronto), Faculty Service Officer in Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (2000, 2000).

Woronuk, Bradley, BCom (Alberta), Administrative/Professional Officer Regional Director, Major Gifts and Planned Giving Office of Advancement (2014, 2014).


Wozniak, Richard W, BS (Michigan State), PhD (Rockefeller), Professor of Cell Biology (1994, 2004).

Wright, Adrienne, BSc (Dublin), MSc (Birmingham), PhD (Alberta), Faculty Service Officer III (Associate Teaching Professor) of Biochemistry (2001, 2005).

Wright, Erin D, BSc MDCM (McGill), MD (Toronto), FRSC, Professor and Senior Director of Postgraduate Medical Education in Surgery (2007, 2012).

Wright, Robert B, BSc (Winnipeg), MD (Manitoba), LMCC, FRCP(C), Professor of Pediatrics (2002, 2009).

Wu, Cynthia M, BMedSci MD (Alberta), FRCP, Assistant Professor of Medicine (2013, 2013).

Wu, Janiping, MSc (Human), PhD (Yangtze), Assistant Professor of Agricultural, Food & Nutritional Science (2006, 2006).

Wu, Joe, Med PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Elementary Education (1999, 2005).

Wuest, Frank R, MSc PhD (Dresden), Associate Professor of Oncology (2008, 2008).


Wyatt-Scott, Loren, BSc MSc (Alberta), Faculty Service Officer in Electrical and Computer Engineering (2002, 2003).

Yuksel, Nese, BSc (Alberta), PharmD (NY at Buffalo), Associate Professor of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences (2004, 2004).

Yacoub, Joseph, C BA (Saskatchewan), MA (Waterloo), PhD (McMaster), Professor of English and Film Studies (1996, 2008).

Yeung, Tony, BSc MSc PhD (British Columbia), Professor of Chemical & Materials Engineering (2000, 2009).

Yeung, Yeung, BSc (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry Department of Medicine (2014, 2014).

Yeung, Yinpei, BSc (Jilin), PhD (Southern California), Professor of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences in the Faculty of Science (2014, 2014).

Yeung, Yvonne WY, BSc MD (Alberta), FRCP, Professor of Pediatrics in the Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry (2001, 2007).

You, Sue, BSc MSc PhD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Educational Psychology (2000, 2007).

You, Yukata, BEng (Kyoto), DPhil (Johns Hopkins), Professor of Public Health Sciences (2004, 2004).

Young, Anthony, BSc MSc PhD (British Columbia), Professor of Chemical & Materials Engineering (2000, 2009).

Young, Roseanne, BSc (Alberta), MD (Alberta), Associate Professor of Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry Department of Medicine (2014, 2014).

Young, Jia-Hua, BS (Kweichow), MS (Science and Technology, China), PhD (Utah), Professor and Associate Chair of Graduate Studies in the Department of Computing Science (1986, 1997).

Youell, Linda, BSCH MHS A RN (Alberta), Director of Undergraduate Services in the Faculty of Nursing (1999, 2009).

Young, J Denise, BA MA (McMaster), PhD (Toronto), Associate Professor of Economics (1989, 1994).

Young, Howard, BSc (Trinity), PhD (Connecticut), Professor of Biochemistry (2002, 2012).

Young, James D, BSc PhD (Edinburgh), Professor of Physiology (1996, 1999).

Young, Kue, BSc, MD, CM (McGill), MSc (Toronto), D Phil (Oxford) LMCC, FRCP(C), Professor and Dean of the School of Public Health (2013, 2013).

Young, Laura, BA (Mount Allison), MA (Calgary), Senior Government and Corporate Relations Officer of Government and Corporate Relations (2009, 2011).


Yu, Rose, BCom (Alberta) CMA, Senior Officer of Finance in the Faculty of Arts (2012, 2012).

Yu, Tong, BS (Tsinghua), PhD (Cincinnati), Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering (1999, 2003).

Yu, Sinwei, BS MS (Peking), PhD (California Institute of Technology), Associate Professor of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (2008, 2014).

Yu, Li Yan, BS (Shanghai Jiao Tong), PhD (Case Western Reserve), Professor of Computing Science (1988, 1998).

Yukel, Nese, BSc (Alberta), Pharmac PhD (NY at Buffalo), Associate Professor of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences (2004, 2004).

Zackodnik, Teresa C, BA (Saskatchewan), MA (Waterloo), PhD (McMaster), Professor of English and Film Studies (1996, 2008).

Zalani, Oscar Rachid, BSc (Tunis), MSc (Paris Xi), MSc (Laval), PhD (Simon Fraser), Professor of Computing Science (1999, 2009).

Zak, David, BSc (Saskatchewan), MEs (York), MSc PhD (Toronto), Professor of Medicine (2011, 2011).

Zang, Ming, MD (Shanghai), PhD (Iowa), Associate Professor of Speech Pathology and Audiology (2009, 2009).

Zaug, Michael, MD (Zurich), Professor of Anesthesiology and Pain Medicine (2005, 2008).

Zemp, Roger, BSc (Alberta), MSc (Toronto), PhD (California Davis), Assistant Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering (2007, 2007).

Zepeda-Gomez, Sergio, MD (La Salle), Assistant Professor of Medicine (2012, 2012).

Zhang, Dawei, BA (Wuhan), MSc (Nanjing), PhD (Kingston), Associate Professor of Pediatrics (2008, 2014).
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250.2 Academic Affiliates

*Note:* The following individuals are employed by another organization and have been seconded to the University of Alberta on a full-time or part-time basis. Their duties are deemed to be the same as continuing faculty.

Abbott, Harvey Leslie, BA (Memorial), MSc PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Mathematical Sciences (1967, 1995).


Adams, Peter F, BEng MEng (NS Tech Coll), PhD (Lehigh), Professor Emeritus of Civil Engineering (1975, 2001).

Adams, Wesley J, BS MScPhD (Wisconsin), PhD (Oregon), Professor Emeritus of Family Studies (1971, 1988).

Adria, Marco L, BMus (Alberta), BA (Athabasca), MA (Trent), PhD (Aston), Professor in the Faculty of Extension (2000, 2010).

Ahmed, Asad, BSc MSc PhD (Aligarh), PhD (Yale), Professor Emeritus of Biological Sciences (1967, 1997).

Akalabutu, John J, MD (Dalhousie), Professor Emeritus of Pediatrics, (1972, 2002).


Alderman, Richard B, BPE MPE (British Columbia), EdD (California), Professor Emeritus of Physical Education and Sport Studies (1965, 1993).

Alligretto, Walter, BASc PhD (British Columbia), Professor Emeritus of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (1970, 2013).

Allen, Marion N, BN (New Brunswick), MScN (Western Ontario), PhD (Case Western Reserve), Professor Emeritus of Nursing (1965, 2008).

Allen, Peter S, BSc PhD (Leeds), Professor Emeritus of Biomedical Engineering (1983, 2004).

Allen, Theresa M, RN (Ottawa General Hosp.), BSc (Ottawa), PhD (Dalhousie), Professor Emeritus of Pharmacology (1977, 2009).

Allison, Bruce N, BSc (Alberta), PhD (Yale), Professor Emeritus of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (1971, 2005).

Almon, Bert L, BA (Texas), MA PhD (New Mexico), Professor Emeritus of English and Film Studies (1968, 2010).

Andersen, Kenneth F, BSc (British Columbia), MSc PhD (Toronto), Professor Emeritus of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (1977, 2007).

Anderson, Kenneth Owen, BSc MSc (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Civil Engineering (1957, 1991).

Anderson, Roland F, BA (British Columbia), MA, PhD (Toronto), Professor Emeritus of English (1961, 1993).


Antonelli, Peter, BS, MSc PhD (Syracuse) Professor Emeritus of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (1970, 2006).


Archer, Walter E, BEd PhD (Alaska), Professor Emeritus of the Faculty of Extension (1988, 2000).


Aral, Marc C, BA CertED (Manitoba), PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Faculty Saint Jean (2003, 2013).

Arnold, Stephen H, BA, PhD (Oregon), Professor Emeritus of Comparative Literature, Religion and Film/Media Studies (1970, 2000).

Aronsen, Lawrence R, BA (British Columbia), MA (Simon Fraser), PhD (Toronto), Professor Emeritus of History and Classics (1987, 2013).

Arora, Balraj K, BSc (Delhi), BDS (India), MS (Illinois), DMD (Saskatchewan), Professor Emeritus of Stomatolology (1980, 1994).

Asch, Michael I, BA (Chicago), PhD (Columbia), Professor Emeritus of Anthropology (1971, 1998).

Ashton-Smith, Marilyn J, BSc (Alberta), MPH (Minnesota), PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Educational Policy Studies (1975, 1978).

Atkinson, Thomas F, BSc BEd (Alberta), PhD (Oregon), Professor Emeritus of Elementary Education (1963, 1982).

Auinger, Edmund A, BA (Wilfrid Laurier), MSc (London), PhD (California), Professor Emeritus of Faculte Saint Jean (1976, 2012).

Austin, Wendy J, BSc MD PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Nursing (1986, 2014).

Ayling, Ronald, BA (Nottingham), PhD (Bristol), Professor Emeritus of English (1970, 1997).

Baardsgaard, Halfdan, BSc (Minnesota), PhD (Federal Institute, Zurich), Professor Emeritus of Geology (1957, 1993).

Bachynsky, John A, BPE MPE (British Columbia), MSc PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Pharmacology (1971, 1997).

Baggs, Ivan, BEd (Memorial), MSc PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (1974, 2005).

Bagnall, Keith M, BEd (Nottingham) CertED MSc PhD (Loughborough), Professor Emeritus of Surgery (1979, 2009).

Bailey, Arthur Wesley, BSA (British Columbia), MS PhD (Oregon State), Professor Emeritus of Agricultural, Food and Nutritional Science and Renewable Resources (1966, 1997).

Bain, Gordon Orville, BSc MD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Pathology (1952, 1987).

Bainbridge, Joyce M, Cert in Education (Sheffield College), BEd (Lethbridge), MA Ed (Northern Colorado), Professor Emeritus of Elementary Education (1983, 2010).

Baines, David A, BA MA Ed (British Columbia), Professor Emeritus of Educational Psychology (1972, 1995).

Baker, Charles G, DMD (Minnesota), MScO (Toronto), FRCD(C), Professor Emeritus of Dentistry and Associate Vice President (Research) (1980, 2000).

Bakker, Jaap J, BSc (Glasgow), DIC (Imperial College London), MSCE (Purdue), Professor Emeritus of Civil Engineering (1959, 1991).

Baldrige, R George, BA (British Columbia), MA PhD (Toronto), Professor Emeritus of English (1951, 1988).

Ball, George Eugene, AB PhD (Cornell), MS (Alabama), Professor Emeritus of Entomology (1954, 1992).

Ball, Ronald O, BSc MSc PhD (Alberta), PhD (Guelph), Professor Emeritus of Agricultural, Food and Nutritional Science (1997, 2010).

Bayley, Suzanne E, BSc (Washington College), PhD (Johns Hopkins), Professor Emeritus of Biological Sciences (1989, 2010).

Baragar, F Alvin, BSc MSc (Manitoba), PhD (Brandeis), Professor Emeritus of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (1962, 2004).
Barbour, Douglas F, BA (Acadia), MA (Dalhousie), PhD (Queen's), Professor Emeritus of English (1969, 2005).
Barclay, Harold, BA (Boston), MA PhD (Cornell), Professor Emeritus of Anthropology (1966, 1989).
Barry, Douglas D, AOA (Ontario College of Art), Professor Emeritus of the Faculty of Extension (1960, 1986).
Barlt, Peter F, Dip, Professor Emeritus of Art and Design (1972, 2000).
Barton, Susanne C, BSc PhD (London), Professor Emeritus of Physiology (1965, 2009).
Batu, Tapan, BSc BVSc (Calcutta), ACqGDP MSc PhD (Surrey), Professor Emeritus of Agricultural, Food and Nutritional Science (1981, 2005).
Bassuol, Carlos AE, MD (Cordoba), Professor Emeritus of Medicine (1969, 1998).
Baxey, Cecilia, BSc (McMaster), MD (Calgary), FRCP(C), Professor Emeritus of Pediatrics (1964, 2004).
Bay, Kwung S, BSc (Seoul National), BEd PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Public Health Sciences (1973, 1996).
Beattie, Owen B, BA PhD (Simon Fraser), Professor Emeritus of Anthropology (1980, 2010).
Beck, James A, BS PhD (California), Professor Emeritus of Renewable Resources (1971, 2006).
Bek, R Peter, MD CM (Queens), FRCS(CAN) FRCOG FACOG FACS, Professor Emeritus of Obstetrics and Gynaecology (1965, 1991).
Bell, Gordon J, BEd BSc (Victoria), PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Physical Education and Recreation (1993, 2014).
Bell, Gordon J, BEd BSc (Saskatchewan), MA Victorias, PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Physical Education and Recreation (1993, 2014).
Bell, John B, BEd MSc (Alberta), PhD (Cornell), Professor Emeritus of Biological Sciences (1974, 2005).
Bellow, Donald G, BASc (British Columbia), MSc PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering (1963, 1996).
Bennish, Christina, BA (Bodoin), MSc (Rhode Island), PhD (Texas Tech), Professor Emeritus of Physiology (1987, 2011).
Benten, Ramon G, BS (Georgia), MS PhD (Pennsylvania State), Professor Emeritus of Civil and Environmental Engineering (1968, 1999).
Bentz, Bruce B, BS MFA (Wisconsin), M Des (RCA) (England), Professor Emeritus of Art and Design (1968, 2001).
Bergum, Vangie, BScN (British Columbia), MEd (St Francis Xavier), DPhil (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Nursing (1986, 2005).
Bertie, John E, BSc PhD (London), Professor Emeritus of Chemistry (1967, 1996).
Bertram, Sheila K, BSc (McMaster), BLS (Toronto), MS PhD (Illinois), Professor Emeritus of Library and Information Studies (1970, 1996).
Beswetherick, Margaret A, BSc MSc (McGill), Professor Emeritus of Nursing (1968, 1984).
Bhambhay, Yaseh, BSc (SRSM Institute), BPE MSc PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Occupational Therapy (1986, 2014).
Bhattacharya, Nirmal C, MA LLB (Calcutta), MA (Chicago), PhD (Australian National), Professor Emeritus of Educational Foundations (1965, 1989).
Bibb, Mary Ann, BA (Mount Allison), MEd (Northampton), PhD (British Columbia), Professor Emeritus of Educational Psychology (1981, 2008).
Bilsland, John W, MA (British Columbia) PhD (Toronto), Professor Emeritus of English (1955, 1985).
Blackburn, Edward V, BSc (London), PhD (Nottingham), ARIC, Professor Emeritus of Faculte Saint-Jean (2017, 2014).
Blakey, Janis M, BS (Kansas State Teachers College) MS (Emporia) EdD (British Columbia), Professor Emeritus of Elementary Education (1970, 1995).
Blanchard, William A, BA (San Francisco State College), MA PhD (Oregon), Professor Emeritus of Psychology (1961, 1987).
Bland, Roger C, MB ChB MRCS (London) LRCP DObst RCOG (London) MRCP FRCP(C), Professor Emeritus of Psychiatry (1975, 2002).
Blencis, Peter V, BSc (State, NY), MSc PhD (Wisconsin), Professor Emeritus of Renewable Resources (1982, 2010).
Das, Jagannath Prasad, BA (Utkal), MA (Patna), PhD (London), Professor Emeritus of Educational Psychology (1968, 1996).
Dasgupta, Minali K, MBBS MD (Calcutta), FRCP(C), MSc (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Medicine (1982, 2003).
Dastoor, Naorayex K, BA MA PhD (Wisconsin), Professor Emeritus of Economics (1985, 2009).
Davies, D Christine, LLB (University College of Wales) LLM (Pennsylvania), Professor Emeritus of Law (1975, 2008).
Davis, Paul, MB ChB (Bristol), MRCP (UK), Professor Emeritus of Medicine (1976, 2014).
Davis, Teresa MA, RN (General Hospital) RN (McGill), MEd PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Nursing (1977, 2005).
Dawson, W Kenneth, BSc (Laval), MA PhD (Queens), Professor Emeritus of Physics (1959, 1993).
Day, Rene A, RN (UAH), BSc-PhD (Alberta), MSc (Hawaii), Professor Emeritus of Nursing (1968, 2009).
Deacon, Anne Marie, BA MA PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Educational Policy Studies (1977, 2002).
DeCoste, Frederick C, BA (St Dunstan’s), MSW (Carleton), LLB (Saskatchewan), LLM (York), Professor Emeritus of Law (1987, 2013).
de Frece, Robert J, BSc BEd (Alberta), MMus (Oregon), Level II and III Cert (Illinois), DMinArs DMA (Oregon), Professor Emeritus of Elementary Education and Music (1986, 2008).
Defelice, James V, AB (Northeastern, Mass), MA (Tufts), Professor Emeritus of Drama (1969, 2002).
Deminaczuk, Nestor V, BSc (Loyola Coll), MD MCSE CPQ (Montreal), Professor Emeritus of Obstetrics and Gynaecology (1989, 2013).
Dennix, Thelma Bernice, BSc-He (Alberta), MS (Pennsylvania State), Professor Emeritus of Clothing and Textiles (1962, 1988).
Derwing, Bruce L, AA (Compton College), AB (Southern California), PhD MA (Indiana), Professor Emeritus of Linguistics (1970, 1996).
Derwing, Tracey M, BA MSc PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Educational Psychology (1990, 2014).
Desmarais, Dollard, BA BEd (Ottawa), MS (St Louis), MSc (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Faculté Saint-Jean (1971, 1995).
Dien, Erwin, PhD (Zurich), Professor Emeritus of Immunology (1970, 1989).
Dier, Kathleen A, RN BSc (Alberta), MSc (McGill), Professor Emeritus of Nursing (1973, 1988).
Di Lollo, Vincent, BA PhD (Western Australia), Professor Emeritus of Psychology (1978, 1996).
Dittrich, Zeev, MSc PhD (Hebrew University, Jerusalem), Professor Emeritus of Mathematical Sciences (1967, 2001).
Dir-Hart, Jeremy L, BA (Cape Town), MA (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Drama (1972, 1994).
Dobbins, Alan R, BSc MSc (Washington State), PhD (Iowa), Professor Emeritus of Philosophy (1966, 1996).
Doherty, Marianne, BEd MSc PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Secondary Education (1992, 2010).
Domiér, Kenneth W, BE MSc (Saskatchewan), PhD (Michigan State), Professor Emeritus of Agricultural Engineering (1969, 1993).
Donald, Elizabeth A, BSc (Alberta), MSc (Washington State), PhD (Cornell), Professor Emeritus of Foods and Nutrition (1969, 1988).
Down, Edith Emily, BA BSc (Seattle), MA (British Columbia), PhD (Cornell), Professor Emeritus of Secondary Education (1966, 1977).
Dozier, Michael E, BSc MSc (Birmingham), PhD (Australian National), Professor Emeritus of Physics (1972, 1998).
Dow, Brian A, BSc MD (Birmingham), PhD (Pennsylvania), Professor Emeritus of Civil and Environmental Engineering (1978, 1998).
Drazen, Richard B, BA (Western Ontario), Professor Emeritus of the Faculty of Extension (1967, 1993).
Fagan, Willian T, BEd (Memorial), MEd PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Elementary Education (1969, 1994).
Fairbairn, Kenneth, BA MA (Canterbury), PhD (Melbourne), Professor Emeritus of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences (1970, 1995).
Fanning, E Anne, MD (Western Ontario), FRCP(C), Professor Emeritus of the Department of Medicine (1987, 2005).
Fanning, E Anne, MD (Western Ontario), FRCP(C), Professor Emeritus of the Department of Medicine (1987, 2005).
Farouq Ali, Syed M, BEng (Karachi), BSc (Birmingham), MSc PhD (Pennsylvania), Professor Emeritus of Civil and Environmental Engineering (1978, 1999).
Fay, Richard R, BA (Western Ontario), MBA (Columbia), Professor Emeritus of the Faculty of Extension (1967, 1993).
Faulkner, M Gary, BSc MSc (Alberta), PhD (California), Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering (1969, 2005).
Fawcett, David M, BSc MD (Alberta), MSc PhD (McMaster), Professor Emeritus of Medicine (1967, 1991).
Feddes, John JR, BSc MSc (Alberta), MSc (Washington), Professor Emeritus of Agricultural, Food and Nutritional Science (1983, 2007).
Fedorko, Philip M, BSc MSc PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Biological Sciences (1975, 2010).
Field, Peggy-Anne, BN (McGill), MN (Washington, DC), PhD (Alberta) Professor Emeritus of Nursing (1964, 1994).
Fields, Anthony, MA (Cambridge) MD (Alberta), FRCP(C), LMCC, Professor of Oncology (1980, 1998).
Fiedler, Neill O, BS (Chicago), BA (Miami), MFA (Florida State), Professor Emeritus of Art and Design (1969, 2005).
Filip, Benita B, MSc BSc TDP (Alberta), MBAO (London), OTC, Professor Emeritus of Occupational Therapy (1964, 1990).
Filanovsky, Igor, MSc PhD (VI Ulianov (Lenin) Institute of Electrical Engineering, Leningrad, USSR), Professor Emeritus of Electrical and Computer Engineering (1981, 2005).
Filipkowski, Elizabeth H, BEd (Alberta), MEd (Ottawa), Professor Emeritus of Elementary Education and Music (1957, 1986).
Finucane, Brendan T, MBA BBA (Univ Coll Dublin), PIFRCP (Liverpool), FRCP, Professor Emeritus of Anesthesiology and Pain Medicine (1989, 2008).
Fishburne, Graham J, DIPED (Loughborough) BSc (Rutherford College of Technology), Teaching Cert (England), MEd (Manchester), PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Elementary Education (1982, 1988).

Fisher, Anthony D, BA, AM PhD (Stanford), Professor Emeritus of Anthropology and Educational Foundations (1965, 1994).

Fisher, D Grant, BE BSc MSc (Saskatchewan), PhD (Michigan), MEd (McMaster), Professor Emeritus of Chemical Engineering (1964, 1996).

Fisher, Edward G, BA (Colorado), MA (Indiana), PhD (British Columbia), Professor Emeritus of Strategic Management and Organization (1977, 2010).


Fitzsimmons, George W, BEd (Alberta), DIPED MEd (Calgary), PhD (Toronto), Professor Emeritus of Educational Psychology (1974, 1997).

Flynn, Peter C, BSc (Delaware), MEng (California Berkeley), PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering and Ernest E. and Gertrude Pool Chair in Management for Engineers (1999, 2010).

Foght, Julia M, BSc PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Biological Sciences (1994, 2014).

Forbes, John A, BEd MEd (Alberta) (Iowa), Professor Emeritus of Art and Design (1949, 1985).

Forest, Thomas W, BSc MASC PhD (Toronto), Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering (1976, 2004).

Forrest, I Darlene, RN (Saskatchewan), BSc MEd PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Nursing (1975, 1993).

Foth, Dennis L, BSc MSc PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Extension (1983, 2009).

Fox, Richard Carr, AB (Hamilton College), MSc (Syracuse), PhD (Kansas), Professor Emeritus of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences and Biological Sciences (1965, 1995).

Foxcroft, George, BSc PhD (Nottingham), Professor Emeritus of Agricultural, Food, & Nutritional Science (1968, 1988).

Fraga, Serafin, LicCs DSc (Madrid), Professor Emeritus of Chemistry (1963, 1994).

Frank, George B, BS (City College, New York), Msc (Ohio State), PhD (McGill), Professor Emeritus of Pharmacology (1965, 1991).

Frascara, Jorge, DIPFA DIPVPA Post DIP (Esnac De Bellas Artes), Professor Emeritus of Art and Design (1977, 2005).


Frederickson, Herbert L, BSc MSc PhD (Manitoba), Professor Emeritus of Mathematical Sciences (1967, 1997).

Freeman, Gordon Russel, MA (Saskatchewan), PhD (McGill), DPhil (Oxford), Professor Emeritus of Chemistry (1958, 1995).

Freeman, Milton MR, BSc (Reading), PhD (McGill), Professor Emeritus of Anthropology (1982, 1999).

Frendef, Robert H, Bsc (McGill) MA PhD (Harvard), Professor Emeritus of Educational Psychology (1978, 1989).

Friedman, Alinda R, BA (State University of New York at Stony Brook), MA PhD (Colorado), Professor Emeritus of Psychology (1979, 2014).

Friesen, David, BA Bprof MEd (Manitoba), PhD (NDakota), Professor Emeritus of Educational Administration (1966, 1986).

Fris, Joe, BA (Auckland), MA PhD (Toronto), Professor Emeritus of Educational Policy Studies (1975, 2003).

Frost, Laura S, BSc PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Biological Sciences (1990, 1995).

Garfinkele, Harry, BA (Sir George Williams), MA PhD (Manitoba), Professor Emeritus of Educational Foundations (1966, 1988).

Gang, Krishna M, MSc PhD (Lucknow), Professor Emeritus of Mathematics (1966, 1994).

Gartrell, John W, BA (McMaster), MA PhD (Wisconsin), Professor Emeritus of Sociology (1976, 1999).

Gati, Wendy B, BSc (British Columbia), MSc (Western Ontario), Dphil (Zurich), Professor Emeritus of Pharmacology (1992, 2006).
Harber, Victoria J, BPE (Ottawa), BEd (Western Ontario), PhD (McMaster), Professor Emeritus of Physical Education and Recreation (1991, 2014).

Hardin, Robert T, BSA (Georgia), MSc PhD (Purdue), Professor Emeritus of Agricultural, Food and Nutritional Science (1962, 1995).

Harding, Patrick J, BSc MASc (British Columbia), Professor Emeritus of Electrical Engineering (1968, 1991).

Hare, Carl, BA MA (Alberta), DIP Acting (RADA), Professor Emeritus of Drama (1983, 1997).


Harley, Charles H, MD MSc (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Medicine (1972, 2004).


Harley, William Thomas, BSc DDS (Alberta), MSD (Washington), Professor Emeritus of Restorative Dentistry (1967, 1995).

Harrell, W Andrew, BA (Pomona), MA PhD (Washington), Professor Emeritus of Sociology (1972, 2009).

Harrington, Betty NN, BN (McGill), MN (Washington), Professor Emeritus of Nursing (1961, 1988).

Harris, Brian L, BMus MMus (Alberta), PhD (Washington), Professor Emeritus of Music (1969, 2000).

Harris, Dorothy J, BA (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Physical Education and Sport Studies (1965, 1990).

Harris, Walter Edgar, MSc (Alberta), PhD (Minnesota), Professor Emeritus of Speech Pathology & Audiology (1992, 2005).

Hodges, Robert S, BSc (Saskatchewan), PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Biochemistry (1974, 2001).

Hodggett, Ross B, BSc (Queen's), MS PhD (Yale), Professor Emeritus of Biological Sciences (1969, 2003).

Hodgson, M John, BA (Carleton), MA PhD (Toronto), Professor Emeritus of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences (1972, 2004).


Holdaway, Edward A, BSc BEd (Melbourne), MEd PhD (Alberta), FACEA, Professor Emeritus of Educational Policy Studies (1968, 1999).

Holden, Kyri T, BSc MA (Alberta), PhD (Texas), Professor Emeritus of Modern Languages and Cultural Studies and Linguistics (1966, 1998).

Holdgrafer, Gary, BA (Moorehead State), MA PhD (Kansas), Professor Emeritus of Speech Pathology and Audiology (1974, 2000).

Hollingsworth, Christopher, BA (Nimes), MA PhD (London), Professor Emeritus of Zoology (1959, 1994).

Holmberg, John A, BA MA (Toronto), PhD (University College, London), Professor Emeritus of English and Film Studies (1975, 2005).

Hollis, Vivien, MSc PhD (Exeter), Professor Emeritus of Occupational Therapy (1998, 1998).

Holte, Robert C, BSc MSc (Manitoba), PhD (Brunel), Professor Emeritus of Computing Science in the Faculty of Science (2001, 2014).

Honore, Louis H, MB ChB (Edinburgh), FRCP(C) LMCC, Professor Emeritus of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology (1979, 2001).

Hoo, Cheong Seng, MSc (Auckland), PhD (Sydney), Professor Emeritus of Mathematical Sciences (1965, 1997).

Hooper, Peter M, BSc (Carleton), MSc (Queen's), PhD (Illinois), Professor Emeritus of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (1980, 2010).

Hoover, H James, BSc (Alberta), MSc PhD (Toronto), Professor Emeritus of Computing Science (1987, 2014).


Horlick, Gary, BSc (Alberta), PhD (Illinois), Professor Emeritus of Chemistry (1969, 2005).


Hoswood, Donald G, BPE BEd (Memorial), MA (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Physical Education and Recreation (1963, 2008).


Hrudey, Steven E, DC (Imperial College) BSc (Alberta) MSc PhD (London) DC (Imperial College), Professor Emeritus of Public Health Sciences (1975, 2007).

Hrudey, Terry M, BSc PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Civil and Environmental Engineering (1976, 2005).

Hube, Douglas P, BSc MA PhD (Toronto), Professor Emeritus of Physics (1969, 1999).

Hughes, David Gwyn, BSc PhD (Wales), Professor Emeritus of Physics (1965, 1998).

Hughes, Elaine L, BSc LLB (Alberta), LLM (British Columbia), Professor Emeritus of Law (1989, 2014).

Hunke, Stephen M, BEd MEd (Alberta), PhD (Illinois), Distinguished University Professor Emeritus of Educational Psychology (1961, 1994).


Hutchinson, Kenneth, MB BCH MD (Belfast), Professor Emeritus of Physiology (1969, 1997).

Huzinaga, Sigeru, BSc MSc (Kyuushu), PhD (Kyoto), Professor Emeritus of Chemistry (1968, 1991).

Ingram, EJ, BEd MEd PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Educational Administration (1982, 1988).

Irons, Robert G, BA PhD (Durham), Professor Emeritus of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences (1963, 2002).

Irwin, Randall T, BSc PhD (Calgary), Professor Emeritus of Medical Microbiology and Immunology (1989, 1995).

Israel, Werner, MSc (Capetown), PhD (Dublin), FRSC, Distinguished University Professor Emeritus of Physics (1958, 1996).


Iveson, Margaret L, BEd MEd (Alberta), PhD (Calgary), Professor Emeritus of Secondary Education (1986, 2013).


Jackson, Edgar L, BA (London), MA (Calgary), PhD (Toronto), Professor Emeritus of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences (1975, 2007).

Jackson, Francis L, MRCS (Eng), BS MB DIP Bact (London), FRC Path, Professor Emeritus of Medical Microbiology (1966, 1987).

Jackson, Harold, MSc (Nottingham), PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Food Science and Nutrition (1963, 1993).

Jackson, Robert K, BEd (McGill), MEd PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Elementary Education (1970, 2002).
Lown, Peter JM, LLB (Glasgow), LLM (Saskatchewan), Professor Emeritus of Law (1969, 2004).

Lowe, Graham S, BA MA PhD (Toronto), Professor Emeritus of Sociology (1979, 2006).


Lovell, Nancy C, BA (Simon Fraser), PhD (Cornell), Professor Emeritus of Anthropology (1987, 1992).

Loveless, Natalie, BA (Toronto), MA (Memorial), PhD (Toronto), Professor Emeritus of History (1971, 1998).

Lord, Goldwin Smith, MA LLD (Mt Allison), Professor Emeritus of Education (1945, 1950).

Lorimer, Donald J, BA MA (Bristol), PhD (London), Professor Emeritus of Psychology (1956, 2002).

Lorsch, John W, BA MA (Brown), PhD (Columbia), Professor Emeritus of Management (1964, 2001).

Lubell, David, AM PhD (Columbia), Professor Emeritus of Anthropology (1969, 2001).

Ludwig, Barry, BSc (Toronto), PhD (Brown), Professor Emeritus of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (1966, 2003).


MacDonald, R Ian, BSc (Queens), MEng PhD (Carleton), PEng, Professor Emeritus of Electrical and Computer Engineering (1987, 1998).

MacDonald, R Neil, MD CM (McGill), FRCP, Professor Emeritus of Medicine (1976, 1994).

MacGregor, Hugh Alton, BSc (Alberta), MSc (Cornell), EdD (Oregon State College), Professor Emeritus of Education (1963, 1965).

MacGregor, James G, BSc (Alberta), MS PhD (Illinois), Distinguished University Professor Emeritus of Clinical Engineering (1960, 1993).

MacIvor, W veins, BSc (Saskatchewan), MS (Northwestern), PhD (Edinburgh), Distinguished University Professor Emeritus of Agricultural Engineering (1950, 1984).

MacIntyre, Janine A, MA (Bryn Mawr), MA (Yale), Professor Emeritus of English (1962, 2000).

MacKay, William C, BSc BEd MSc (Alberta), PhD (Case Western Reserve), Professor Emeritus of Biological Sciences (1971, 1995).

Mack, Jack W, BSc (Idaho), PhD (California Institute of Technology), Professor Emeritus of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences and Director (Applied Mathematics Institute) (1966, 2002).

MacLeod, Roderick C, BA (Alberta), MA (Queens), PhD (Duke), Professor Emeritus of History and Classics (1969, 2005).

Macnab, Ross BJ, BS (Michigan), MA PhD (Michigan State), Professor Emeritus of Physical Education and Sport Studies (1963, 1994).

MacPhail, Jannetta, BS (Columbia), MSN (Wayne State), PhD (Michigan), Professor Emeritus of Nursing (1982, 1988).


Madden, Neil B, BSc MSc PhD (Alberta), PhD (Washington), Professor Emeritus of Biochemistry (1962, 1993).

Magill-Evans, Joyce, BSc MSc PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Occupational Therapy (1989, 2014).

Maguire, Thomas O, BSc MEd (Alberta), PhD (Illinois), Professor Emeritus of Educational Psychology (1976, 1997).

Maher, Yvette, BEd (Calgary), MEd PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Exercise Science (1981, 2000).

Maher, Jerome L, BS (Utah State), PhD (Illinois), Professor Emeritus of Zoology (1966, 1993).

Makarchian, Mahmoud H, DVM (Iran), PhD (Michigan), Professor Emeritus of Veterinary Medicine (1988, 2001).

Malhotra, Sudarshan K, BSc MSc PhD (Punjab), DPhil DSc (Oxford), Professor Emeritus of Biological Sciences (1967, 1995).

Malicky, Grace V, BA MA Ed (Alberta), PhD (Illinois), Professor Emeritus of Educational Administration (1975, 1999).

Mallet, Nicole, Licences èt Études, Licence ès Lettres, Diplome ès Études supérieures (Dijon), Agrégation d’Anglais Doct ès ès Études supérieures (1999), Professor Emeritus of Modern Languages and Cultural Studies (1971, 2005).

Marie, Thomas M, BA MA (Alberta), PhD (Florida), Professor Emeritus of Education (1973, 1999).

Marsh, Sandra E, BSc BEd (Alberta), FRCP(C) FACPM FACPM, Professor Emeritus of Medicine (1976, 2004).

Matsion, Michael J, MB ChB (Diao), FRACP FRCGP FACP, Professor Emeritus of Medicine (1973, 2006).


Marr, Linford, BA (Alberta), MA (Edmonton), PhD (Ottawa), Professor Emeritus of Political Science (1968, 2002).

Marsland, T Anthony, BSc (Nottingham), PhD (Washington), Professor Emeritus of Computer Science (1970, 2002).

Massey, Donald, BSc MSc (Alberta), DPhil DSc (Oxford), Professor Emeritus of Biological Sciences (1980, 2004).

Matsion, Michael J, MB ChB (Diao), FRACP FRCGP FACP, Professor Emeritus of Medicine (1973, 2006).


Marr, Linford, BA (Alberta), MA (Edmonton), PhD (Ottawa), Professor Emeritus of Political Science (1968, 2002).

Marsland, T Anthony, BSc (Nottingham), PhD (Washington), Professor Emeritus of Computer Science (1970, 2002).

Massion, Paul, BSc MSc (Alberta), FRCP(C) FACPM FACPM, Professor Emeritus of Medicine (1976, 2004).

Mahtani, Kunal, MRCP (London), FRCP(C), Professor Emeritus of Medicine (1980, 2004).

McClain, William A, BSc (Guelph), MS PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Oncology (1980, 2000).

McGarr, Linda J, BHEC (Montana), MSc PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Agricultural, Food and Nutritional Science (1955, 2014).
McClelland, Richard C, DDS (Alberta), MSc (Ohio), Professor Emeritus of Restorative Dentistry (1952, 1984).
McCung, Ronald E, BSc (Alberta), PhD (California Los Angeles), Professor Emeritus of Chemistry (1969, 1999).
McCune, Ruth E, BSc (Alberta), MPH (Pittsburgh), Professor Emeritus of Nursing (1956, 1976).
McDaniel, Susan A, BA (Massachusetts), MA (Connecticut), PhD (Alberta), Distinguished University Professor Emeritus of Sociology (1988, 2004).
McDonald, Linda MG, BA MA (Manitoba) PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Educational Psychology (1985, 2007).
McDonald, W John, MSc (Saskatchewan), PhD (Ottawa), Professor Emeritus of Physics (1965, 2002).
McFadden, Kenneth David, BA (Concordia, Minnesota), MA (Northern Iowa), PhD (North Dakota), Professor Emeritus of Cell Biology and Anatomy (1965, 1993).
McFadyen, Stuart M, BSc (Manitoba), MA (British Columbia), PhD (California Berkeley), Professor Emeritus of Marketing, Business Economics and Law (1969, 2003).
McFetridge, Patricia A, BEd (Saskatchewan), MA PhD (Minnesota), Professor Emeritus of Elementary Education (1965, 1986).
McGann, Locksley E, BSc MSc PhD (Waterloo), Professor Emeritus of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology (1975, 2010).
McKay, Roberta A, BEd MEd PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Elementary Education (1990, 2008).
McIntosh, Anne C, BSc Sc (UBC), MSc (Oregon), DSc (Alberta), Assistant Professor of Science in the Faculty of Augustana (2014, 2014).
McIntosh, R Gordon, MSc (Saskatchewan), EdD EdO (Harvard), Professor Emeritus of Educational Policy Studies (1970, 1997).
McEllan, Anne A, BA, LLB (Dalhousie), LLM (King's College), Professor Emeritus of Law (1980, 2013).
McMahon, Frank J, BA (Ottawa), BPh LicPh BTh (St Thomas, Rome), MA (Ottawa), Professor Emeritus of Physical Education and Recreation (1968, 1997).
McMillan, Melville L, BA (Toronto), MA PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Economics (1975, 2010).
McNally, Michael, BA (Waterloo), MALS (Western Ontario), Assistant Professor of Library and Information Studies (2012, 2012).
McPhee, Malcolm S, MD (Queen's), MSc (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Pathology (1972, 1998).
McPherson, Harold, BA (Queen's Belfast), MSc (Alberta), PhD (McGill), Professor Emeritus of Economics (1955, 2010).
McPherson, T Alex, MD (Alberta), LMCC, Professor Emeritus of Public Health Sciences (1968, 1994).
McPhee, Malcolm S, MD (Queen's), MSc (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Surgery (1972, 1998).
McNally, Michael, BA (Waterloo), MALS (Western Ontario), Assistant Professor of Library and Information Studies (2012, 2012).
McPhee, Malcolm S, MD (Queen's), MSc (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Pathology (1972, 1998).
McPherson, Harold, BA (Queen's Belfast), MSc (Alberta), PhD (McGill), Professor Emeritus of Economics (1955, 2010).
Mozejko, Edward, BA (Dalhousie), MALS (Western Ontario), Assistant Professor of Library and Information Studies (2012, 2012).
McPhee, Malcolm S, MD (Queen's), MSc (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Pathology (1972, 1998).
McPherson, Harold, BA (Queen's Belfast), MSc (Alberta), PhD (McGill), Professor Emeritus of Economics (1955, 2010).
McNally, Michael, BA (Waterloo), MALS (Western Ontario), Assistant Professor of Library and Information Studies (2012, 2012).
McPhee, Malcolm S, MD (Queen's), MSc (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Pathology (1972, 1998).
McPherson, Harold, BA (Queen's Belfast), MSc (Alberta), PhD (McGill), Professor Emeritus of Economics (1955, 2010).
Mozejko, Edward, BA (Dalhousie), MALS (Western Ontario), Assistant Professor of Library and Information Studies (2012, 2012).
McPhee, Malcolm S, MD (Queen's), MSc (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Pathology (1972, 1998).
McPherson, Harold, BA (Queen's Belfast), MSc (Alberta), PhD (McGill), Professor Emeritus of Economics (1955, 2010).
Mozejko, Edward, BA (Dalhousie), MALS (Western Ontario), Assistant Professor of Library and Information Studies (2012, 2012).
McPhee, Malcolm S, MD (Queen's), MSc (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Pathology (1972, 1998).
McPherson, Harold, BA (Queen's Belfast), MSc (Alberta), PhD (McGill), Professor Emeritus of Economics (1955, 2010).
Mozejko, Edward, BA (Dalhousie), MALS (Western Ontario), Assistant Professor of Library and Information Studies (2012, 2012).
McPherson, Harold, BA (Queen's Belfast), MSc (Alberta), PhD (McGill), Professor Emeritus of Economics (1955, 2010).
Mozejko, Edward, BA (Dalhousie), MALS (Western Ontario), Assistant Professor of Library and Information Studies (2012, 2012).
Mundel, Hans-Dittmar, MA (Georg Aug), PhD (Grad Theological), Professor Emeritus of Humanities in Augustana Faculty (2004, 2014).
Munn, Kenneth J, BA (Toronto), MA (McMaster), PhD (Ottawa), Professor Emeritus of History and Classics (1974, 1997).
Murdock, Michael J, BFA (Utah), MA (Catholic Univ of America), PhD (Wisconsin), Professor Emeritus of Drama (1975, 2006).
Murie, Jan O, BS (Colorado State), MA (Montana), PhD (Pennsylvania State), Professor Emeritus of Biological Sciences (1967, 1996).
Murphy, Peter J, BSc (New Brunswick), MSc (Montana), PhD (British Columbia), Professor Emeritus of Forest Science (1973, 1993).
Murray, David William, BSc (Alberta), MSc DIC (London), PhD (California Berkeley), Professor Emeritus of Civil Engineering (1960, 1992).
Myrick, A, Florence, BN (Memorial), MSN (Western Ontario), PhD (Alberta), RN, Professor Emeritus of Nursing (2003, 2014).
Nader, Walter, MSc (Texas), DrPhil (Vienna), Professor Emeritus of Chemical Engineering (1960, 1992).
Nandakumar, Krishnaswamy, BTech (Madras), MSc (Saskatchewan), PhD (Princeton), Professor Emeritus of Chemical and Materials Engineering (1983, 2008).
Nash, David, BSc (London), PhD (Cambridge), Professor Emeritus of Biological Sciences (1965, 1996).
Nay, Marshall A, BSc MSc BEd PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Secondary Education (1960, 1986).
Nearley, Terrance M, BA (Wisconsin), PhD (Connecticut), Professor Emeritus of Linguistics (1976, 2014).
Nel, David H, BSc (Liverpool), Professor Emeritus and University Veterinarian (1986, 2001).
Neufeld, Anne, BSN (Saskatchewan), MA (Regina), PhD (Saskatchewan), Professor Emeritus of Nursing (1987, 2009).
Neumaier, Eva K, PhD DrPhilHabil (Ludwig Maximilian), Professor Emeritus of Comparative Literature, Religion and Film/Media Studies (1991, 2003).
Newman, Stephen C, BSc MA (Dalhousie), MD MSc (Toronto), Professor Emeritus of Psychiatry (1985, 2010).
Olson, Alton T, BS (Central State), MS (Illinois, Wesleyan), PhD (Wisconsin), Professor Emeritus of Secondary Education (1970, 1994).
Olson, John O, BA (Gustavus Adolphus), PhD (Minnesota), Professor Emeritus of Sciences in Augustana Faculty (2004, 2009).
Ooraikul, Buncha, BFoodTech MFoodTech (Massey, PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Agricultural, Food and Nutritional Science (1975, 2004).
Overton, Carl J, DDS (Toronto) MEd (Brook), Professor Emeritus of Dental Health Care (1980, 1995).
Osborne, John W, BSc DIPED (Sydney), MS PhD (Wisconsin), Professor Emeritus of Educational Psychology (1972, 1994).
Osborne, Lyndal J, MSc (Alberta), PhD (Michigan), Professor Emeritus of Chemical Engineering (1962, 1996).
Overtom, Thomas R, BSc (Hull), PhD (Leeds), Professor Emeritus of Applied Sciences in Medicine (1967, 1994).
Owram, Douglas R, BA MA (Queens), PhD (Toronto), FRSC, Professor Emeritus of History and Classics (1976, 2006).
Packer, John George, BSc PhD (London), Professor Emeritus of Botany (1958, 1988).
Paetkau, Verner H, BSc (Alberta), MSc PhD (Wisconsin), Professor Emeritus of Biochemistry (1973, 1998).
Page, Walter J, BSc (British Columbia), Professor Emeritus of Biological Sciences (1976, 2009).
Pagliara, Ann M, BSc RN MSN (California), Professor Emeritus of Nursing (1978, 2007).
Pagliaro, Louise A, MS Pharm (California), PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Educational Psychology (1977, 2008).
Pannu, Rajinder S, BEd (Jullundur), MA (Punjab), MEd PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Educational Policy Studies and Sociology (1969, 1996).
Parent, Roger, BA (Ottawa), BEd (Alberta), MA (Laval), Professor Emeritus of Faculté Saint-Jean (1992, 2014).
Petch, Barry M, BSc (Alberta), MSc (Cranfield), PhD (Birmingham), Professor Emeritus of Chemical and Materials Engineering (1979, 2004).
Patton, David M, MB ChB (Cape Town), MD DSc (Witswatersrand), FRCP, FRACP, C Biol F Biol, CTh (Moore), ThDIP (ACT), Professor Emeritus of Oral Biology (1988, 1994).
Paulson, Barbara I, BA BEd MEd (Manitoba) PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Educational Psychology (1982, 2008).
Pauwels, Holger A, MA (Technische Universität Berlin), PhD (McGill), Professor Emeritus of Modern Languages and Cultural Studies (1971, 2006).
Pavlik, Steve, BSc MSc (Alberta), PhD (Minnesota), Professor Emeritus of Soil Science (1959, 1994).
Pearce, William G, MD (British Columbia) FRCS FRCS(ED) FRCS(ASC) FRCCM(C), Professor Emeritus of Ophthalmology (1972, 1996).
Pearson, Charles CH, BSc PhD (Leeds), MSc DSc (London), Professor Emeritus of Oral Biology (1972, 1986).
Pelleiter, Francis J, BEd MA (Nebraska), MSc (Alberta), PhD (UCALA), Professor Emeritus of Philosophy and Computing Science (1971, 2004).
Percy, Michael B, BA (Victoria), MA PhD (Queens'), Professor Emeritus of Strategic Management and Organization (1979, 2013).
Peters, J Frank, BA (Dublin), BEd MEd PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Educational Policy Studies (1986, 2014).
Petersen, Nils O, BSc (Western), PhD (California Institute of Technology), Professor Emeritus of Chemistry (2004, 2014).
Petersen, Arthur E, BASc (British Columbia), MS (Cornell), Professor Emeritus of Civil and Environmental Engineering (1983, 2004).
Petrut, Milton W, BSc MEd PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Educational Psychology (1965, 1996).
Philipp, Donald, BA BEd MA (Saskatchewan), PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Public Health Sciences (2000, 2010).
Philips, Lisa, BA MA (Oregon), PhD (Texas), Professor Emeritus of Anthropology (2007, 2014).
Phillips, William E, BSc (McGill), MS (Connecticut), PhD (California), Professor Emeritus of Resource Economics and Environmental Sociology (1968, 1995).
Pickard, Michael, BSc PhD (Liverpool), Professor Emeritus of Biological Sciences (1970, 2003).
Pier, Fordyce C, BFA (New Mexico), MMus (Yale), DMA (Boston), Professor Emeritus of Music (1973, 2004).
Pierce, W David, BA MA PhD (York), Professor Emeritus of Sociology (1975, 2012).
Pimlott, Janice F, DIF (Dental Hygiene) BSc MSc (Toronto), Professor Emeritus of Dentistry (1985, 2010).
Pimm, David J, BSc (Warwick), MSc (Cornell), MA (Wisconsin), PhD (Open), Professor Emeritus of Secondary Education (2000, 2010).
Pinnington, Eric H, BSc PhD ARCS DIC (London), Professor Emeritus of Physics (1965, 1997).
Pitcher, Edward W, BA MA (Western Ontario), PhD (Leeds), Professor Emeritus of English (1979, 1999).
Platt, Peggy J, BEd MEd PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Elementary Education (1971, 2001).
Pocklington, Thomas Carey, BA (Toronto), PhD (Indiana), Professor Emeritus of Political Science (1961, 1997).
Porteous, Kenneth C, BEng (McGill) MEng PhD (Delaware), Professor Emeritus of Chemical and Materials Engineering (1985, 2014).
Potvin, Claudine, BA (Quebec), MA (McGill), PhD (Montreal), Professor Emeritus of Modern Languages and Cultural Studies (1993, 2010).
Powrie, Thomas L, BSA MA (Saskatchewan), BPhil DPhil (Oxford), Professor Emeritus of Economics (1959, 1994).
Preitz, Clarence Harold, BSc (Millersville State College), MSc (Pennsylvania), EdD (Wayne State), Professor Emeritus of Secondary Education (1965, 1992).
Preston, William Walford, BSc (Queen's), Professor Emeritus of Civil Engineering (1938, 1973).
Prestwich, Patricia E, BA MA (Toronto) (PhD) (Stanford), Professor Emeritus of History and Classics (1970, 2004).
Price, Michael A, BSc (Univ Coll of Rhodesia), MPhDrSc, PhD (New England), Professor Emeritus of Agricultural, Food and Nutritional Science (1976, 2004).
Quinn, H Arthur, BA BEd MSc (Saskatchewan), PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Physical Education and Recreation (1976, 2009).
Qureshi, Saleem MM, BA MA (Agra), LLB (Lucknow), PhD (Pennsylvania), Professor Emeritus of Political Science (1963, 1996).
Rabinovitch, Alexander, MD (McGill), FRCP(C), Professor Emeritus of Medicine (1988, 2006).
Rabob, G Wayne, DDS (Medical College of Virginia), MS (Florida State), Professor Emeritus of Dentistry (1992, 2005).
Raheja, Suman, Associate, PhD (New York), Professor Emeritus of Business and Public Administration (1985, 1993).
Redmond, Gerald, MS (Massachusetts), PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Physical Education and Sport Studies (1973, 1994).
Reha-Krantz, Linda J, BSc (Washington), PhD (Johns Hopkins), Professor Emeritus of Biological Sciences (1981, 2014).
Reid, David C, DIP (Toronto) BPT MD (Alberta) MCSP (Prince of Wales Hospital) MCh (Liverpool) FRCS(C), Professor Emeritus of Surgery (1985, 2008).
Reinelt, Erhard Rudolph, BSc PhD (Alberta), MA (Toronto), Professor Emeritus of Geography (1965, 1987).
Reinhold, Emer, BSc MA (Alberta) PhD (Michigan), Professor Emeritus of Germanic Languages (1952, 1985).
Reutter, Linda I, BA BSc PhD (Alberta) MScN (Colorado), Professor Emeritus of Nursing (1980, 2009).
Rhemtulla, Akbar H, BSc (London), PhD (Cantab), Professor Emeritus of Mathematical Sciences (1967, 2004).
Richards, Donald M, BEd MEd PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Educational Policy Studies (1971, 1998).
Richards, Elizabeth A, BSc (Alberta), MS (Utah State), Professor Emeritus of Human Ecology (1968, 2000).
Richter, Joseph J, DrPerPol (Graz), Professor Emeritus of Resource Economics and Environmental Sociology (1970, 1985).
Riemenschneider, Sherman D, BA (Hiram College), MA PhD (Syracuse), Professor Emeritus of Mathematical Sciences (1970, 2000).
Rhoads, Raymond E, BS (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), MS PhD (New Mexico), Professor Emeritus of Electrical Engineering (1968, 1995).
Robblee, Alexander R, BSc MSc (Alberta), PhD (Wisconsin), Professor Emeritus of Animal Science (1945, 1959).
Robert, Hayden Wayne, BA MA (Capetown), PhD (USG), Professor Emeritus of the Faculty of Extension (1967, 1987).
Robertson, Charlene M, MD (Saskatchewan), Professor Emeritus of Pediatrics (1974, 2005).
Robertson, James Alexander, BSA MSc (Manitoba), PhD (Purdue), Professor Emeritus of Soil Science (1955, 1994).
Robertson, Janet A, BA (British Columbia), MSc PhD (McGill), Professor Emeritus of Medical Microbiology and Immunology (1972, 2002).
Robertson, Jean E, BSc BEd MEd PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Elementary Education (1965, 1985).
Robertson, Peter K, BSc (Nottingham), MA MSc PhD (British Columbia), Professor Emeritus of Civil and Environmental Engineering (1988, 2007).
Robinson, Alexander M, BSc PhD MSc PhD (British Columbia), Professor Emeritus of Electrical and Computer Engineering (1971, 2000).
Rochet, Anne H, BA (Hollins), MS PhD (Purdue), Professor Emeritus of Speech Pathology and Audiology (1983, 2000).
Roeder, Michael T, BM BA (New Mexico), PhD (California Santa Barbara), Professor Emeritus of Music (1974, 2005).
Rogers, Thomas O, BS MS (Emory), PhD (California), Professor Emeritus of Mathematical Sciences (1967, 2000).
Rogers, W Todd, BSc MA (British Columbia), PhD (Colorado), Professor Emeritus of Educational Psychology (1989, 2010).
Roland, Jens, BSc (Alberta), MSc PhD (British Columbia), Professor Emeritus of Biological Sciences (1992, 2012).
Romaniuk, Eugene W, BEd MEd PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Educational Psychology (1972, 2001).
Rose, Edward J, AICP (Brooklyn College) PhD (Toronto), Professor Emeritus of English (1958, 1985).
Rose, Shirley, BA MA (Brooklyn), PhD (London), Professor Emeritus of English (1961, 1994).
Ross Kerr, Janet C, BSc (Toronto), MSc (Wisconsin), PhD (Michigan) Professor Emeritus of Nursing (1982, 2005).
Rossiter, Gordon, BSc MA (Toronto), PhD (British Columbia), Professor Emeritus of Physics (1967, 1997).
Rothwell, Richard L, BSc PhD (California), PhD (British Columbia), Professor Emeritus of Renewable Resources (1976, 1997).
Routledge, David, BSc (Alberta), MSc PhD (Queens), Professor Emeritus of Electrical and Computer Engineering (1971, 2004).
Roy, Gerald, BSc (Ontario), PhD (Florida State), Professor Emeritus of Physics (1965, 1996).
Roy, Kenneth L, BSc MSc PhD (British Columbia), Professor Emeritus of Biological Sciences (1970, 2000).
Smith, Murray FR, BEd PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Physical Education and Sport Studies (1959, 1988).

Smith, Peter J, BA MA (New Zealand), Dip (Toronto), PhD (Edinburgh), Professor Emeritus of Geography (1959, 1994).

Smith, Richard C, BA (Austin College), BD (Louisville Presbyterian Seminary), MA (Kentucky), PhD (Illinois), Professor Emeritus of History and Classics (1965, 1995).

Smith, Richard Sidney, BSc (Alberta), PhD (Stockholm), Professor Emeritus of Cell Biology and Anatomy (1966, 1995).


Snider, Earle L, BA (Alberta), MA (Calgary), PhD (Michigan State), Professor Emeritus of Sociology (1969, 1997).

Snyder, Richard E, BA PhD (Wayne State), Professor Emeritus of Biomedical Engineering (1975, 2004).

So, Joseph WH, BA MA (Hong Kong), MS PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (1987, 2010).

Soebey, Richard J, BSc Hon (Dutchess Community College) BS MS PhD (New York State) EdD (West Virginia), Professor Emeritus of Educational Psychology (1982, 2010).

Sorenson, Paul G, BSc MSc (Alberta), PhD (Toronto), Professor Emeritus of Computing Science (1989, 2009).


Spanos, Timothy J, BA MS PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Physics (1980, 2005).

Sparty, Harry F, BSc MA (Alberta), PhD (Stanford), Professor Emeritus of Educational Administration (1946, 1971).


Spencer, Mary, BA (Saskatchewan), MA, BSc (Brandon), PhD (California), FRSC, Distinguished University Professor Emeritus of Plant Science (1953, 1989).

Spener, Geoffrey H, BSc BDES PhD (Wisconsin), MS (Rochester), For Assoc of RRSF, FCID, Professor Emeritus of Dentistry (1961, 1996).


Sprams, Peter, BSc (Simon Fraser), PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Agricultural, Food and Nutritional Science (1980, 2006).

Sprague, James C, BS (Miami), MS PhD (Iowa), Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering (1969, 1992).

Sproule, Brian Ralph Jessup, MSc MD (Alberta), FRCP FCCP FACP (Chicago), Professor Emeritus of Physical Education and Recreation (1978, 2004).

Swinquert, Guy S, BA (London School of Economics), MA (British Columbia), PhD (London), Professor Emeritus of Physical Education and Recreation (1978, 2004).

Sydle, Rosalind, BA Diploma-Industrial (Liverpool), MA PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Sociology (1974, 2006).

Syrotuik, Daniel G, BA BPE (McMaster) MSc PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus in the Faculty of Physical Education and Recreation (1981, 2012).


Szabo, Michael, BS MS PhD (Indiana), Professor Emeritus of Educational Psychology (1981, 2004).

Tait, Robert, BSc PhD (Gloucester), Professor Emeritus of Mathematical Sciences (1962, 1996).

Takats, Josef, BSc MEng (Montreal), Professor Emeritus of Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Professor Emeritus of Chemistry (1971, 2008).


Tardif, Claudette, BEd MEd PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Faculté Saint-Jean (1981, 2005).


Taylor, Diane E, BSc PhD (Toronto), Professor Emeritus of Medical Microbiology and Immunology (1981, 2008).

Taylor, Gerald D, BEd MEd (Alberta), PhD (Toronto), Professor Emeritus of Educational Policy Studies (1974, 2004).

Teplay, Stan, Diplome Ingenieur Civil PhD (Czech Tech), Professor Emeritus of Civil and Environmental Engineering (1974, 1999).

Tewari, Jalpa P, BSc MSc PhD (Lucknow, India), Professor Emeritus of Agricultural, Food and Nutritional Science (1979, 2003).

Thomas, Norman R, DiplOralPath (Medical College Virginia), BDS BSc PhD (Bristol), Professor Emeritus of Oral Biology (1968, 1989).

Thompson, Gordon W, DDS MSc PhD (Toronto) FRCDC (Canada), Professor Emeritus of Dental Health Care (1978, 1995).

Thomson, Alan BR, BA MA MSc PhD (Queen’s), Distinguished University Professor Emeritus of Medicine (1975, 2007).


Thomson, Robert KC, BSc MD (Alberta), FACP, Professor Emeritus of Medicine (1939, 1978).

Thomson, Stanley, BASc (Toronto), BSc MSc PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Civil Engineering (1961, 1984).

Thomberry, Robert S, BA (Queens, Belfast), MA (McMaster), PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Modern Languages and Cultural Studies (1971, 2008).

Thorson, Walter Rollier, BS PhD (California Institute of Technology), Professor Emeritus of Chemistry (1968, 1994).

Thurston, Glenn, BSc BA MA PhD (Saskatchewan), FRSC (Canada), Professor Emeritus of Surgery (1966, 1998).

Tichenor, Harold Duane, BS MA (Ball State), EdD (Illinois), Professor Emeritus of Secondary Education (1964, 1994).

Tieszen, Peter, BCom (Manitoba), MBA (McMaster), PhD (Minnesota), CMA, Professor Emeritus of Accounting and Management Information Systems (1975, 2009).

Timourian, James G, PhD (Syracuse), Professor Emeritus of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (1970, 2000).

Tinga, Wayne R, BSc MSc PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Electrical and Computer Engineering (1968, 2001).
Wallace, Janice A, BA MEd (Western Ontario), PhD (Toronto), Professor Emeritus of Educational Policy Studies (1992, 2003).
Tomczak-Jaermann, Nicole T, BSc MSc PhD Habilitation (Warsaw), Professor Emeritus of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (1983, 2014).
Tomkins, Darrell J, BSc MSc PhD (McGill), Professor Emeritus of Medical Genetics (1998, 2004).
Tom, William M, BA (Macalester College), MS PhD (Wisconsin), Professor Emeritus of Biological Sciences (1984, 2012).
Topp, Edgar W, BSc (British Columbia), MSc PhD (Ohio State), Professor Emeritus of Plant Science (1962, 1987).
Toh, Ellen L, BSc MD (Buenos Aires), FRCP(C), LMCC, Professor Emeritus of Medicine (1986, 2014).
Toth, Joszef, MSc PhD (Netherlands), Professor Emeritus of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences (1980, 1996).
Uschel, John W, BA MA PhD (Western Ontario), MSc PhD (Alberta), FRCP(C), PhD (London, Eng), Professor Emeritus of Psychiatry (1969, 1988).
Van der Ven, Allen R, BA (Central College), MA PhD (Iowa), Professor Emeritus of Educational Psychology (1966, 1993).
Van den Born, William H, BSc MSc PhD (Alberta), PhD (Toronto), Professor Emeritus of Agricultural Food and Nutritional Science (1961, 1996).
Van de Putte, Frederick R, PhD (Detroit), PhD (Southern California), Professor Emeritus of Philosophy (1966, 1997).
Van de Putte, Margaret M, PhD MA (Detroit), PhD (Southern California), Professor Emeritus of Philosophy (1966, 2002).
Vander Wall, Allan R, BA (Central College), MA PhD (Iowa), Professor Emeritus of Educational Psychology (1966, 1993).
Vandelind, Jan F, BSc MSc PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Electrical and Computer Engineering (1971, 1998).
Varnhagen, Connie Kay, BA, MA (Queens), MN PhD (Wisconsin), Professor Emeritus of Psychology (1993, 2001).
Weerakoon, Michelle M, BSc (Massey), MSc (Adelaide), PhD (California), Professor Emeritus of Resource Economics and Environmental Sociology (1970, 2006).
Weerakoon, Terrence S, BSc (Saskatchewan), BA (Oxford), PhD (California Berkeley), Professor Emeritus of Economics and Resource Economics and Environmental Sociology (1970, 2005).
Wermeulen, Fred E, BSc PhD (Alberta), MScPhD (British Columbia), Professor Emeritus of Electrical and Computer Engineering (1967, 2001).
Vizeman, Kejo, MD DMSc (Helsinki), Professor Emeritus of Rehabilitation Medicine (1996, 2006).
Vitt, Dale, BS (Missouri), MS PhD (Michigan), Professor Emeritus of Biological Sciences (1970, 2000).
Voss, Walter AG, BSc PhD (London), PEng (British Columbia), PEng (Alberta), CEng (United Kingdom), Professor Emeritus of Electrical Engineering (1964, 1991).
Wahhinen, Douglas L, BSc (Alma Coli), PhD (Calif, Irvine), Professor Emeritus of Psychology (1989, 1999).
Walker, Foster N, Teaching Cert (London) BA (Winnipeg), MA PhD (Western Ontario), Professor Emeritus of Educational Policy Studies (1976, 1996).
Wallace, Janice A, BA MA PhD (Western Ontario), PhD (Toronto), Professor Emeritus of Educational Policy Studies (2002, 2012).
Wallace, Jo-Anne, CEGEP (Vanier), BA (Concordia), MA PhD (York), Professor Emeritus of English and Film Studies (1986, 2014).
Walton, Peter D, BSc MSc (Durham), PhD (Lancaster), Professor Emeritus of Plant Science (1969, 1992).
Wang, Lawrence, BA (Taiwan), MA (Rice), PhD (Cornell), Professor Emeritus of Biological Sciences (1970, 2005).
Wangler, David, BSc (LeMoyne), MA PhD (New Mexico), Professor Emeritus of Educational Policy Studies (1969, 2001).
Wanke, Sieghead E, BSc MSc (Alberta), PhD (California), Professor Emeritus of Chemical and Materials Engineering (1970, 2008).
Wankel, Leonard M, BA (PE) BEd (Saskatchewan), MA PhD (Alberta), Professor Emeritus of Physical Education and Recreation (1977, 1997).
Wane, Robert L, BMBus Ed, MMus Ed (Southern Mississippi), EdD (Oregon), Professor Emeritus of Elementary Education (1964, 1995).
Warren, Sharon A, BA (Western Ontario), BEd (Queen's) MA PhD (Western Ontario), Professor Emeritus of Rehabilitation Medicine (1987, 1993).
Wayslissen, Roderick E, BSc (Waterloo), MSc PhD (Manitoba), Professor Emeritus of Chemistry (2000, 2014).
Watkinson, E Jane, BA BPE (McMaster), MA (Western Ontario), PhD (Michigan State), Professor Emeritus of Physical Education and Recreation (1977, 2006).
Way, Earl H, BA MA (McMaster), MA PhD (Chicago), Professor Emeritus of Comparative Literature, Religion and Film/Media Studies (1974, 2002).
Wayman, Michael L, BSc (British Columbia) MSc (McMaster) PhD (Cambridge), Professor Emeritus of Chemical and Materials Engineering (1969, 2004).
Webster, Gordon Ritchie, MSA (British Columbia), PhD (Oregon), Professor Emeritus of Soil Science (1960, 1987).
Weichman, Frank Ludwig, BS (Brooklyn), PhD (Northwestern), Professor Emeritus of Physics (1958, 1994).
Weidemann, Donald J, BCom (Alberta), DIP PCT (Manitoba), MBA (Western Ontario), PhD (Georgia State), Professor Emeritus of the Faculty of Extension (1970, 1997).
Wein, Ross, BSc MSc (Quebec), PhD (Utah State), Professor Emeritus of Renewable Resources (1987, 2006).
Weir, Bryce, BSc MD MSc (McGill), FRCS(C), FACS, FRCS Ed Hon., Professor Emeritus of Medicine and Dentistry (2002, 2002).
Westlake, Donald WS, BSc MSc (British Columbia), PhD (Wisconsin), Professor Emeritus of Microbiology (1966, 1990).
Whittinger, Raleigh, BA PhD (British Columbia), Professor Emeritus of Modern Languages and Cultural Studies and Associate Dean of Student Programs of the Faculty of Arts (1974, 2011).
Whitson, David J, BA (Toronto), MEd (Ontario Institute for Studies in Education), PhD (Queensland), Professor Emeritus of Political Science (1987, 2010).
Whittaker, John D, BSc (Alberta), SM (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), PhD (City, London), Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering (1975, 2005).
Wiebe, Leonard J, BSc MSc (Saskatchewan), PhD (Sydney), Professor Emeritus of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences (1970, 2003).
Wiens, Harold B, BA (Waterloo Lutheran), Professor Emeritus of Music (1975, 2008).
Wilberg, Robert Bernard, BEd (Alberta), MS PhD (Oregon), Professor Emeritus of Physical Education and Sport Studies (1966, 1994).
Wilcock, Robert WF, BA (Hull), PhD (Kartoum), Professor Emeritus of Modern Languages and Cultural Studies (1969, 2005).
Wilgosh, Loraine R, BEd/AD (Alberta) BA MA (Manitoba) PhD (McMaster), Professor Emeritus of Educational Psychology (1977, 2006).
Wilkinson, Bruce William, BCom (Saskatchewan) MA (Alberta) PhD (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), Professor Emeritus of Economics (1967, 1998).
Williams, C Brian, BCom (British Columbia), MBA (Washington), PhD (Cornell), Professor Emeritus of Organizational Analysis (1964, 1990).
Williams, Michael C, BS MS PhD (Wisconsin), Professor Emeritus of Chemical and Materials Engineering (1990, 2002).
Wilson, Katherine J, BA (Alberta), Med PhD (Oregon), Professor Emeritus of Elementary Education (1989, 2008).
Wilson, David J, BSc (Manitoba), MS PhD (Minnesota), Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering (1971, 2005).
Wilson, Derek WR, BSc MSc PhD (Birmingham), Professor Emeritus of Elementary Education (1966, 1968).
Wilson, Donald R, BA (Oxford), MSc CM (McGill), FRCP(C), FACP, Professor Emeritus of Medicine (1947, 1978).
Wilson, Douglas R, MD (Toronto), FRCP(C), Professor Emeritus of Public Health Sciences (1984, 2000).
Wilson, Harold E, BA PhD (British Columbia), Professor Emeritus of History (1977, 1992).
252  Associate and Adjunct Staff

Aalhus, Jennifer, BSc PhD (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of Agricultural, Food and Nutritional Service (1999, 1999).

Ackerman, Mark, BSc MSc (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of Mechanical Engineering (1987, 2011). Ackman, Margaret L, BSc (Dalhousie), DPharm (British Columbia), Adjunct Professor of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences (2008, 2008).

Adamko, Darrell J, MD (Saskatchewan), FRCPC, Associate Adjunct Professor of Pediatrics (2001, 2011).

Adamovicz, Wiktor L, BSc MSc (Alberta), PhD (Minnesota), Adjunct Professor of Economics (1983, 2000).

Adesida, Adetola, BSc MSc (Essex), PhD (Manchester Metro), Assistant Adjunct of Biomedical Engineering (2009, 2009).

Adkins, Robin A, BA MA PhD (Manitoba), Assistant Adjunct Professor of Educational Psychology (2006, 2006).

Aitchison, John D, BSc PhD (McMaster), Adjunct Professor of Cell Biology (1997, 2005).

Aiken, Kathryn, BSc (British Columbia), MSC PhD (British Columbia), Adjunct Professor of Renewable Resources (2013, 2013).

Akikas, Ilia, BM (Chouaib Doukkali), MMath (catholique de Louvain), Adjunct Professor of Chemical and Materials Engineering (2007, 2011).

Alexander, Martin, BSc MSc (Colorado State University), PhD (Australian National University), Adjunct Professor of Renewable Resources (1999, 1999).

Alexander, Robert T, BSc (Queens), MD (Western Ontario), PhD (Toronto), Assistant Adjunct Professor of Pharmacy (2008, 2008).

Ali, Samina, MD (McGill), Associate Adjunct Professor of Emergency Medicine (2001, 2010).

Allain, Dominic, BSc (Ottawa), MD (Dalhousie), Assistant Adjunct Professor of Emergency Medicine (2009, 2010).

Allmann, Marina, BA (Guelph), MA (Alberta), PhD (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of Modern Languages and Culturral Studies (1998, 2001).

Allen, Marion N, BN (New Brunswick), MSci (Western Ontario), PhD (Western Reserve), Adjunct Professor of the Centre for Health Promotion Studies in the School of Public Health (1985, 2006).

Allison, W. Reid, BSc PhD (Victoria), Assistant Adjunct Professor of Medical Genetics (2008, 2008).

Allouche, Michael, BS PhD (Laval), Associate Adjunct Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering (2000, 2010).

Alrop, Audleen, BA (Open University England), MPH (Bath), DEd (Sheffield), Adjunct Professor of Occupational Therapy (2006, 2006).

Ambrose, Divakar, BSc MSc (Tamil Nadu Agricultural), PhD (British Columbia), Adjunct Professor of Agricultural, Food and Nutritional Service (2002, 2002).

Amirfazl, Aliad, BSc (Tehran), MSc (Concordia), PhD (Toronto), Assistant Adjunct Professor of Biomedical Engineering (2001, 2004); Adjunct Professor of Mechanical Engineering (2001, 2013).

Anderson, Christian T, BA MA (Queens), PhD (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of English and Film Studies (2000, 2007).

Anderson, John M, MD (California), LMCC FRCPC, Assistant Adjunct Professor of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation (2004, 2007); Assistant Adjunct Professor in the office of the Dean of Rehabilitation Medicine (2004, 2010).

Anderson, Axel, BSc MSc PhD (British Columbia), Adjunct Professor of Renewable Resources (2011, 2011).

Anderson, Collin, BSc PhD (Western Ontario), Associate Adjunct Professor of Medical Microbiology and Immunology (2002, 2010).

Angeliki, Carla, MD (Saskatchewan), Assistant Adjunct Professor of Emergency Medicine (2010, 2010).

Anton, Cristina A, BMath MSc (Craiova), PhD (Romanian Academy), DPhil (Alberta), Assistant Adjunct Professor of Math and Statistical Sciences (2005, 2005).

Aynja, Anthony, BSc MSc (Ambrose Alli), PhD (Humboldt), Adjunct Professor of Renewable Resources (2006, 2012).

Arazy, Ofer, BSc MBA (Israel Institute of Technology), PhD (British Columbia), Adjunct Professor of the Office of Interdisciplinary Studies (2004, 2010).

Arefianian, Hossein, BSc (Isfahan), MSc (Tehran), PhD (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of the Alberta Diabetes Institute (2009, 2009).

Arent, Robin, BSc (St Bonaventure), MD (Buffalo), Assistant Adjunct Professor of Emergency Medicine (2002, 2010).

Aram, William E, BA MA PhD (Toronto), Adjunct Professor of the Office of Interdisciplinary Studies (2005, 2011).

Arshad, Muhammad A, BSc MSc (Punjab), PhD (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of Renewable Resources (1998, 1998).

Ashworth, Nigel L, MBCHB (Leicester), MD MSc (Saskatchewan), FRCPC, Adjunct Professor of Medicine (2001, 2010).

Atallah, Joseph, MSc(Harvard), MD(McGill), LLMC, LRCP, Assistant Adjunct Professor of Public Health Sciences (2009, 2010).

Au, Heather-Jane, BMedSc MD (Alberta), Associate Adjunct Professor of Oncology (1998, 2010).

Aubin, Joelle, BEng PhD (Sydney), MEng (Institut National Polytechnique), Adjunct Professor of Chemical and Materials Engineering (2010, 2010).

Babik, Lorne, BSc MSc DSc (Saskatchewan), PhD (British Columbia), Adjunct Professor of Medical Microbiology and Immunology (2007, 2007).

251.1  Clinical Emeriti

Boulton, James, BSc MD (Alberta), LMCC FRCPC, Adjunct Professor Emeritus of Obstetrics and Gynaecology (1970, 2011).

Daniel, Edwin BA MA (John Hopkins), PhD (Utah), Clinical Professor Emeritus of Pharmacology (1960, 2009).

Loomis, Joan, DIP PT BPT MEd (Alberta), Clinical Professor Emeritus of Physical Therapy (1976, 2009).


Turner, M Jean, BSc (Pittsburgh), MSC MSc (Alberta), Clinical Professor Emeritus of Oncology (1986, 2011).

Waters, Kellie L, BSc MD (Alberta), Assistant Professor of Pediatrics (2005, 2005).

251.2  Librarian Emeriti

Buckingham, Jeanette, BA (Saskatchewan), MLS (Alberta), Librarian Emeritus (1981, 2009).

Distad, N Merrill, BA MA (Minnesota), PhD MLS (Toronto) Professional Librarian (1987, 2013).

Jones, David L, BSc (McMaster), MLS (Western Ontario), Librarian Emeritus (1980, 2011).

Rooney, Sieglinde, MA (Alberta), BLS (Toronto), B.A (Saskatchewan), Librarian Emeritus (1965, 2009).
Klein, Douglas, BSc (Western Ontario), MSc (Alberta) MD (Ottawa), Associate Adjunct Professor of the Centre for Health Promotion Studies in the School of Public Health (2000, 2011). Klein, Jennifer, BA BHS (McMaster), MSc (Alberta), Assistant Adjunct Professor of Occupational Therapy (2008, 2008).
Kline, Loren W, BSc (Buena Vista), MSc (Oklahoma State), PhD (Alberta), Assistant Professor of Physiology (1974, 2000).
Kloppers, Jacobus, BA BMus (Potchefstroom), PhD (Wolfgang Goethe), Assistant Professor of Music (1997, 2007).
Klotz, Lars, BSc PhD (Eberhard Karls), Associate Adjunct Professor of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences (2010, 2013).
Knight, Andrew, BA (London), PhD (Cambridge), Assistant Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering (1999, 2013).
Knoules, Lori, BCL (McGill), MA (London), LLB (McGill), LLM (Wisconsin), Assistant Adjunct Professor of Public Health Sciences (2013, 2013).
Kohlen, Helen, PhD (Hannover), Assistant Adjunct Professor of Nursing (2013, 2013).
Koshman, Sheri L, BSc (Alberta), PharmacD (British Columbia), Assistant Professor of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences (1999, 2008).
Kosteckeck, Matthew, BA (Dallas), MA PhD (Catholic University of Louvain), Assistant Adjunct Professor of Philosophy (2009, 2010).
Kothes, Roland, MSc (Bonn), Max Planck), Adjunct Professor of Physics (2014, 2014).
Kovach, Karen, BEd MEd PhD (Alberta), Assistant Adjunct Professor of Educational Psychology (1988, 1996).
Kovalenko, Andry, MSc PhD (Lviv Ukraine), Adjunct Professor of Computing Science (2012, 2012);
Adjunct Professor of Mechanical Engineering (2004, 2004).
Kozyszyk, Anita, BSP (Toronto), MSc PhD (Manitoba), Adjunct Professor of Public Health Sciences (2008, 2012).
Krause, Barbara, MD (Saskatchewan), FRCP(C), Associate Adjunct Professor of Oncology (2010, 2010).
Krahn, Harvey, BA MA (Western Ontario), PhD (Alberta), Assistant Professor of Resource Economics and Environmental Sociology (1983, 2005);
Adjunct Professor of Strategic Management and Organization of the School of Business (1983, 2000).
Kreber, Carolin, MEd ( Brock), PhD (Ontario Institute for Studies in Education), Associate Adjunct Professor of Educational Policy Studies (1997, 2004).
Krechetnikov, Rouslan, BS PhD (Moscow Institute of Physics & Technology), MS (Notre Dame),
Adjunct Professor of Mechanical Engineering (2013, 2013).
Krushelnycy, Bohdan, BSc (Trinity), MD (Toronto), PhD (Alberta), FRCP(C), Associate Adjunct Professor of Biomedical Engineering (2009, 2009).
Kube, Ron, BSc MSc PhD (Alberta), Assistant Adjunct Professor of Computing Science (2002, 2002).
Kuhlen, Stefan, MPhD PhD (Alberta), Assistant Adjunct Professor of Public Health Sciences (2012, 2012).
Kumar, Deepali, MD (Ottawa), FRCP(C), Assistant Adjunct Professor of Medical Microbiology and Immunology (2007, 2009).
Kumar, Prashant, MSc (Delhi), PhD (India), Adjunct Professor of Chemical and Materials Engineering (2013, 2013).
Kuny, Dianne, BN MN (Alberta), Assistant Adjunct Professor of John Dossetor Health Ethics Centre (2011, 2011).
Kushnir, Kaydi Eastlick, BScPhD (Nursing), MN (Washington), Associate Adjunct Professor of the Centre for Health Promotion Studies in the School of Public Health (2002, 2008).
Labine, Claude, BSc (Laurentian), MSc (Guelph), Adjunct Professor of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences (2008, 2008).
Lacaze, Thierry, MD MS MSc PhD (Paris I), Adjunct Professor of Pediatrics (2003, 2010).
Lacy, Paige, BSc (Victoria), PhD (Otago), Associate Adjunct Professor of Medical Microbiology and Immunology (2000, 2011).
Lai, Chi-en Tsai, BSc (Taipei), PhD (Alberta), Associate Adjunct Professor of Psychiatry (2007, 2007).
Lai, Muoed, BSc MSc (Zhengjiang), MD (Schleswig-Holstein), Adjunct Professor of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology (2011, 2011).
Lai, Raymond K, BSc MSc PhD (Alberta), Associate Adjunct Professor of Oncology (2003, 2009).
Lakhani, Amin, MBBS (Liaquat), MPH (Glasgow), DrPH (Alabama), Assistant Adjunct Professor of Public Health Sciences (2011, 2011).
Lange, Elizabeth A, B Med PhD (Alberta), Assistant Adjunct Professor of Educational Policy Studies (2002, 2008).
Langenberg, Christina Willelm, BSc MSc PhD (Netherlands Antilles), Adjunct Professor of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences (2010, 2010).
Langor, David William, BSc MSc PhD (Memorial), Adjunct Professor of Renewable Resources (2000, 2011).
Laporte, Gilbert, BSc McGill, MSc (Lancaster), PhD (London), Adjunct Professor of Finance and Management Science in the School of Business (1998, 1998).
Lappi, Vernon G, MD (Saskatchewan), Associate Adjunct Professor of Medicine (2000, 2007).
Larsen, Max Deen, BA (Reed), MPH (Yale), PhD (Yvona), Adjunct Professor of Music (2009, 2009).
Lauber, Byron G, BSc MD (Alberta), Assistant Adjunct Professor of Medicine (2005, 2007).
Laughton, David G, BSc (Toronto), PhD (Princeton), SM PhD (Sloan School of Management),
Assistant Professor of the School of Business (2001, 2001).
Laulson, Gilles, BSc MSc MD (Alberta), Assistant Professor of Medicine (2000, 2010).
Lavasanifar, Alsan, PharmD (Tehran), PhD (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of Chemical and Materials Engineering (2001, 2009).
McDermid, Heather E, BSc MSc (Western Ontario), PhD (Queen's), Adjunct Professor of Medical Genetics (1988, 2008).
McDougall, Allan K, BA (McGill) DPA MA (Carleton), PhD (Toronto), Adjunct Professor of Political Science (2007, 2007).
Mccachem, Preston, BSc (Toronto), MSc (Missouri), PhD (Alberta), Associate Adjunct Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering (2004, 2007).
Mcvian, Alexander JB, MBBS MSc (Middlesex), Adjunct Professor of Radiology and Diagnostic Imaging (1996, 2000).
McFarlane, Bonita L, BSc (New Brunswick), MSc (Dalhousie), PhD (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of Resource Economics and Environmental Sociology (1999, 1999); Associate Adjunct Professor of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences (1999, 2006).
McGann, Lockley E, BSc MSc PhD (Waterloo), Adjunct Professor of Surgery (2000, 2000).
McGaw, W Timothy, DDS MSc (Toronto), MD (Alberta), LMCC, Adjunct Professor of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology (1999, 1999).
McGregor, Mary, BA (York) BEd (Toronto), MEd PhD (Alberta), Associate Adjunct Professor of Education (2005, 2008).
McKenna, Gordon, BSc (British Columbia), PhD (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of Renewable Resources (2012, 2012).
McKim, H Robert, BSc MSc (Alberta), Associate Adjunct Professor of the Centre for Health Promotion Studies in the School of Public Health (2009, 2005); Associate Adjunct Professor of Psychiatry (1999, 2010).
McLeod, Logan, BA (Western Ontario), MA PhD (McMaster), Adjunct Professor of Economics (2009, 2011).
McMillan, Jennifer, BEng PhD (Western Ontario), Adjunct Professor of Chemical and Materials Engineering (2007, 2007).
McTavish, Todd, BSc PhD (Alberta), MD (Toronto), Assistant Adjunct Professor of Oncology (2008, 2010); Assistant Adjunct Professor of Medicine (2008, 2010).
McEwan, Alexander, BSc MSc PhD (Alberta), Assistant Adjunct Professor of Nursing (2007, 2007); Assistant Adjunct Professor of Midwifery (2007, 2007).
McEachern, Preston, BSc (Toronto), MSc (Missouri), PhD (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering (2008, 2010).
McGougan, Steve, BSc (Humboldt), MSc (York), PhD (Alberta), Associate Adjunct Professor in the School of Library and Information Studies in the Faculty of Education (2010, 2010).
McGough, Eileen, RN, RN (U of Lethbridge), BScN, Adjunct Professor of Nursing (2001, 2001).
Meagher, Michelle, MA (Reading), PhD (George Mason), Adjunct Professor of Sociology (1988, 1998).
Meek, Gerry, AMLS (Western Ontario), Adjunct Professor of the Centre for Health Promotion Studies in the School of Public Health (1999, 2005).
Robinson, Donald M, BSc (Calgary), MSc PhD (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of Physics (1992, 1999).
Robinson, Mary-Anne, BScEng (Manitoba), MSc (Central Michigan), Assistant Adjunct Professor of the Faculty of Nursing (2006, 2006).
Robson, Paula, BSc DPhil (Ulster), Adjunct Professor of Agricultural, Food and Nutritional Science (2007, 2011); Adjunct Professor of Public Health Sciences (2007, 2013).
Rodgers, Wendy, BA (York), MA (Western Ontario), PhD (Waterloo), Adjunct Professor of the Centre for Health Promotion Studies in the School of Public Health (1993, 2006).
Romanick, Marcel, BSc (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences (2010, 2010).
Romanick, Anatole, MA PhD (Leuven), Adjunct Professor of Sociology (1999, 1999).
Rosario, Joseph, BA MA PhD (Bomboi), Adjunct Professor of the Western Centre for Economic Research in the School of Business (2011, 2011).
Ross, Shelley, BSc MA PhD (Victoria), Assistant Adjunct Professor of Educational Psychology (2008, 2008).
Ross, Susan Jane, BSc (Hariot-Watt), MPhil (Robert Gordon’s Institute of Technology), MBA (Aberdeen), PhD (Glasgow), Adjunct Professor of Public Health Sciences (2012, 2012).
Rosychuk, Rhonda J, BSc (Alberta), MSc (British Columbia), PhD (Waterloo), Adjunct Professor of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (1999, 2000).
Rothe, Peter, PhD (British Columbia), Associate Adjunct Professor of Health Public Health Sciences (2010, 2010).
Rowe, Brian H, BA (Queen’s), MD (Ottawa), MSc (McMaster), CCFP, Adjunct Professor of Public Health Sciences (1997, 2005); Adjunct Professor of Psychiatry (1997, 2004).
Rowbough, Evelyn E, BEd (DIPORAD) (Alberta), MA (San Diego), Adjunct Professor of Undergraduate Student Services in the Faculty of Education (2005, 2005).
Roy, Francois D, BSc MSc (Toronto), PhD (Alberta), Assistant Adjunct Professor of Surgery (2011, 2011).
Roy, Pierre-Nicholas, BSc (McGill), PhD (Montreal), Adjunct Professor of Chemistry (1999, 2008).
Ruecker, Stanley, BA BSc (Regina), MA (Toronto), MDEd PhD (Alberta), Associate Adjunct Professor in the School of Library and Information Studies in the Faculty of Education (1998, 2010); Adjunct Professor of the Office of Interdisciplinary Studies (1998, 2012).
Rycroft-Malone, Joanne, BSc (Oxford Brookes), MSc (Hertfordshire), PhD (Southampton), Associate Adjunct Professor of Nursing (2006, 2006).
Rymarz, Richard, BSc MSc MD ED (Monash), DPhil (Australian Catholic), Adjunct Professor of the Office of Interdisciplinary Studies (2007, 2012).
Sabri, Kourosh, MD PhD (Imam Reza Medical), MPH (Northern Iran), Adjunct Professor of Occupational Health Promotion Studies in the School of Public Health (1999, 2013).
Safouhi, Hassan, BSc (Haanii Is Es Sabalani), PhD (Blaire-Pascal), Adjunct Professor of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (2001, 2010).
Sales, Anne E, BA (Baylor), MSHE (North Carolina), PhD (Minnesota), Adjunct Professor of Family Medicine (2006, 2010).
Salway, Sarah, BA (Oxford), MSc PhD (London School of Hygiene and Tropical Med.), Associate Adjunct Professor of Public Health Sciences (2010, 2010).
Sammart, John, BSc (Camborne), Adjunct Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering (2011, 2011).
Sanger, Alan, BSc MSc DPhil (Sussex), Adjunct Professor of Chemical and Materials Engineering, (1993, 2011).
Sapounjevic, Hristo, BSc MSc (Technological University Bulgaria), PhD (Institute of Catalysis), Adjunct Professor of Chemistry (1993, 2009).
Scheier, Joachim, BMus MM (Eastman School of Music), DMus (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of Music (2010, 2010).
Seabert, John, BSc MD (Simon Fraser), PhD (Western Ontario), Associate Adjunct Professor of Pharmacology (2005, 2011).
Shah, Saleh, BSc MSc (Rajshahi), PhD (Institute of Grassland and Environmental Research), Adjunct Professor of Agricultural, Food and Nutritional Science (2005, 2005).
Shankar, Janki, MSW MPhl (National Institute of Mental Health and Neuro Sciences), PhD (Western Sydney), Associate Adjunct Professor of Occupational Therapy (2010, 2010).
Shapiro, Andrew MJ, BMedSc MBBS (Newcastle-on-Tyne), PhD (Alberta), LNMC FRCS, Adjunct Professor of Oncology (1998, 2008).
Sharma, Sangita, BSc (Wales), PhD (Manchester), Adjunct Professor of Agricultural, Food and Nutritional Science (2010, 2012).
Shaw, Nicola, BSc PhD (Lancaster), Associate Adjunct Professor of Family Medicine (2006, 2010).
Sheldon, John, BSc MD PhD (Alberta), BEd (Memorial), Assistant Adjunct Professor of Secondary Education (2001, 2004).
Shillington, R Wayne, BA BEd (Saskatchewan), MA PhD (Gonzaga), Adjunct Professor of Educational Policy Studies (1997, 1997).
Shkrobat, Jody, BScPhm (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences (2011, 2011).
Shome, Manas, BSc MSc (Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology), PhD (Alberta), Associate Adjunct Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering (2005, 2006).
Shrestavata, Meenal, BA MA PhD (Benares), MPhil (Nawharat Nehru), PhD (Jawaharlal Nehru), Adjunct Professor of Political Science (2008, 2008).
Shuaib, Ashfaq, MBBS (Khyler Medical College), FRCP(C), Adjunct Professor of Psychiatry (1998, 2008).
Sia, Winnie Wing Ki, MD (Alberta), FRCP(C), Associate Adjunct Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology (2003, 2012).
Siemens, Rick, BSc (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences (2011, 2011).
Sigler, Lynne, BSc MSc (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of Biological Sciences (1997, 1997).
Silverstone, Peter H, MBBS (St Bartholemes), MRCPsych, Adjunct Professor of Strategic Management and Organization in the Alberta School of Business (1992, 2013).
Sing, Pamela V, BA MA (British Columbia), PhD (Montreal), Adjunct Professor of Modern Languages and Cultural Studies (1994, 2000).
Skidmore, Colleen M, DIPART (Southern Alberta Institute of Technology), BA (Saskatchewan), MA (British Columbia), PhD (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of Art and Design (1993, 2010).
Sloboda, Ronald S, BSc (Manitoba), PhD (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of Physics (1990, 1990).
Smith, Cynthia, BPE (Manitoba), MHSIA (Alberta), Associate Adjunct Professor of the Centre for Health Promotion Studies in the School of Public Health (1999, 2013).
Smith, Daniel W, BS (California State), MS (San Jose State), PhD (Kansas), Adjunct Professor of Public Health Sciences (1978, 2009).
Smith, Elwin, BSA MSc (Saskatchewan), PhD (Iowa), Adjunct Professor of Resource Economics and Environmental Sociology (2012, 2012).
Smith, Neale, BA (Alberta), MA (Western Ontario), MEds (Calgary), Assistant Adjunct Professor of the Centre for Health Promotion Studies in the School of Public Health (2005, 2009).
Smith, Veronica, BA MA (Western Washington), PhD (British Columbia), Assistant Adjunct Professor of Rehabilitation Medicine (2004, 2008).
Snedeker, Kate, BA (Princeton), PhD (Edinburgh), Assistant Adjunct Professor of Public Health Sciences (2012, 2012).
Snider, Earle L, BA (Alberta), MA (Calgary), PhD (Michigan State), Adjunct Professor of Strategic Management and Organization in the School of Business (1969, 2003).
Snyder, Shane, BS (Thiel) PhD (Michigan), Adjunct Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering (2011, 2011).
Somerville, Martin J, BSc MSc (Western Ontario), PhD (Toronto), Adjunct Professor of Pediatrics (1996, 2009).
Song, Samantha J, BSc MSc (Toronto), PhD (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of Renewable Resources (2002, 2002).
Sousa, Jorge, BA (York), MA PhD (Ontario Institute for Studies in Education), Adjunct Professor of the Faculty of Extension (2006, 2013).
Spady, Donald W, MSc (London), MD (Alberta), LMIC FRCP(C), Associate Adjunct Professor of Public Health Sciences (1974, 2000); Adjunct Professor of Pediatrics (1974, 2010).
Spence, John C, BA MA (McGill), PhD (Concordia), Adjunct Professor of the Office of Interdisciplinary Studies (1999, 2013).
Stacy, Roger, BSc (Canadian Registration Board of Occupational Hygienists), Associate Adjunct Professor of Medicine (2000, 2007).
Symes, Pamela A, BA (Dalhousie), MEd PhD (Alberta), Assistant Adjunct Professor of Elementary Education (2002, 2005).
STeeves, Phyllis, MPhil (Trinity), PhD (Alberta), Assistant Adjunct Professor of Educational Policy Studies (2012, 2012).
Stiefel, Marilyn, BEd MEd (Saskatchewan), Associate Adjunct Professor in the Office of the Dean in the Faculty of Education (2011, 2011).
Wille, Holger, PhD (Montreal), Adjunct Professor of Biochemistry (2012, 2012).

Willens, Allyson, BA (Western Ontario), PhD (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of Biological Sciences (2010, 2010).

Williams, Beverley, BSc MN PhD (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of Family Medicine (1995, 2012).

Williams, Walter D, BFSc MSc PhD (British Columbia), Adjunct Professor of Food and Nutritional Science (2008, 2008).

Willows, Noreen G, BSc MA (Calgary), PhD (McGill), Associate Adjunct Professor of the Centre for Health Promotion Studies in the School of Public Health (2002, 2008).

Wilman, Alan H, BSc (British Columbia), PhD (Alberta), Associate Adjunct Professor of Physics (1997, 1999); Associate Adjunct Professor of Radiology and Diagnostic Imaging (1997, 2005).

Wilson, Douglas R, MD (Toronto), Adjunct Professor of the School of the Centre for Health Promotion Studies in the School of Public Health (2003, 2006).

Wilson, Margaret (Peggy), BEd (Saskatchewan), MA PhD (California Santa Barbara), Associate Professor of Educational Policy Studies (1994, 2007).

Wilson, Stanley L, BA (Saskatchewan), MEd (Manitoba), PhD (California Santa Barbara), Associate Adjunct Professor of Educational Policy Studies (1994, 2007).

Windick, Brent F, BA LLB (Alberta), LLM (Cambridge), Assistant Adjunct Professor of Emergency Medicine (2004, 2004).

Wine, Eytan, BMedSc MD (Tel-Aviv), Assistant Adjunct Professor of Physiology (2009, 2011).

Winget, Marcy, BSc (California Davis), MHS PhD (Johns Hopkins), Associate Adjunct Professor of Public Health Sciences (2004, 2004).

Wishtart, David, BSc (Alberta), MPH PhD (Yale), Adjunct Professor of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences (1983, 1998).

Wishtart, Diane, BA BEd MEd PhD (Alberta), Assistant Adjunct Professor of Educational Policy Studies (2007, 2008).

Wishtart, William D, BSc MSc (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of Biological Sciences (1988, 1998).

Woitas, Sandra B, BEd MEd (Alberta), Associate Adjunct Professor of the Faculty of Education (1998, 1998).

Wolfardt, Johan F, BSc BScDPhil (Witwatersrand), Adjunct Professor of Rehabilitation Medicine (1987, 2009).

Wolfe, Allen A, BPhil (Calgary), Assistant Adjunct Professor of the Faculty of Extension (2005, 2013).

Wolfe, Alexander, BSc (Western Ontario), PhD (Queen's), Adjunct Professor of Biological Sciences (2001, 2014).

Wolfe, Tonya, BSc, MSc, PhD (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of Chemical and Materials Engineering (2013, 2013).


Wolodko, John, BSc PhD (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of Mechanical Engineering (1998, 2012).

Wong, Charles S, PhD (Minnesota), Associate Adjunct Professor of Chemistry (2003, 2008).

Wood, Dean D, BA (Acadia), BEd (Mount Allison), MEd PhD (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of Educational Policy Studies (2005, 2008).

Woof, D, BA (Queens'), DPhil (Oxford), Adjunct Professor of English and Film Studies (2002, 2009).

Wuest, Frank, MSc, PhD (Dresden), Adjunct Professor of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Science (2008, 2013).

Wylie, Maggie, BCom (Carleton), MHSA (Ottawa), Associate Adjunct Professor of the Centre for Health Promotion Studies in the School of Public Health (2009, 2009).

Wynne, Harold J, BPE MA PhD (Alberta), Associate Adjunct Professor of Educational Policy Studies (2002, 2002).

Xing, James Z, MB (Sun Yat-Sen), PhD (Robert Gordon), Associate Adjunct Professor of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology (1996, 2006).

Yacoub, Wadieh, MBBCH (Alexandria), MSc (Alberta), FRCP(C), Associate Adjunct Professor of Public Health Sciences (2000, 2012).

Yacyshyn, Alison M, BA MA (Alberta), PhD (Western Ontario), Adjunct Professor of Marketing Business Economics and Law (2008, 2010).

Yager, Jerome Y, MD (Manitoba), LMCC FRCP, Adjunct Professor of Psychiatry (2003, 2008).

Yahya, Atiyah, BSc PhD (Alberta), Assistant Adjunct Professor of Biomedical Engineering (2006, 2011).

Yang, Jaynie F, BSc PT (Queen's), MSc PhD (Waterloo), Adjunct Professor of Biomedical Engineering (1990, 1999).

Yang, WenZhu, BSc (Shanxi), MSc (Clermont Ferrand), PhD (Blaise Pascal), Adjunct Professor of Agricultural, Food and Nutritional Science, (2013, 2013).

Yantini, Norman W, BEd MEd EdD (Alberta), Associate Adjunct Professor of Educational Policy Studies (2002, 2002).

Yanow, Stephanie, Ph.D (McGill), Associate Adjunct Professor of Medical Microbiology and Immunology (2013, 2013); Adjunct Professor of the School of Public Health (2013, 2014).

Yaremka, Mark C, BSc (Simon Fraser), MD (Victoria), FRCP(C), Associate Adjunct Professor of Emergency Medicine (2011, 2011).

Yarmuch, Matthew, BSc MSc (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of Chemical and Materials Engineering (2008, 2008).

Yasui, Yukata, BEng (Kyoto), DPhil (Johns Hopkins), Adjunct Professor of Mathematical and Statistical Sciences (2004, 2013).

Yates, Mary Jane, BSN (Windsor), MSc (Alberta), Associate Adjunct Professor of the Centre for Health Promotion Studies in the School of Public Health (2006, 2011).

Yatcoff, Randall W, BSc (Western Ontario), PhD (McMaster), Adjunct Professor of Surgery (2001, 2001).
Yemshanov, Denys, PhD (Dniepropetrovsk), Adjunct Professor of Resource Economics and Environmental Sociology (2009, 2009).
Yeragani, Vikram, MBBS (Gunter), DPM (National Institute of Mental Health and Neurosciences), FRCP (C), Adjunct Professor of Psychiatry (2005, 2009).
Young Laiwah, Albert, BSc MSc MBCHB (Glasgow) MRCP, Adjunct Professor of Medicine (1985, 2011).
Young Laiwah, Roseanne, MA (Massachusetts), PhD (Alberta), BSc (Alberta), Assistant Professor Faculty of Medicine and Dentistry Department of Medicine (2014, 2014).
Yoon, Philip W, BMedSc MD (Alberta), CCFP, Associate Adjunct Professor of Emergency Medicine (2000, 2004).
Young-Leslie, Heather, BA MA (McMaster), PhD (York), Associate Adjunct Professor of Anthropology (1998, 2010).
Yurick, Mark P, BPE MED (Alberta), Associate Professor of the Faculty of Education (1997, 2009).
Zachariah, Saly, BSc (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences (2011, 2011).
Zhang, Dawei, BA (Wuhan), MSc (Nanjing), PhD (Kingston), Assistant Adjunct Professor of Biochemistry (2008, 2011).
Zhang, Ming, MD (Shanghai), PhD (Iowa), Associate Adjunct Professor of Surgery (2009, 2010).
Zhang, Xian-En, PhD (Hehai), Adjunct Professor of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology (2011, 2011).
Zilles, Sandra, PhD (Kaiserslautern), Adjunct Professor of Computing Science (2009, 2009).
Zivkovic, Marko, BA (Belgrade), MA PhD (Chicago), Assistant Adjunct Professor of Art and Design (2006, 2011).
Zolezzi, Monica, BPharm (Catholic U of Santa Maria), MSc (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences (2008, 2008).
Zornes, Greta, BSc (Oklahoma), MSc (Manhattan), PhD (Tulane), Adjunct Professor of Mechanical Engineering (2013, 2013).
Zygun, David A, BSc (Alberta), MD (Toronto), MSc (Calgary), Adjunct Professor of the School of Public Health (2012, 2014).
Zwaigenbaum, Lonnie, MSc (McMaster), MD (Toronto), FRCP(C) DABIM, Associate Adjunct Professor of Psychiatry (2006, 2007).
Zwozdesky, Eugene, BA BEd (Alberta), Adjunct Professor of the Faculty of Education (2005, 2005).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Spring</th>
<th>Fall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1908</td>
<td>Fall (First Convocation)</td>
<td>Fall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1909</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Lord Strathcona, Donald Alexander Smith (Baron), LLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1915</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Ferrier, Walter Frederick, DSc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1916</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Cruikshank, Brig-Gen Ernest Alexander, LL.D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1917</td>
<td>Special Convocation (November)</td>
<td>Maclean, James Alexander, LLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1919</td>
<td>Special Convocation (September)</td>
<td>Cavendish, Victor Christian William (Ninth Duke of Devonshire), LLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1921</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Aikins, Sir James Albert Manning, LLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1922</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Newbourn, Frank Hamilton, LL.D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1924</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Barford, Vernon West, MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1925</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Haultain, The Hon Sir Frederick William Gordon, LLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1927</td>
<td>Special Convocation (April)</td>
<td>Freeman-Thomas, Freeman (Earl of Willingdon), LL.D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1928</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Bowe, The Hon John Campbell (Lieutenant-Governor of Alberta), LLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Fiddell, Sir John Henry, LL.D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Oliver, The Hon Frank, LL.D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Walsh, William Legh, LL.D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Bown, John CE, LL.D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Kendall, William Alexander Robb (Third President of the University), LLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Baldylock, Selwyn G, LLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Tupple, The Rev Aubrey Stephen, LLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Stone, The Rev Willard, LLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Kennedy, Sir Robert, LLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Parry, The Rev Thomas, LL.D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Parry, The Rev Aubrey Stephen, LL.D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Bowe, The Hon John Campbell (Lieutenant-Governor of Alberta), LLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1941</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Bown, John CE, LL.D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1942</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Mitchell, The Hon Chief Justice William Charles, LLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1943</td>
<td>Special Convocation (September)</td>
<td>His Excellency, The Rt Hon Earl of Athlone (Governor-General of Canada), LLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946</td>
<td>Special Convocation (January)</td>
<td>Albright, William Donald, LL.D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1948</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Manning, The Hon Ernest Charles (Premier of Alberta), LLD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Gruening, The Hon Ernest, LL.D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Stanley, George Douglas, LL.D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952</td>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Bowien, The Hon John James (Lieutenant-Governor of Alberta), LLD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

University Staff
Fall
Milner, Horatio Ray, LLD
O’Connor, The Hon Chief Justice George Bligh, LLD

1953
Spring
Calthoun, Alexander, LLD
Ford, The Hon Chief Justice Clinton James, LLD
Hedley, Robert Wesley, LLD
Fall
Gaherty, Geoffrey Abbott, LLD
Jewitt, William Gladstone, LLD
Morrison, Ibrahim Follambee, LLD
Spratt, Joseph Grant, LLD

1954
Spring
Campbell, Peter McGregor, LLD
Chittick, Rae MacIntyre, LLD
Dower, John David, LLD
Fall
Hanna, William Fielding, LLD
Longman, Oliver Stanley, LLD
Prior, Kenneth Harold, LLD
Prior, Pearl L, LLD
Wright, Howard Phin, LLD

1955
Spring
Caims, Laurence Yeomans (Seventh Chancellor of the University), LLD
O’Brien, Lewis James, LLD
Steer, George Hobson, LLD
Fall
Collis, Frank H, LLD
Edmunds, The Rev W Everard, LLD
Levern, Father Jean-Louis, LLD

1956
Special Convocation (April)
Priestly, James Taggart, LLD
Spring
Halton, Matthew Henry, LLD
Stapells, Frederick, LLD
Fall
Laurie, John Lee, LLD
McCalla, William Copeland, LLD

1957
Spring
Davies, Robertson, LLD
Stewart, John Smith, LLD
Special Convocation (August)
Coester, Harold Scott MacDonald, LLD
Lussier, Irene, LLD
Wagner, Eugene Paul, LLD
Fall
Harvie, Eric Lafferty, LLD
MacPhie, Earle Douglas, LLD
Thompson, Walter Palmer, LLD

1958
Spring
Patterson, Gordon Neil, LLD
Reynolds, Lloyd George, LLD
Wooley, Dilworth Wayne, LLD
Special Convocation (September)
Hashmi, Bashir A, LLD
Mountford, Sir James Frederick, LLD
Phillips, William Eric, LLD
Special Convocation (October) (50th Jubilee)
Burgess, Cecil Scott, LLD
Fairley, Barker, LLD
Gordon, Robert Kay, LLD
James, Frank Cyril, LLD
Russell, Lois Shano, LLD
Smith, Sidney Earle, LLD
Wershof, Max Hirsch, LLD
Fall
Ferguson, George Victor, LLD
MacInnes, Charles Malcolm, LLD
MacLeod, John Edward Annand, LLD
Mitchell, Betty, LLD
Scarlett, Earle Parkhill (Sixth Chancellor of the University), LLD

1959
Special Convocation (April)
Flemington, Rev William Thomas Ross, LLD
Saunderson, Hugh Hamilton, LLD
Spring
Galaith, Francis Philip (Eighth Chancellor of the University), LLD
MacLeod, Charles Malcolm (Chair, Board of Governors of the University), LLD
Roper, Elmer Ernest, LLD
Stewart, Andrew (Fifth President of the University), LLD
Fall
Diming, Robert James, LLD
MacCharles, Donald Neil, LLD

1960
Spring
Field, Sem Winsler, LLD
MacDonald, The Most Rev John Hugh, LLD
Sonet, Edouard, LLD
Super, Joseph Dewey, LLD
Special Convocation (Medical/Dental – June)
Farquharson, Ray Fletcher, LLD
Fall (Calgary)
Paton, Gilbert Currie, LLD
Phillips, Walter Joseph, LLD
Stemburg, Charles Mortram, LLD
Young, James William, LLD

1961
Spring
Brown, Harrison Scott, LLD
Herzberg, Gerhard, LLD
MacDonald, The Hon Justice Hugh John, LLD
Page, The Hon John Percy (Lieutenant-Governor of Alberta), LLD
Polya, George, LLD
Wees, Wilfred Rusk, LLD
Special Convocation (Medical/Dental – June)
Brown, Harry Knoutton, LLD
Hartroft, Walter Stanley, LLD
Fall (Calgary)
McKinnon, Ian Nicholson, LLD
McLaurin, The Hon Chief Justice Colin Campbell, LLD

1962
Spring
Smith, The Hon Chief Justice Sidney Bruce, LLD
Stewart, Freeman Kenneth, LLD
Special Convocation (Medical/Dental – May)
Cameron, George Donald West, LLD
Fall (Calgary)
Payne, Ben Iden, LLD
Seamans, Howard Loomis, LLD

1963
Spring
Corbett, Edward Annand, LLD
Ford, Charles Ross, LLD
LaZerte, Milton Ezra, LLD
Burton, Alan Chadburn, LLD
Special Convocation (September)
Douglas, Robert Gordon, LLD
Dubes, Rene Jules, LLD
Horsfall, Frank Lappin, LLD
Medawar, Peter Brian, LLD
Fall (Calgary)
Calvert, The Rt Rev George Reginald, LLD
MacKinnon, Ross Anderson, LLD
Saunders, Penrose Melvin, LLD

1964
Spring (Calgary)
Batchelor, Dudley Edward, LLD
Charyk, Joseph Vincent, LLD
Jackson, Margaret Isabel, LLD
Spring (Edmonton)
Kurimoto, Yuichi, LLD
Lyle, Guy Redvers, LLD
McLelland, Hazel Rutherford, LLD
McArthur, Helen Griffith Wylie, LLD
MacIntosh, Frank Campbell, LLD
Fall
Froman, Darol Kenneth, LLD
Mardell, The Hon Justice Ronald, LLD
Stevens, George Roy, LLD

1965
Spring (Calgary)
Egbart, Gladys McKeelvie, LLD
Taylor, Malcolm Gordon, LLD
Spring (Edmonton)
Dyde, Henry Alexander, LLD
Miller, Frank Robert, LLD
Running, Chester Alvin, LLD
Anderson, John Arvil, LLD
MacFarlane, Joseph Arthur, LLD
Platt, Arnold William, LLD
Fall
Hennig, Rudolph, LLD
Herbert, Walter Bertram, LLD
Patrick, Mabel, LLD

1966
Spring
Burt, Alfred Leray, LLD
MacEwan, The Hon John Walter Grant (Lieutenant-Governor of Alberta), LLD
Andrews, Catherine Brodie, LLD
Rice, George Richard Agar, LLD
Fall
Lang, William Albert, LLD
Le Saunier, Jenny Le Rouge, LLD
Pugh, Kenneth Aubrey, LLD

1967
Special Centennial Convocation (March)
Dickins, Cennell Haggerston, LLD
Leger, His Eminence Cardinal Paul Emile, LLD
McGibbon, Pauline Mills, LLD
Townes, Charles Hard, LLD
Spring
Henneys, Arnold Danford Patrick, LLD
Michener, His Excellency, The Rt Hon Daniel Roland (Governor-General of Canada), LLD
Guild, Helen Beny, LLD
Barr, Murray Llewellyn, LLD
Matthews, Arnold Whitney, LLD
Fall
Jackson, Lady Robert (Miss Barbara Ward), LLD

1968
Special Diamond Jubilee Convocation (May)
Schneider, William George, LLD
His Excellency, U Thant (Secretary General of the United Nations), LLD
Trudeau, The Hon Pierre Elliott (Prime Minister of Canada), LLD
Spring
Burns, Lt Gen Edson Louis Millard, LLD
Swift, William Herbert, LLD
Jackson, Robert William Brierley, LLD
Grant, Charles Henry, LLD
Fall
Hall, Cecil Edwin, LLD
McKllen, Barbara, LLD
Fall
Frolich, Herbert, LLD
Read, John Erskine, LLD
Scambler, Thelma Ruth, LLD
Burns, Patricia Eileen, LLD
Lougheed, The Hon (Edgar) Peter (Premier of Alberta), LLD
Fall
Roche, Douglas James, LLD
Easton, Dorothy Jean, LLD
Hurtig, Melvin Gordon, LLD
Routhier, Montignor Henri, Archibishop of Grouard, Retired, LLD

1987

Spring
Head, Ivan Leigh, LLD
Tobias, Phillip Valantine, DSc
Pallister, Alfred Ernest, LLD
Poole, John Edward, LLD
Barrowes, Barbara Anne, LLD
Kurimoto, Shiizo, LLD
Andrekson, Margaret Weir, LLD
Schmid, Horst, LLD
Chretien, The Hon Jean, LLD
Savaryn, Peter, (Twelfth Chancellor of the University), LLD
Fall
Hay, Allan Stuart, DSc
Jarislowsky, Stephen, LLD
Crawford, The Hon Neil, LLD
Banks, Thomas Benjamin, LLD

1988

Special Convocation (June – Faculty of Medicine 75th Anniversary)
Marceth, Robert Alexander Leslie, DSc
McLeod, Lionel Everett, DSc
Spring
Dickson, Jennifer, LLD
Huang, Xinbai, LLD
Huston, Mervyn James, DSc
Scholes, John Lewis, (Chair, Board of Governors of the University), LLD
La Forest, The Hon Mr Justice Gerard Vincent, LLD
Moore, The Hon Chief Justice William Kenneth, LLD
Special Convocation (October – Faculty of Engineering 75th Anniversary)
Ford, George, DSc
King, Eperton Warden, DSc
Stanley, Donald Russell, DSc
Fall
Callwood, June, DLitt
Kaplan, Jacob Gordin, DSc (posthumously granted)
Baig, Tari Ali, LLD

1989

Spring
MacLean, Lloyd Douglas, DSc
Banister, Ronald Kitchener, LLD
Strembisky, Michael Alexander, LLD
Walsh, Thomas Joseph, LLD
Cunningham, Chester Raymond, LLD
Ramsankar, Stephen Russell, LLD
Franklin, Ursula Maria, DSc
Martins, Ethel Anne, DLitt
Spring
Folinsbee, Robert Edward, DSc
Blair, Sidney Robert, DSc
Begin, The Hon Monique, LLD

1990

Spring
Wheeler, Dorothy Anne, DLitt
Tuu’uqau Anghalhäluq, Marion, LLD
Horowitz, Myer, (Ninth President of the University) LLD
Hargrave, Herbert Thomas, LLD
Bentley, Charles Fred, DSc
Smiley, Donald Victor, LLD (posthumously granted)
Erb, Richard Bryan, DSc
Riedel, Bernard Ewald, DSc
Myers, Gordon Edward, DSc

1991

Spring
McLachlan, Madame Justice Beverley, LLD
Taylor, Richard E, DSc
Worth, Walter H, LLD
Loomis, Reginald D, LLD
Miller, Associate Chief Justice Trevie H (Thirteenth Chancellor of the University), LLD
Peel, Bruce B, LLD
Haris, Walter E, DSc
Corlaid, Eliot, DSc
Holmes, Peggy, DLitt
Jakover, Alexander, LLD
Allen, Frances E, DSc
Fall
Lemieux, Raymond Urgel, DSc
Southern, Ronald Donald, LLD
Bowker, Her Honor Marjorie Montgomery, LLD
Carse, Margaret Ruth Pringle, LLD

1992

Spring
Aoki, Ted Tetsuo, LLD
Hersom, Naomi Louisa, LLD
Picard, Madame Justice Ellen Irene, LLD
Stevenson, The Hon Mr Justice William Alexander, LLD
Cousin, Hélène, LLD
Honchar, Oleksander, DLitt
Pearson, Hugh John Sanders, LLD
Jordan, Ronald Earl, DSc (in absentia)
Barmes, David Edward, DSc
Towers, The Hon Gordon (Lieutenant-Governor of Alberta), LLD
Fall
Hodgson, Marjorie, LLD
Johnson, Rev K Glen, LLD
Lobay, Mary, LLD

1993

Spring
Archer, Violet, DLitt
Kurimoto, Hiroshi, LLD
Jones, Edgar T, LLD
Lukasenko, Levko, LLD
Forrester, Helen, DLitt
Shaw, James R Sc, LLD
Fortune, Ray, LLD
Fall
Kobayashi, Yukio, LLD
Mazankowski, The Rt Hon Donald, LLD
Kaasa, Walter, DLitt

1994

Spring
Davenport, Paul Theodore, (Tenth President of the University), LLD
McLean, David George Alexander, LLD
Goody, Dasha Sosia, DLitt
Elliott, James Frank, LLD
Hnatyshyn, His Excellency The Rt Hon Ramon John (Governor General of Canada), LLD
Fall
Badir, Doris Renwick, LLD
Green, Leslie Claude, LLD
Hurtubise, Roger Alexandre, LLD
Milner, Stanley Albert (Chair, Board of Governors of the University), LLD

1995

Spring
Drake, Clare James, LLD
Thorhall, William Arnold, LLD
Jacyk, Petro (Peter), LLD
Nagabhushan, Tattanahalli Lakshminarayan, DSc
Dickason, Olive Patricia, DLitt
Simms, Glenda Patricia, LLD
Fall
Superstein, Jack, LLD
McPherson, Gary William Wilcox, LLD

1996

Spring
Haskayne, Richard F, LLD
Teller, Paul, LLD
Foote, Eldon, LLD
Smith, Michael, DSc
Cammaert, Margaret, LLD
Ericson, Eric, LLD
Fall
Olson, The Hon HA “Bud” (Lieutenant-Governor of Alberta), LLD
Janssen, Paul, DSc

1997

Spring
Singh, Mannmohan, LLD
Hurlburt, William, LLD
Bränebeck, Per-Ingrar, DSc
Zedler, Margaret, LLD (posthumously granted)
Koetsch, Robert, DLitt
Watanabe, Mamoru, DSc
Chan, Charles, LLD
Somerville, Christopher, DSc
Fall
Erasmus, Georges, LLD
Ozawa, Tatsuo, LLD
Russell, Andrew, LLD

1998

Spring
Ferguson, John Thomas, LLD (Seventeenth Chancellor of the University)
Howell, Maxwell Leo, LLD
Nelson, Raymond, LLD
Woodward, Roger, LLD
Martin, Joseph Boyd, DSc
Fall
Ryan, Claude, LLD
Haynes, Robert Hall, LLD

1999

Spring
Cardinal, Harold James, LLD
MacGregor, James Gregson, DSc
Bell, John Kim, LLD
Fuller, Millard Dean, LLD
Mair, Gerald James, LLD
Welsh, Kenneth Clifford, LLD
Special Convocation (October)
Decore, Laurence George, LLD (Hon)
Fall
Winspear, Harriet Snowball, LLD
Mustard, James Fraser, DSc

2000

Spring
Gretzky, Wayne Douglas, LLD
Stanford, James M, LLD
Straus, Josef, DSc
Brzostowski, Thomas A, DSc
Hyndman, Louis Davies, LLD (Fifteenth Chancellor of the University)
Tutu, Desmond Mpilo, LLD
Fall
Hole, The Hon Lois Elsa, LLD (Sixteenth Chancellor of the University, Lieutenant-Governor of Alberta)
Nielsen, Arne Rudolph, DSc
2001
Spring
Tapsicot, H Donald, LL.D
Belfiorto, Herbert Clifford, LL.D
Friesen, Henry George, DSc
Roche, Adi, LL.D
Huculak, Erast R, LL.D
Soynia, Akimwande Oluwole, DLitt
Fall
Lichem, Walthier, LL.D
Noujaim, Antoine A, DSc

2002
Spring
Hume, John, LL.D
Markin, Allan, LL.D
Steadward, Robert, LL.D
MacLeod, Alastair, DLitt
Cardinal, Douglass, LL.D
McCarthy, Doris, LL.D
Zehui, Jiang, LL.D
Fall
Newell, Eric P, LL.D (Eighteenth Chancellor of the University)
Hiller, Arthur, DLitt

2003
Spring
Mackenzie, Donald, LL.D
McNally, Douglass, LL.D
Stelick, Charles, DSc
Bell, John Irving, Dsc
Malin, Lloyd, LL.D
Torchinsky, Benjamin, DSc
Fall
Hughes, Linda Jean, LL.D (Nineteenth Chancellor of the University)
Hess, Margaret (Marmie) Perkins, LL.D

2004
Spring
Carter, James E, DSc
Kroeger, Arthur, LL.D
Cournoyer, Nellie J, LL.D
Connor, William H, LL.D
Takamado, Hiro, Imperial Highness Princess Hisako, LL.D
Special Convocation (October)
Soames, Lady Mary, LL.D
Fall
Samar, Sima, LL.D
Harington, C Richard, DSc

2005
Spring
Clarke, George Elliott, DLitt
Mannix, Ronald Neil, LL.D
Saramago, Jose, DLitt
Kule, Doris, LL.D
Kule, Peter, LL.D
Gray, Jean, DSc
Harrison, Edward, LL.D
Hole, Harry, LL.D
Hole, James F, LL.D
Wirth, Alfred George, LL.D
Special Convocation (September, President’s Installation)
Aglukark, Susan, LL.D
Evans, John, LL.D
Palanji, John Charles, DSc
Pollock, Mary Sharon, DLitt
Fall
Stein, Janice, LL.D
Fraser, Roderick Douglas, LL.D (Eleventh President of the University)

2006
Spring
Jackson, Tom, LL.D
Kahneman, Daniel, DSc
Piper, Martha Cook, LL.D
Kwong, The Hon Norman (Lieutenant-Governor of Alberta), LL.D
Spence, Matthew, LL.D
MacTaggart, Cécile, LL.D
Morgan, Gevyn, LL.D
Thompson, Kenneth, DSc
Fyfe, William, DSc
Fall
Peyette, Julie, LL.D
Edwards, The Hon James Stewart (Chair, Board of Governors), LL.D

2007
Special Convocation (May)
Wyman, Robert, LL.D
Spring
Littlechild, J Wilton, LL.D
Bowles, Sheldon, LL.D
Westbury, Robert, LL.D
Morgenstern, Norbert, DSc
Benson, Alvin Allen, LL.D
McLellan, The Hon A. Anne, LL.D
O’Nions, Sir Keith, DSc
Goloin, PJ Perry, LL.D
Krave, Maria, Dsc
Harrison, E Hunter, LL.D
Special Convocation (October)
Cooper, George, LL.D
Matthews, John, LL.D
McCaig, Ann, LL.D
Fall
Shaver, Donald McQueen, DSc
O’Brien, Allison Douglas, LL.D
Churchland, Patricia Smith, LL.D
Churchland, Paul Montgomery, LL.D

2008
Augustana Convocation (May)
Fowles, Bertha (Berdie), LL.D
Spring
Wallin, Pamela, LL.D
Aho, Esko Tapani, LL.D
Meekson, J Peter, LL.D
Pawson, Anthony James, DSc
Venter, J Craig, DSc
Jean, The Hon Right Hon Michelle (Governor General of Canada), LL.D
Jones, Elizabeth (Betty), DSc
Zoe, John B, LL.D
lang, k.d., LL.D
Janvier, Alexan Simeon, LL.D
Fraser, Felix (Fil), DLitt
Fall
Manning, Ernest Preston, LL.D
Knoppers, Bartha Maria, LL.D

2009
Spring
Arbour, The Hon Louise, LL.D
Hayden, Michael R, DSc
Thorsell, James Westvick, LL.D
Kipnes, Dianne Roberta, LL.D
Kipnes, Irving, LL.D
March, James G, LL.D
Khan, His Highness The Aga, LL.D
McMaster, Juliet, DLitt
Wiebe, Rudy, DLitt
Watt-Cloutier, Sheila, LL.D
Fournon, Vues, DSc
Fall
Ingram, Jay, DSc
Lynch, Hon Kevin G, LL.D
Rozen, Catherine, LL.D

2010
Spring
Wachowich, The Hon Allan Harvey, LL.D
Roots, Ernest Federick, DSc
Buffalo, Victor Stanley, LL.D
Tingle, Aubrey James, DSc
Raseroaka, Helen Kay, LL.D
Anson-Cartwright, Hugh, LL.D
Kahle, Brewster, LL.D
Neal, James G, LL.D
Thapar, Romilla, LL.D
Bandura, Albert, LL.D
Daniel, Patrick, LL.D
Cheng, Angela, Mai-Lin, LL.D
Special Convocation (October)
Swaminathan, Monompolu Sambasivan, DSc
Fall
Ethell, The Hon Donald S., (Lieutenant-Governor of Alberta), LL.D
Chiu, Yvonne Shih-Wan, LL.D
Campbell, Right Hon Kim (Prime Minister of Canada), LL.D

2011
Augustana Convocation
Kielburger, Craig, LL.D
Spring
Triffo, Ron, LL.D
Schlesinger, Joe, DLitt
Sainath, Palagummi, DLitt
Hayes, Louise, LL.D
Mardon, Austin, LL.D
Ferguson, Bunny, LL.D
Lau, John Chin Sung, LL.D
Luker, Karen Anne, DSc
Eivalik, Charlie Kakokot, LL.D
Zelmanov, Efin, DSc
Daniel, Patrick, LL.D
Cheng, Angela, Mai-Lin, LL.D
Special Convocation (October)
McDonald, Arthur Bruce, DSc
Fall
Kirby, Hon Michael JL, LL.D
Hansen, Richard M, LL.D
Wang, Lawrence Chia-Huang, DSc

2012
Special Convocation (March)
Brabec-Leatmate, Peter, LL.D
Hrudey, Steve E, DSc
Nairain, Sunita, LL.D
Special Convocation (May, Beijing, China)
Zeng, Fan, DLitt
Spring
Petitclerc, Chantal, LL.D
Dingwell, Donald Bruce, DSc
Stanton, John, LL.D
Lindberg, Gary, DSc
Stinson, Shirley Marie, DSc
Frek, Julio J, DSc
Martin, Right Hon Paul, LL.D (Prime Minister of Canada)
Simon, Mary, LL.D
Orbinski, James Jude, LL.D
Petersen, Holger Martin, DLitt
Fall
Gbowee, Leymah Roberts, LL.D
Karman, Tawakkol, DSc
Martin, Sarah, LL.D
Trussler, Margarette, LL.D
Heidecker, Brian Richard (Chair, Board of Governors of the University)

2013
Augustana Convocation (June)
Butala, Sharon, DLitt
Spring
Fraser, Hon Catherine A, LL.D
Mehta, Deepa, DLitt
Masliyah, Jacob Heskel, DSc
Chen, Lincoln C, DSc
Milles, Louise A, LL.D
Armour, Margaret-Ann, DSc
Stelmach, Edward Michael (Premier of Alberta), LL.D
Balog, James, DSc
Stirling, Ian, DSc
Prentice, Hon James, LL.D
Special Convocation (November)
Getty, Donald Ross, (Premier of Alberta), LL.D
Fall
Mclachlan, Sarah, LL.D
Hantho, Charles Harold, LL.D